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ABSTRACT 

 

Technological developments, Internet expansion and the ubiquity of smartphones 

have revolutionized modern communication. Millions of people link to countless 

desktops or mobile e-platforms, and information transfer has never been faster or 

simpler. Previous research has consistently found that online reviews can mould 

consumers’ attitudes toward a product, thereby influencing sales (Chevalier and 

Mayzlin, 2006; Ante, 2009), and highlighting the importance of electronic 

word-of-mouth (eWOM) communication as a key factor affecting consumer 

purchasing decisions. 

  

Message quality plays a decisive role in eWOM communication effectiveness 

(Sweeney, Soutar and Mazzarol, 2008; Cheema and Kaikati, 2010). A persuasive 

message is comprised of two critical components, message valance and argument 

strength (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975; Petty and Cacioppo, 1981), but understanding 

of their characteristics is limited. Until now, most eWOM investigations have 

ignored the written content of persuasive messages, tending to use quantitative 

measures, such as product ratings, to study WOM or eWOM communication 

(Schlosser, 2011). Additionally, the growing role of China in the global economy 

points to an increasingly important role for Chinese language communication. 

To-date English has been the primary language used in past eWOM studies, 

but findings from non-Chinese language studies may not apply to the Chinese 

language eWOM communications. The current study is intended to fill this gap. 
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Grounded in the Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM), this study aims to identify 

the message features of Chinese language eWOM communication and understand 

the combined effects of valence and argument strength on attitude and purchase 

intention towards a product. This study takes both a qualitative approach and 

quantitative approach in its research design. First, a qualitative content analysis 

technique is used to examine the review content. Then experiments are performed 

to test and verify messages with respect to affecting the audience’s attitude and 

product purchase intention. Findings show that different review types carry distinct 

message features and have varying levels of persuasiveness in eWOM 

communication.  

 

The present study deepens the knowledge of eWOM communication because it 

integrates message features into the ELM of eWOM influence. It also extends 

Sweeny, Soutar and Mazzarol’s (2012) traditional WOM study to the Chinese 

language eWOM context. Practically, this study introduces actual themes, 

languages and presentation approaches to product reviews that significantly or 

marginally affect a receiver’s attitude toward a product and influence purchase 

intention. It provides an important reference for the eWOM givers on how to 

strengthen Chinese eWOM message content by understanding the message features 

of different review types. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background  

 

Technological advancements and the phenomenon of the Internet have created an 

online world that exists in parallel with the physical environment. The ubiquity of 

smartphone devices has put instant communication capability in the hands of 

millions of consumers. People around the globe link to countless e-platforms, and 

information transfer has never been faster or simpler. Strauss (1997) states that the 

Internet is a powerful medium, allowing infinite communication between users 

with no boundary restrictions. An increasing number of consumers rely on the 

Internet as an important source of information (Peterson and Merino, 2003). 

Consumers have been transformed by technology from passive recipients of 

market information to creative content contributors in the online world (Berthon, 

Pitt, Plangger and Shapiro, 2012). A survey by Synovate, conducted in May 2010, 

indicates that more than 75% of potential buyers in Hong Kong conduct online 

searches prior to making a purchase. Nearly 70% of Americans also consult 

opinion sites before confirming a purchase (Ante, 2009). Clearly, the battlefield 

for customers extends far beyond the brick-and-mortar business environment to 

the online world. Past works have consistently found that online reviews can 

mould consumers’ attitudes toward a product, thereby influencing sales (Chevalier 

and Mayzlin, 2006), pointing to the importance of electronic word-of-mouth 

(eWOM) communication in affecting consumers’ purchasing decisions.  
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Among consumer studies, Petty and Cacioppo’s (1984) Elaboration Likelihood 

Model (ELM) is the most influential approach for understanding persuasive 

communication (Areni and Lutz, 1988). ELM identifies two routes of persuasive 

influence, central and peripheral, which account for the extent to which people 

process issue-relevant arguments contained in persuasive communications. When 

an individual has the motivation and ability to consider the information in a given 

communication, his/her cognitive responses to the message determine the 

direction and magnitude of attitude change. For this reason, message quality plays 

a significant role in persuasion capacity (Petty and Cacioppo, 1981, 1984; Petty 

and Wegene, 1998; Areni and Lutz, 1988). In eWOM communication, the lack of 

face-to-face cues forces consumers to evaluate information creditability based 

solely on the message’s content characteristics (Walther, 1996; Li and Zhan, 2011; 

Cheung, Lee and Rabjohn, 2008). Consequently, message quality plays a decisive 

and influential role in persuasion effectiveness (Sweeney, Soutar and Mazzarol, 

2008; Cheema and Kaikati, 2010). Cheema and Kaikati (2010) also note that 

communication persuasiveness is significantly dependent on aspects of the 

message. Both academia and marketers are interested in knowing what message 

features drive successful eWOM strategy.  

 

Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) found that messages in persuasive communications 

contain a set of arguments concerning an object with positive or negative 

descriptions and evidence in support of those arguments. Petty and Cacioppo 

(1981) define message quality as the audience’s subjective perception of the 

arguments as either cogent or specious. To enhance the understanding of message 

quality, one needs to examine the message quality construct. Past research posits 

that message quality can be divided into two separate constructs, message valence 
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and argument strength (Areni and Lutz, 1988; Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975). A 

message can be positive, neutral or negative and the perceived degree of the 

message evaluative direction is referred as the message valence (Eisend, 2007; 

Jeong and Koo, 2015). While argument strength refers to the likelihood that the 

argument is being accepted (Areni and Lutz, 1988). Although many researchers 

agree that message valence and argument strength are key dimensions of a 

message and play a significant role in affecting the offline WOM effectiveness 

(Cheema and Kaikati, 2010; Areni and Lutz, 1988; Do-Hyung, Lee and Han, 

2008), few have fully considered these two distinct components when dealing 

with message quality. The conceptualization and operationalization of message 

quality has been inconsistent in past literature. Areni and Lutz (1988) state that 

discussions of message quality in previous studies, such as that of Petty and 

Cacioppo (1981), tend to focus on argument strength rather than valence. Bansal 

and Voyer (2000) regard message quality as a measure of valence. Lee, Rodgers 

and Kim (2009) focus on argument strength only. Surprisingly, previous 

researchers have paid little attention to the combined effects of message valence 

and argument strength on consumer behaviour. Furthermore, most eWOM 

investigations have ignored written content of reviews, tending to use quantitative 

measures, such as product ratings, to study WOM or eWOM communication 

(Schlosser, 2011).  

 

Turning our attention to contemporary research, Sweeney, Soutar and Mazzarol 

(2008; 2012) took the important step of conducting a deeper investigation of 

WOM and identified several factors that influence message persuasiveness, 

including cognitive content nature, richness of the WOM content, and strength of 

delivery. However, these researchers admit that, since the research was conducted 
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in a one-to-one context (i.e., traditional WOM communication), the results may 

not necessarily extend to online communications. Lacking face-to-face cues, 

certain limitations may apply with respect to the application of WOM theory from 

an offline context to online communication. Indeed, Sweeney, Soutar and 

Mazzarol (2012) have strongly recommended future research to extend the current 

stream to the eWOM context.  

 

Beyond this, the prominence of China in the global economy makes Chinese 

language-based analysis worth exploring in WOM/eWOM communication. As yet, 

studies are still absent and no researchers have yet taken a qualitative approach to 

the analysis of message content based on message valence and argument strength. 

Future work must address the fact that our understanding of eWOM message 

features is still very limited, especially when speaking of Chinese language 

eWOM communication. Therefore, the current study proposes to advance 

Sweeney, Soutar and Mazzarol’s model by applying it in the eWOM context and 

filling in the missing area of Chinese language eWOM message features, as well 

as the combined effect of valence and argument strength on attitude and product 

purchase intention. The Elaboration Likelihood Model is the primary theoretical 

framework of the current study because it spells out how attitude is formulated 

and changed with regard to products through both the central route and the 

peripheral route.  

 

Given that the focus of the current study is to explore the message features of 

Chinese language eWOM and the combined effects of message valence and 

argument strength on attitudes toward a product, clearly the central route to 

persuasion suggested by ELM fits well with the study’s intent, in which attitudes 
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are formed or changed by careful consideration of information relevant to the 

object or issue.  

 

1.2 Problem Statement 

 

The Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) provides a useful framework for 

understanding attitude formation and change with regard to products. The model 

identifies two distinct routes to persuasion (i.e., central route and peripheral route) 

and describes the persuasion process that results from either extensive 

consideration of the issue-relevant arguments or from various heuristic cues, such 

as source credibility and attractiveness under high involvement and low 

involvement (Petty and Cacioppo, 1984). This model is used extensively and 

continuously in a large number of consumer behaviour studies about marketing 

and persuasion (Kitchen, Kerr, Schultz, McColl and Pals, 2014). However, ELM 

is not without limitations. Areni and Lutz (1988) state that there is a deficiency in 

the argument quality construct of ELM. They find that ELM only relies on logical 

aspects to manipulate argument quality and fails to consider the two most 

important constructs of message quality, i.e., message valence and argument 

strength. Areni and Lutz (1988) also point out that the investigation of the 

message quality construct is limited and has not received much attention in the 

development of ELM. Several researchers have criticised the ELM’s empirical 

definition of message quality as lacking conceptual rigor, and the explanation of 

what features make some messages more persuasive than others is obscure (Boller, 

Swasy and Munch, 1990; Areni, 2003). Over the years, the message quality 

construct deficiency has not been resolved. Even in a recent study, Kitchen, Kerr, 

Schultz, McColl and Pals (2014) still recommend additional research to examine 
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both the message valence and argument strength in the ELM perspective. Clearly, 

these two variables have not been adequately studied, and more importantly, their 

combined effects have been neglected in past research. These variables are 

discussed here. 

 

Message Valence: Valence is one of the most popular research areas in 

WOM/eWOM studies (Zhang, Craciun and Shin, 2010; Swan and Oliver, 1989; 

Arndt, 1967) and appears to be a frequently manipulated message feature (e.g., 

Swan and Oliver, 1989; Bansal and Voyer, 2000; Gelb and Johnson, 1995; Singh, 

1990; Quinton and Harridge-March, 2010; Brown and Reingen, 1987; Smith and 

Vogt, 1995). Relying on self-reported results from respondents is a common way 

to determine valence (Swan and Oliver, 1989; Singh, 1990). However, this 

quantitative valence measurement results in neglect of message quality, and this is 

commonly reported as a weakness of these works (Andreassen and Streukens, 

2009; Li and Zhan, 2011). Although Sweeney, Soutar and Mazzarol (2012) have 

confirmed that message content varies according to valence, Hennig-Thurau, 

Gwinner, Walsh and Gremler (2004) emphasize that negative WOM has different 

message and delivery characteristics when compared to positive WOM, and no 

study has explored what the exact message features are and how they vary 

according to the valence. 

 

Argument Strength: There are multiple theories concerning which message 

features contribute most to argument strength. Anderson (1998) suggests the 

vividness of a message enhances WOM responses. Gremler (1994) argues that the 

nature of reviews and the way the review is told affects WOM responses. Herr, 

Kardes and Kim (1991) suggest that the power of message delivery may impact a 
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person’s ability to recall WOM. Ratneshwar and Chainken (1991) find that 

ambiguous message content can lead to biased message processing. Finally, 

Ratneshwar, Shocker and Stewart (1987) state that meaningful product attribute 

descriptions can enhance WOM adoption. Although relevant works can be found, 

Godes and Mayzline (2004) report that it is unclear which aspects of review 

content are most important. Sweeney, Soutar and Mazzarol (2008) also call for 

future research to identify the types of message features that can best promote 

eWOM.  

 

The Combined Effects of Message Valence and Argument Strength: The 

critical roles of message valence and argument strength in persuasion have been 

well recognised in past WOM/eWOM studies (Cheema and Kaikati, 2010; Areni 

and Lutz, 1988; Do-Hyung, Lee and Han, 2008), but these two variables are often 

studied separately. When WOM/eWOM receivers comprehend a message’s 

content, they process the captioned message dimensions at the same time 

(Sweeney, Soutar and Mazzarol, 2008). The comprehensibility of the message 

affects communication effectiveness. Prior research has shown that the 

comprehension of message content mediates persuasion (McGuire, 2001). 

Ratneshwar and Chainken (1991) also find a moderating effect of message 

comprehension with respect to persuasion. However, researchers often separate 

these two variables, message valence and argument strength, in their studies. A 

common characteristic of past research has been a focus on comparing the impact 

of positive versus negative WOM/eWOM or strong versus weak arguments. Thus 

far, no study has investigated message content from a qualitative perspective and 

combined the effects of valence and argument strength on receivers’ attitude 

formation and their likelihood to purchase. 
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Furthermore, it is necessary to address the fact that English is the primary 

language used in past WOM/eWOM studies. Areni (2003) states that the theories 

and models in past studies have assumed English WOM/eWOM and that findings 

from the non-Chinese language studies may not apply to Chinese language 

WOM/eWOM communications, especially previous conceptions of message 

structure which are inadequate for purposes of defining Chinese messages. 

Chinese language is distinctly different from English in terms of how it is 

communicated and how it is interpreted. However, Chinese WOM/eWOM has not 

been adequately studied to date. Therefore, an academic study with a focus on 

Chinese language is needed, which also serves the primary interest of this study.  

 

The current study does not focus on finding the differences between English 

language message features and Chinese language message features. Instead, it 

focuses on exploring message features of Chinese language eWOM. The results 

of this study will extend our knowledge to eWOM communication with a focus 

on Chinese message features and provide a foundation upon which to build 

further research.  

 

In short, past studies of WOM/eWOM communication have examined the scope 

of message factors that influence the effectiveness of WOM/eWOM 

communication. These investigations are valuable and undoubtedly expand our 

knowledge of WOM/eWOM communication. However, important aspects remain 

unexplored, such as Chinese language eWOM characteristics and the combined 

effect of valence and argument strength in eWOM communication. By applying 

ELM to the study of eWOM, the current study takes recommendations from past 

studies, such as Areni and Lutz (1988) and Kitchen, Kerr, Schultz, McColl and 
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Pals (2014), which are based on the two important constructs of message quality, 

valence and argument strength, to explore the message features of Chinese 

language eWOM and investigate the combined effects of these two variables in 

affecting attitudes and product purchase intentions. All these help to address the 

research gaps and contribute to ELM models by explaining and predicting how 

eWOM messages influence consumer behaviour, with a focus on two important 

message attributes: message valence and argument strength.  

 

1.3 The Purpose of the Study 

 

Grounded in the Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM), the purpose of this study 

is to: 

 

1. Identify the message features of strong-positive arguments, weak-positive 

arguments, strong-negative arguments and weak-negative arguments in 

Chinese eWOM.  

 

2. Understand how message valence and the argument strength in Chinese 

eWOM jointly influence attitudes toward a product and purchase intentions. 

 

Among the various forms of eWOM communication, online product reviews 

generated by consumers serve as a very popular information source (Li and Zhan, 

2011). Browsing online reviews before making purchase decisions is a common 

practice among consumers. Typically, a product review is written to warn or 

encourage potential consumers about the product of interest (Sen and Lernman 
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2007). The review provides an ideal environment to study both positive and 

negative eWOM message features. 

 

As a foundation for this research, an extensive literature review was undertaken to 

understand what has been done and what needs to be done in the field. A 

Chinese-language online product review community in the service industry was 

selected and analysed to discern the specialised themes, presentation, terms, 

etcetera, used. A content analysis technique was used to examine the review 

content. After identifying the message features of positive and negative reviews as 

well as strong and weak arguments, experiments were performed to test and 

verify whether the messages derived from the content analysis with and without 

particular message features affected the audience’s attitude towards a product and 

consumers’ purchase intentions. The details are discussed in Chapter 3 – 

Methodology. 

 

1.4 Research Questions 

 

1. What are the message features of strong-positive arguments, weak-positive 

arguments, strong-negative arguments and weak-negative arguments in 

Chinese eWOM? 

 

2. How do message valence and argument strength in Chinese eWOM jointly 

influence product attitude and purchase intention?  
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1.5 Significance of the Study 

 

Theoretically, this study contributes to the body of related eWOM research by 

explaining and predicting how message features in Chinese eWOM influence 

consumer behaviour. Specifically, this study contributes to previous research in 

two primary ways, as detailed below. 

 

First, past researchers noted that message quality manipulation in the original 

ELM study was deficient (Areni and Lutz, 1988), and studies that replicated the 

ELM had inconsistent ways of measuring message quality (Kitchen, Kerr, Schultz, 

McColl and Pals, 2014). In addition, most researchers tended to use a quantitative 

approach to measure message quality, which led to neglect of inherent quality 

message content (Andreassen and Streukens, 2009; Li and Zhan, 2011). 

Concerning these research inadequacies, the current study takes a qualitative 

approach to exploring message features in eWOM communications by 

considering the two important message quality constructs, valence and argument 

strength. Without doubt, the current study fills these research gaps. In addition, 

Sweeney, Soutar and Mazzarol (2008) suggested a theoretical model of WOM 

impact such that the message nature and the strength of the words in the message 

exerted a strong impact on WOM influence. Recently, Sweeney, Soutar and 

Mazzarol (2012) further confirmed that the specific message details, including 

cognitive content, richness of content and message delivery are the important 

factors in WOM message assessment. The present study offers an important 

extension and replication of Sweeney, Soutar and Mazzarol’s (2012) study by 

applying English WOM findings from Sweeney, Soutar and Mazzarol (2008; 

2012) to Chinese language eWOM, allowing variations of the model to be 
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discovered. According to Whetten (1989), the new application of model and 

theory, together with boundary testing under the qualitative investigation, can 

improve the completeness and thoroughness of the theoretical work. The present 

study will advance the model development in eWOM communication. Second, 

this study addresses the combined effects of message valence and argument 

strength on attitude and how this subsequently alters product purchase intention. 

The present study extends knowledge of eWOM communication by integrating 

message features into the ELM of Chinese language eWOM influence, which has 

not been done in the past. 

 

The Internet has changed the communication between businesses and consumers, 

and elevated eWOM management as a component of marketing. Blake Chandlee, 

Vice President and Commercial Director in emerging market of Facebook, said, 

“It’s no longer about a pure campaign-driven mentality. It is how you commit to 

building audiences and building a meaningful dialogue” (Eaton, 2011). Berthon, 

Pitt, Plangger and Shapiro (2012) also note that there has been a shift of power 

away from firms to individuals and communities. Therefore, a better 

understanding of eWOM management is necessary. Furthermore, the growing 

prominence of China in the global economy undoubtedly provides practitioners 

with new opportunities and challenges. The Financial Express (Nov 2, 2011) 

pointed out that Chinese language is rapidly becoming one of the key languages 

in the business world, and more and more foreigners have been learning Chinese. 

Since 2000, the number of Chinese-speaking Internet users has increased by 

2,277.9%, representing over 751 million internet users or around 21% of the 

world’s total (Miniwatts Marketing Group, 2016). Yet, although Chinese language 

communication plays an important role in international trade today, it has received 
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very little attention in the academic literature. In a Chinese city such as Hong 

Kong, although many citizens can communicate in English, Chinese remains the 

most common language. According to Synovate statistics published in May 2010, 

65% of Internet users use only Chinese when using search engines to locate 

information. This statistic is consistent with Robbins and Stylianou’s 2002 finding 

that Internet users prefer to read web content and make purchases in their own 

language. In the eWOM context, almost all popular discussion forums and blogs 

in Hong Kong are in Chinese, e.g., discuss.com, Uwants.com, OpenRice.com, 

etcetera. Recognizing the importance of the Chinese language, many international 

companies have established Chinese versions of their websites, including Coca 

Cola, Yahoo, McDonalds, Apple Computer, Google and Microsoft. Using Chinese 

language for eWOM communication gives a company significant competitive 

advantage. Some companies have been even more aggressive in managing 

eWOM, and it is not uncommon for firms to employ “seeders” to spread positive 

eWOM and “shooters” to respond to negative eWOM. Clearly, eWOM 

management plays a critical role in commercial success.  

 

On a practical level, this study introduces actual themes, languages and 

presentation styles of product reviews that significantly or moderately affect 

receivers’ attitudes towards products, and then influence the purchase intention. 

The findings presented here can help business managers design persuasive 

eWOM strategies to influence their customers’ choices. Although this may be an 

ethically debatable contribution, we cannot ignore the reality of today’s business 

world. Business managers are under pressure to boost sales, and eWOM strategy 

is recognised as an effective promotional tool.  
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Online product reviews are often posted by strangers, and eWOM seekers may be 

challenged to judge their credibility. As a result, message quality becomes the key 

to effective persuasion (Park, Lee and Han, 2007). Since product reviews have 

both influencer and predictor roles vis-a-vis product performance (Eliashberg and 

Shugan, 1997), marketers must understand what makes reviews work in order to 

develop more effective eWOM strategies. However, it is nearly impossible for 

marketers to respond to all online discussions in order to maximize positive 

eWOM effects or minimize negative eWOM impacts. Additionally, all online 

product reviews are not equally significant due to variation of review quality (i.e., 

review persuasiveness). Recognising the message features of high-quality 

messages and the combined effects of valence and argument strength can help 

managers decode product reviews and identify the most impactful reviews. 

Marketers can then focus their efforts on the important reviews, e.g., responding 

and following up on strong-negative reviews. Additionally, by monitoring 

relevant reviews (i.e., reviews with significant impact on purchase intentionality) 

and observing how reviewers write about competitors, a more accurate sales 

prediction can be developed and companies can better understand their marketing 

positions.  

 

Online product reviews reflect both product performance and buyers’ concerns, 

and can be accessed easily by marketers as a form of secondary research data. 

They are an excellent source of pertinent consumer data and provide marketers 

with feedback about the possibility of product success and failure. Schultz (2016) 

states that prospective buyers are becoming driving forces in marketing 

communications going forward. The marketers of tomorrow need to be 

knowledge workers more than the creative manipulators, with consumer data 
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driving their strategies. The insights generated from eWOM can be used to guide 

ancillary marketing strategies such as advertising and sales management and even 

the formulation of the promotional messages. eWOM is not only a form of 

communication itself, but also a repository of important consumer data that can 

guide the formulation of effective promotional messages. The present study will 

provide implications for companies on managing their eWOM strategies as well 

as their overall marketing strategies. Companies can employ the findings 

developed here as a foundation to develop customer-oriented promotional 

messages, and hence to achieve effective integrated marketing communications.  

 

The study will provide a good reference for marketers and also eWOM givers on 

how to enhance their Chinese eWOM message content by understanding the 

features of highly persuasive reviews and less persuasive reviews. Particularly 

with respect to the eWOM context, the information explosion makes it more 

difficult for senders to make their arguments stand out. Understanding the content 

features that increase message persuasiveness and lead to more effective eWOM 

communication is golden to reviewers.  
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CHAPTER 2 

 

CONCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT 

 

This section is organised into three parts: WOM and eWOM influences on 

consumer behaviour; the theoretical background of the WOM/eWOM 

communication process; and hypotheses development. The goal is to review and 

summarise what is already known about the issue and then to place the findings 

within a theoretical framework for the proposed research and its theoretical and 

practical contribution.  

 

2.1 The Influences of WOM on Consumer Behaviour 

 

2.1.1 Word-of-Mouth (WOM) Communication and Electronic 

Word-of-Mouth (eWOM) Communication 

 

The traditional WOM concept has a long history starting with early WOM 

research conducted by Katz and Lazarsfeld (1955) and Arndt (1967) to recent 

studies by Bansal and Voyer (2000), Harison-Walker (2001), Chung and Darke 

(2006) and Sweeney, Soutar, and Mazzarol (2012). WOM has been defined as 

oral, informal, face-to-face communication between a receiver and a 

communicator about a brand, product or organisation. Generally, researchers’ 

definitions of WOM are similar. The exchange or flow of information is a core 

part of the definition and has been mentioned by many researchers including 

Arndt (1967), File, Cermark and Prince (1994); Bone (1992); Silverman (2001) 
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and Kim, Han and Lee (2001). Some researchers have extended the definition to 

the consumer behaviour dimension. Swan and Oliver (1989, p. 523) identify 

WOM as “post-purchase communications including positive versus negative 

word-of-mouth.” Similarly, File, Jude and Prince (1992, p. 7) suggest that WOM 

consists of “exit behaviors exhibited by consumers at the conclusion of a service 

encounter.” Some researchers emphasise the non-commercial nature of WOM. 

Bone (1995, p. 213) states that “word-of-mouth communications (WOM) are 

interpersonal communications in which none of the participants are marketing 

sources.” Silverman (2001, p. 4) says that “word-of-mouth is communication 

about products and services between people who are perceived to be independent 

of the company providing the product or service, in a medium perceived to be 

independent to the company.” In short, key dimensions of WOM are face-to-face, 

informal, non-commercial, post-purchase behaviour and an exchange/flow of 

information between two or more people. 

 

The spread of the Internet has created vast opportunities for WOM 

communication through electronic media. The written form of WOM, which 

spreads via electronic media, is known as electronic word-of-mouth (eWOM). 

eWOM is a less personal form of WOM and is basically an extension of WOM 

via the Internet. Hennig-Thurau et al. (2004, p. 39) define eWOM as “any positive 

or negative statement made by potential, actual or former customers about a 

product or company, which is made available to a multitude of people institutions 

via the Internet.”. Duan, Gu and Whinston (2008) point out that eWOM is viewed 

as a credible information source, and Kozinets (2002) states that more and more 

consumers rely on online information as part of their decision-making process. 

The importance of eWOM to consumer decision-making has been well 
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established in previous research; thus it is not surprising that growing numbers of 

firms are adapting their online marketing strategies (e.g., buzz marketing) to 

leverage the WOM impact (Carl, 2006; Steffes and Burgee, 2009).  

 

2.1.2 Differences between WOM and eWOM Communication 

 

The global nature of the Internet allows an unlimited number of individuals to 

communicate absent physical boundary restrictions using email broadcasting, 

blogs, chat rooms or discussion board postings. The popularisation of the Internet 

enables a simple and low-cost way to exchange ideas. Given the convenience, an 

increasing number of consumers are willing to post product reviews on various 

online platforms, such as forums, weblogs, emails, etcetera. The scope of 

information exchanged is expanded from one-to-one to one-to-a-few to 

one-to-many or even many-to-many. Consequently, an explosion of product 

information and customer opinion has developed on the Internet. The reach of 

eWOM communication is significantly larger than that of traditional WOM and 

has become increasingly important to firms’ reputation management (Jansen, 

Zhang, Sobel and Chowdury, 2009). Moreover, traditional WOM is a form of 

linear communication and its communication sequence is chronological, but 

eWOM can be a linear or non-linear communication because of its interactive 

feature, which is directed to multiple individuals and is available for reaching in 

an indefinite period of time (Huang, Cai, Tsang and Zhou, 2011).  

 

In terms of the relationship between senders and receivers, eWOM 

communication takes place via a technological interface, and Internet users may 

not have a primary relationship with a person, when using a device such as a 
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phone or computer. The sender-receiver interaction is, to a large extent, based on 

written words without any face-to-face cues, voice tones, facial expressions or 

gestures. Nevertheless, consumers seem willing to accept advice and opinions 

from online strangers. This is quite different from traditional WOM 

communication (Hennig-Thurau and Walsh, 2003) in that an individual’s opinion 

is no longer confined to just family and friends.  

 

eWOM is text-oriented. Consumers write their product experiences and post the 

reviews on different platforms. These online consumer reviews are stored and 

available at the related online platforms. It is easier to process, retrieve and 

evaluate online written information than the oral information of traditional WOM . 

Obviously, eWOM is not as perishable as traditional WOM. eWOM is easier to 

transmit or forward than traditional WOM. Therefore, WOM is a synchronous 

communication but eWOM can be both asynchronous or synchronous 

communication.   

 

In sum, the Internet gives an individual power to share his/her experiences with 

the world. eWOM is considered to be more powerful and impactful due to its viral 

nature and reach. Huang, Cai, Tsang and Zhou (2011) argue that marketers have 

more control over WOM communication in an online environment compared to 

the offline environment. This idea calls the marketers’ attention to the fact that 

they need to understand the phenomenon of eWOM so that they can improve their 

business practices. 
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2.1.3 The Influences on Consumer Behaviour 

 

The importance of WOM/eWOM communication is well documented in the 

literature. Academics and practitioners have conducted many investigations 

throughout the years to better understand how consumer behaviour is affected by 

WOM/eWOM communication. Beginning with early research, Katz and 

Lazarsfeld (1955) showed that WOM has a significant impact on consumer action 

and product judgment because WOM is a primary information source. Scholars 

consistently find that WOM communication influences consumer attitudes 

(Brucks, 1985), product evaluation (Bone, 1995), purchase intention (Herr et al., 

1991; Sweeney, Soutar and Mazzarol, 2008), product judgment (Bone, 1995), 

brand choice (Bansal and Voyer, 2000; Lau and Ng, 2001) and purchase decisions 

(Lau and Ng, 2001). Gruen, Osmonbekov and Czaplewski (2006) found that 

eWOM has a direct relationship on loyalty intentions. Prendergast, Ko and Yuen 

(2010) found that eWOM persuasiveness is significantly associated with purchase 

intention. There is abundant evidence suggesting a strong link between WOM and 

consumer behaviour. 

 

Compared to other communication tools, WOM is considered to be one of the 

most powerful tactics in influencing consumer behaviour (Katz and Lazarsfeld, 

1955; Arndt, 1967; Day, 1971; Hongan et al., 2004). Day (1971) found that WOM 

is up to nine times more effective than traditional advertising. Brown and Reingen 

(1987) found that WOM was seven times as effective as printed advertising, four 

times as effective as personal selling, and twice as effective as radio advertising in 

affecting brand switching behaviour. Hongan et al. (2004) showed that WOM is 

three times as effective as paid advertising. Consumers are increasingly turning to 

http://www.sciencedirect.com.ezproxy.cityu.edu.hk/science/article/pii/S0148296308000040#bib9
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WOM because it is consumer-dominated and is believed to be more trustworthy 

than firm-generated communication (Arndt, 1967). People tend to believe WOM 

recommendations because they are generated by consumers who are perceived to 

have no incentive to recommend a particular product or mislead others (Herr et al., 

1991; Murray, 1991; Silverman, 2001). Thus, unlike paid advertising WOM is 

perceived to be unencumbered by a profit motivation. The Nielsen Online Global 

Consumer Study (2007) showed a significant level of trust in WOM in many 

Asian countries and cities, including Hong Kong, Taiwan, Indonesia, India and 

South Korea. 

 

WOM appears to be more influential with regard to services than to goods 

(Anderson, 1998; Bristor, 1990) and often plays a significant role in the 

decision-making process for service consumption (Murray, 1991; Freiden and 

Goldsmith, 1988). The primary reason for this is that the intangibility and 

heterogeneity of services makes evaluation before consumption difficult. Because 

service production and consumption are inseparable, consumers are unable to 

experience a service before a purchase is confirmed. As a result, service purchases 

are perceived to be risky decisions when compared to tangible goods purchases. 

Consumers tend to seek more information from outside sources and rely heavily 

on the recommendations and evaluations given by others in service purchase 

decision-making (Gremler, 1994). In this vein, WOM/eWOM can effectively 

reduce risks, including financial, time, functional and psychological risks 

(Roselius, 1971; Settle and Alreck, 1989). Furthermore, WOM/eWOM can 

generate empathy which helps reduce consumer resistance (Bickart and Schindler, 

2001) to a purchase. Therefore, understanding what kinds of reviews bolster sales 

is of great interest to business owners and managers who seek to master the 
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predictive power of product reviews. This reliance explains why this study 

focuses on purchase of services rather than purchase of goods.  

 

Although WOM models and theories are commonly applied to eWOM studies, it 

is necessary to address the differences between them, which may result in 

variations in the application of traditional WOM theory. Traditional WOM is 

received from a known and trusted source, such as a family member, a friend 

(Bansal and Voyer, 2000), or an expert in the field (Bone, 1995). However, there 

is no familiarity between senders and receivers in the online environment. The 

manner in which a receiver perceives the creditability of information may be 

totally different between offline WOM and online WOM. Grounded in Sweeney, 

Soutar and Mazzarol’s (2012) model regarding which traditional WOM message 

dimensions can enhance the power of an individual message, these researchers 

state that extending the model to eWOM communication is a highly valuable 

endeavour, and future research should further examine message details, including 

the richness of content and strength of delivery. The current study proposes to fill 

this research gap.  

 

2.2 WOM/eWOM Communication Models 

 

A variety of information processing and response models have been developed to 

endeavour to understand how consumers process and react to WOM/eWOM 

information. The classical models include Strong’s (1925) AIDA Model and 

Shannon and Weaver’s (1949) Communication Model. These models provide a 

fundamental understanding of the WOM/eWOM transmission process and 

conclude that WOM/eWOM communication can influence receivers’ attitudes and 
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behaviours. AIDA is an acronym for attention, interest, desire and action, and is a 

simplistic model describing the four stages people go through when purchasing a 

product or adopting an idea purchase (Strong, 1925). It is commonly used by 

marketers in advertising and selling. However, this model does not tell much 

about the role or influence of the message in the communication. Rather, it is 

more about the steps in the persuasion process. Therefore, it is not considered as 

an appropriate theoretical framework for this study.  

 

The Shannon-Weaver model is a popular communication model that describes the 

communication process between sender and receiver. It incorporates various 

concepts such as information sources, channels, decoding, encoding, noises, 

destination and feedback. It explains how communication happens and also why 

communication is sometimes unsuccessful. However, this model is applied more 

effectively in interpersonal communication rather than mass communication 

because some core elements of the model, such as feedback, are absent in mass 

communication. Since the current study is about eWOM communication, a form 

of mass communication, audiences are basically unable or not expected to give 

feedback to an eWOM sender. Thus, the Shannon-Weaver model of 

communication is also not an appropriate framework for this study. 

 

Narrowing the focus from general communication models to WOM/eWOM 

communication models, some researchers focus on understanding the motivation 

and creation of WOM/eWOM as well as the conditions that trigger 

information-giving behaviour (e.g., Cheung, Lee and Rabjohn, 2008; Goldsmith 

and Horowitz, 2006; Williams, Wiele, Iwaarden and Eldridge, 2010). Researchers 

also pay attention to the antecedents that influence receivers (e.g., McGuire, 2001; 
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Huang et al., 2011) and the ways in which they engage in WOM/eWOM (e.g., 

Bronner and De Hoog, 2010). Specifically, Sweeney, Soutar and Mazzarol (2008) 

propose a model for the factors that impact WOM’s influence from the receivers’ 

perspective. This model includes the personal attributes of the sender and the 

receiver, the interpersonal relationship between the actors, the situational factors, 

and the message features. When Sweeney, Soutar and Mazzarol (2012) deepened 

their study of WOM message measurement, three distinct message dimensions 

emerged. Grounded in these models and findings, the present study aims to extend 

the understanding of traditional WOM messages to eWOM messages, both 

qualitatively and quantitatively. 

 

The eWOM literature is generally divided into sender/generation and receiver 

perspectives. Many researchers study eWOM from a generation perspective (also 

known as the sender perspective), placing significant importance on 

understanding the motivation and creation of eWOM as well as the conditions 

that trigger eWOM giving behaviour (e.g., Cheung, Lee and Neil Rabjohn, 2008; 

Goldsmith and Horowitz, 2006; Williams, Wiele, Iwaarden and Eldridge, 2010). 

Fong and Burton (2008) compared the cultural impacts of eWOM giving. Feick 

and Price (1987) found that opinion leaders, early adopters and market mavens 

are more likely to give recommendations. Such individuals are motivated to 

engage in communication because they want to express their concern for others, 

reduce self post-purchase dissonance, or make a good impression for themselves 

(Gatignon and Robertson, 1986). A helpful personality motivates a person to share 

because he/she gains intrinsic satisfaction (Sundaram, Mitra and Webster, 1998). 

According to Mazzarol, Sweeney and Soutar (2007), the recognition of others’ 

needs for information is a key trigger of positive comments to help or negative 
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comments to warn receivers. People who are self-confident, helpful and outgoing 

are more likely to offer recommendations.  

 

However, the impact of eWOM varies based on how receivers react to it. The 

extent of receivers’ eWOM usage behaviour (e.g., Senecal and Nantel, 2004; 

Quinton and Harridge-March, 2010) and the way in which users engage in 

eWOM behaviour (e.g., Bronner and De Hoog, 2010; Gruen, et al., 2006; Smith 

and Vogt, 1995) have been noted and well-examined. People generally engage in 

eWOM activities because they seek confirmation from others about an 

appropriate buying decision or because they are unable to judge a product and 

need an outside opinion to alleviate uncertainty and reduce risk. The eagerness to 

seek out eWOM is highly dependent on the nature of the product. The information 

received by WOM is widely used to make high-risk purchase decisions; 

consequently, researchers have tended to focus on high-risk purchases in their 

studies. Purchase decisions with respect to services are generally perceived as 

high risk in comparison to products because of the intangibility, inseparability, 

perishability and heterogeneity of services, which makes services more difficult to 

evaluate prior to consumption (Mangold, Miller and Brockway, 1999; Wirtz and 

Chew, 2002). Past studies have validated that WOM/eWOM exerts greater 

influence in the service sector than in product industries (Murray, 1991; Bansal 

and Voyer, 2000; Mangold et al., 1999). King and Balasubramanian (1994) also 

suggest that people demand more information about products that have 

experience attributes. Thus WOM plays a significant role in service purchases 

(Silverman, 2001). Given this, the present study will be undertaken from the 

receivers’ perspective with a focus on the service industry. How a receiver learns 

and processes a message is important and will be examined in-depth. 
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WOM/eWOM communication deals with information transfer that occurs when a 

person describes and shares his/her experiences with a product or service with 

others. Receivers’ responses depend on how they assimilate and adopt the 

information. The information adoption process refers to the process of 

transforming explicit information into internalised knowledge and meaning 

(Nonaka, 1994). To understand how attitude is formed or changed, two 

dual-process theories are considered: the Heuristic-Systematic model (HSM) and 

the Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM). These are the most influential 

theoretical foundations in eWOM communication studies (Cheung & Thadani, 

2012). The HSM, proposed by Chaiken (1980) and later developed by Eagly and 

Chaiken (1983) specifies two routes to persuasion in that the message can be 

processed systematically or heuristically by audiences. Its guiding belief is that 

people tend to minimize their use of cognitive resources, thus influencing 

message processing. The ELM theory, developed by Petty and Cacioppo in the 

early 1980s, argues that individuals process persuasive messages differently 

because the persuasion can occur via either a central or peripheral route, and the 

route used is determined by the individual’s motivation and ability to process the 

message (Petty and Wegener, 1998).  

 

Both HSM and ELM endeavour to explain how individuals receive and process 

persuasive messages, and the principal similarity between them is that they both 

discuss two routes of persuasion. They both assume that people desire to make 

“correct” decisions, but the major difference between the two models is their 

treatment of motivation. HSM brings up an important principle in that individuals 

tend to minimize their effort in closing the gap between actual and desired 

confidence in decision making. People use limited cognitive resources to reach an 
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adequate level of confidence when making a “correct” decision, a tenet known as 

the Sufficiency Principle (Chaiken, et al., 1996). With the Sufficiency Principle, 

HSM is concerned more with how much effort an individual puts into gaining 

enough confidence to make a decision, but not the message’s role in influencing 

persuasion. Therefore, HSM may not be the best theoretical fit for the current 

study.  

 

On the other hand, ELM revolves around personal relevance (i.e., involvement) 

and the probability that a person carefully thinks about the information contained 

in the persuasive communication. Petty and Cacioppo (1984) state that personal 

relevance enhances (diminishes) the impact of a message on brand attitude and 

purchase intention. Clearly, ELM pays explicit attention to a message’s persuasive 

effects under both high and low involvement conditions (Areni and Lutz, 1997). A 

message is seen as a key factor in influencing communication persuasiveness in a 

high involvement situation. The current study aims to understand the 

characteristics of a persuasive message, how an audience responds to it, and how 

it influences attitude toward a product. Message is the core focus of the current 

study, in regard to its features and its impacts on attitudes and purchase intentions, 

and ELM provides the most appropriate theoretical background for this study.  

 

2.2.1 Information Adoption Model - Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) 

 

The ELM is an organizing framework for understanding how persuasion functions 

and how attitude changes. It is a very powerful theory in persuasion literature and 

has received significant attention from researchers. Rich studies have been carried 

out based on the ELM, especially with respect to marketing communications (e.g., 
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Petty and Cacioppo, 1984; Miniard, Bhatla, Lord, Dickson and Unnava, 1991; 

Batra and Ray, 1986; Li and Zhan, 2011). The ELM posits two routes (Central vs. 

Peripheral) to persuasion, recognising that audiences can be either active or 

passive participants in the persuasion process and arguing that learning the 

message is not the necessary condition for effective persuasion in some situations. 

In other words, persuasion can occur even when a message is not learned. 

Precisely which route is employed in a decision-making situation depends upon 

two factors: the receivers’ motivation and their ability to critically examine and 

process the message or topic.  

 

When using the peripheral route, the audience does not engage in elaboration of 

the message. The audience is either unable or unwilling to engage in message 

processing, but instead relies heavily on the source’s expertise and attractiveness 

or quantity of the argument. If the information source is perceived to be credible, 

(e.g., if the WOM giver is an expert on the particular topic) then the receivers are 

more likely to be persuaded because their resistance drops (Bickart and Schindler, 

2001), which means fewer counter arguments develop. People tend to accept an 

expert’s opinion while ignoring information from an untrustworthy source. 

Additionally, the peripheral route takes place when audiences fail to process 

message content and are persuaded simply by the number of arguments in the 

message.  

 

In contrast, when audiences have both the motivation and the ability to think 

about the topics or information contained in a message, they become active 

participants, performing central processing. The central route involves careful 

examination of a message before forming an opinion or attitude. A person’s 
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cognitive response to a message determines the direction and magnitude of 

attitude change, and the attitude change is stronger and more predictive of 

behaviour when it occurs through the central route compared to the peripheral 

route. Therefore, message quality plays an important role, and a stronger 

argument (i.e., higher message quality) leads to a greater change in the receiver’s 

attitude, which means greater persuasiveness (Petty and Cacioppo, 1984; Cook, 

1969).  

 

The theoretical concept of central route persuasion in ELM not only addresses the 

importance of message quality in communication effectiveness, but also provides 

rationale for predictions about the relationship between message quality and 

attitude formation.  

 

In the context of this study, the concept of central route persuasion ELM is 

determined to be the best conceptual framework for three reasons. First, eWOM 

receivers are likely to be highly motivated because people do not search online 

product reviews unless they are considering a purchase (Li and Zhan, 2011). 

Second, it is believed that receivers have the ability to process information from 

reviews because they will not visit a website if they are unable to read and 

comprehend the information it contains. For example, a British individual will not 

browse a Japanese web page unless he/she can read Japanese; a woman will not 

read cosmetic product reviews unless she knows what make-up is; an individual 

will not read a product review if he/she cannot understand the subject matter 

being discussed. The complexity of a review will naturally define its target 

readers. If an individual takes an action to read a review, his/her ability to process 

the information given is assumed. Third, since anyone can post an opinion online 
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about a product, consumers generally do not know the true identity or the 

motivation of the eWOM source. Thus, eWOM receivers are unable to determine 

the quality and trustworthiness of product reviews based on characteristics of the 

communicators. The verification of source expertise is important but very difficult. 

To resolve this uncertainty, people tend to deduce the trustworthiness of the 

information from message features (Li and Zhan, 2011). Brown et al. (2003) also 

note that people form impressions of others solely based on the linguistic content 

of written messages in eWOM communication. In addition, Huang et al., (2011) 

state that message information is of primary importance in the online environment 

since uncertainty about the message source makes people turn their attention to 

message quality.  

 

In short, message quality plays a significant role in eWOM communication, and 

marketers must understand how the mechanisms work in order to influence 

consumer behaviour. ELM is undoubtedly the best fitting theoretical framework 

in the present study. In addition to its concept of central route persuasion, it 

addresses the importance of message quality and also provides a rationale for 

predictions about the relationship between message quality and attitude formation. 

More literature will be reviewed in the following sections. 

 

2.2.2 Culture Differences and Influences in Communications 

 

The Internet allows people to communicate widely and instantly. Unlike 

traditional WOM communication, eWOM givers are not generally known and 

essentially are strangers to their receivers. As a result, the reliability of a message 

source is difficult to assess. The lack of social cues in eWOM forces consumers to 
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evaluate information creditability solely based on message content characteristics 

(Walther, 1996; Li and Zhan, 2011; Cheung, Lee and Rabjohn, 2008). Cheema 

and Kaikati (2010) note that the persuasiveness of a communication is highly 

dependent on message features. The quality of a message is influential in 

WOM/eWOM adoption. Its importance has been highlighted and validated in past 

research (e.g., Petty and Cacioppo, 1984; Li and Zhan, 2011).  

 

The ways in which eWOM givers organize and encode their messages is 

influenced by their culture (Tsang and Prendergast, 2009). According to Hofstede 

(1980; 2001), individualism/collectivism is a key culture dimension. It refers to 

the degree of interdependence a society maintains among its members, and relates 

to whether people’s self-image is “I”-conscious or “We”-conscious. Most western 

countries, like United States, Canada, United Kingdom, France, Germany, etc., 

are highly individualist cultures, while United States scores highest among these 

western countries. The self-concepts in the individualistic western world is that 

the individual is an autonomous entity and everyone has a distinctive set of 

attributes and qualities. On the contrary, most Asian countries are collectivist 

cultures where people act in the interests of the group rather than their own selves, 

and the Chinese in particular are found to have a highly collectivist culture. 

Collectivists’ individual behavior and personality traits are shaped by situational 

influences. Their self-esteems link to the relationships with others instead of an 

individual because they view the individuals as a part of the surrounding social 

context. Concerning the need for harmony, collectivistic consumers are relatively 

loyal and less likely to raise a formal complaint for a product, but they will spread 

the negative word of mouth to in-group members (Mooij and Hofstede, 2011). 
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These findings are consistent with Hofstede’s (1980) view that in individualist 

societies (e.g., America), individuals focus on themselves and their immediate 

families. By contrast, people in collectivist societies (e.g., China) are concerned 

more about others and emphasize harmony of the social environment. Li, Zhang 

and Nisbett (2004) found that Chinese people tended to group objects on the basis 

of relationships and less on the basis of category membership than Europeans or 

Americans. This indicates that Chinese reasoning is relatively holistic and western 

reasoning is relatively analytic. 

 

Besides, culture differences are also found in consumer behavior. Individualists 

will actively search for information through different media to prepare for 

purchases. In collectivism cultures, people acquire information implicitly via 

interpersonal communication and usually base their buying decisions on the trust 

and feelings in the company (Mooij and Hofstede, 2011). In respect to brand 

evaluations, members of individualistic cultures are used to conceptual thinking, 

so brands are usually built by adding values of abstract personality traits. While 

those of collectivistic cultures are less used to conceptual thinking, and they are 

more interested in the tangible product features than in abstract brands (Hsieh, 

2004). These mental differences lead to different results when measuring the 

brand equity of global brands across cultures (Hsieh, 2004).  

 

In addition, Mooij and Hofstede (2011) found that people with high-context 

cultures (e.g. Chinese) tend to have indirect communications. Their symbols and 

signs and their ways of information processing are different from those of people 

with low-context cultures (e.g. Americans), who are more verbally oriented. 

Tsang and Prendergast (2009) also found that Chinese people are concerned about 
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positive social atmosphere and tend to use more non-product related statements in 

product reviews than Americans. In short, it is obvious that Chinese culture is 

different from the western countries and past studies have demonstrated that 

culture has a substantial effect on the way individuals encode messages. 

 

Culture is transmitted and internalized by language (Li, Zhang and Nisbett, 2004). 

Culture and language are embedded in each other and they cannot be separated 

easily. Language is central to communication and at the core of written messages. 

The structure and writing system of Chinese language is very different from that 

of English. Chinese language is non-alphabetic and based on a system of 

ideographs (Schmitt and Tavassoli, 1994; Li, Tavassoli and Lee, 2003; Zhang and 

Nisbett, 2004). The basic unit of Chinese is the character, and there are 

approximately 50,000 characters although only about 7,000 are generally used. 

Chinese word structure offers few if any cues to pronunciation. By contrast, 

written English is based on an alphabet and its basic unit is the letter. The English 

alphabet consists of just 26 letters and the orthographic structure of English words 

is typically related to the pronunciation of the word. Research in cognitive 

psychology has consistently shown that language structure impacts information 

processing (Tzeng, Hung, Cotton and Wang, 1979; Schmitt and Tavassoli, 1994).  

 

Clearly, Chinese language structure is very different from English language 

structure. Since English is the primary language used in past WOM/eWOM 

studies, findings from these non-Chinese language studies may not apply to 

Chinese language communication, especially when it relates to message 

conception. eWOM receivers from ideographic writing systems (i.e., readers of 

Chinese) are more sensitive to visual elements of written words compared to 
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people from phonological writing systems (Tavasoli, 2001). Their reading relies 

less on sound-based processes, but appears to rely to a greater degree on visual 

processes to decode words (Tzeng, Hung, Cotton and Wang, 1979; Tavasoli, 1994; 

Schmitt, Pan and Tavassoli, 1994).  

 

Therefore, the current study argues that message features of Chinese eWOM are 

very different from those of English eWOM and Chinese eWOM receivers have a 

distinct way of processing eWOM messages. Since message reception is central 

to models of attitude formation and attitude change, it is necessary to understand 

the message features of Chinese eWOM and what message contents are important 

in driving a persuasive eWOM communication. Lack of understanding about 

Chinese eWOM message uniqueness and the assumption of equivalence between 

Chinese eWOM and English eWOM may threaten a study’s validity. This study 

proposes to address this issue and explore the message characteristics of Chinese 

eWOM using a content-based analysis. 

 

2.2.3 Message Quality and eWOM Communication Effectiveness 

 

Sweeney, Soutar and Mazzarol (2008) propose a model of WOM impact that 

highlights key factors that influence a receiver’s propensity to act on WOM, a 

combination of personal and interpersonal characteristics, message features and 

situational aspects of the communication. The model shows that WOM 

effectiveness can be enhanced when one of the four conditional factors is 

improved. Specifically, these researchers address the message nature in terms of 

the message content and power of the words as having impact on WOM 

effectiveness. Sweeney, Soutar and Mazzarol’s model of WOM impact provides 
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rich insights into WOM communication and also provides a basis for the current 

study, as it integrates message features into the model of eWOM influence. 

 

In the context of this study, an individual’s perception of encouragement from 

others refers to his or her recognition of the reference group’s agreement with a 

purchase decision based on online product reviews. The review information is the 

basis of attitude formation and has a significant effect on the individual’s 

behavioural intention (i.e., purchase intention). Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) posit 

that any message in a persuasive communication contains a set of arguments 

concerning an object with positive or negative descriptions and evidence 

supporting those arguments. However, message features are often neglected in 

previous WOM/eWOM studies, and the researchers acknowledge this deficiency 

as a limitation of their research (e.g., Lim and Chung, 2011; Andreassen and 

Streukens, 2009). According to Petty and Cacioppo (1981), message quality is 

defined as the audience’s subjective perception of the arguments in the persuasive 

message as cogent versus specious. Limited attention has been paid to what 

information in a message drives higher message quality or lower message quality 

in the development of the ELM (Areni and Lutz, 1988). Areni (2003) states that 

message quality is the most intriguing variable within the ELM framework. 

Certainly, a deeper understanding of message features can add value to the 

WOM/eWOM communication literature.  

 

Message features have various dimensions, including enthusiasm/dispersion 

(Reingen and Kernan, 1986), detail/comprehensiveness (Bone, 1992; Cheung, 

Lee and Rabjohn, 2008), ease of comprehension/ readability (Li and Zhan, 2011), 

relevance (Cheung, Lee and Rabjohn, 2008), evidence presence (Li and Zhan, 
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2011), consistency and timeliness (DeLone and Mclean, 2003). Although these 

various message dimensions have been studied, no previous study has confirmed 

which are the most meaningful and representative features of positive and 

negative messages. Reviewing the previous ELM studies, valence and argument 

strength are two distinct components in persuasive messages (Fishbein and Ajzen, 

1975; Areni and Lutz, 1988). Mazzarol, Sweeney and Soutar (2007) argue that 

message quality should go beyond simply favourability or valence. In short, 

special attention should be paid to the richness of the message content regardless 

the valence and the strength or power of the advocacy. Therefore, the current 

study proposes to extend understanding of these two key themes.  

 

2.2.4 Valence 

 

A direction exists in all WOM (i.e., valence) communication; it may be positive, 

neutral or negative (Sweeney, Soutar and Mazzarol, 2008). People are motivated 

to offer WOM because they desire social interaction or else they have concern for 

others and it enhances their own self-worth (Henning-Thurau et al., 2004). WOM 

may communicate a giver’s pleasant experiences (i.e., positive WOM) or 

unfavourable experiences (i.e., negative WOM) (Sweeney, Soutar and Mazzarol, 

2012). Givers recommend what they believe is good for others by giving positive 

reviews and warn others to avoid bad purchase decisions by providing negative 

reviews. From the receivers’ perspective, different valences produce differing 

reactions. Positive reviews raise the receivers’ perceptions of confidence and 

comfort with respect to the related products such that consumers are likely to have 

a more favourable opinion of the product and a higher purchase intention (Arndt, 

1967). By contrast, negative reviews relate unpleasant reviewer experiences. Such 
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reviews represent the givers’ feelings of anger or disappointment (Sweeney, 

Soutar and Mazzarol, 2008), and the receivers’ purchasing intentions are unlikely 

to be enhanced due to psychological discomfort. The relationship between 

valence and the consumer behaviour of receivers has been highly scrutinized in 

the eWOM literature.  

 

Many investigators have studied message valence (Zhang, Craciun and Shin, 

2010; Swan and Oliver, 1989; Arndt, 1967), usually selecting one side of the 

message valence as the focus or variable of their research. The influencing factors 

of positive WOM/eWOM effectiveness (Bansal and Voyer, 2000; Steward and 

Conway, 1996; Gelb and Johnson, 1995), the influencing factors in the adoption 

of positive reviews (Cheung, Lee and Rabjoin, 2008; Areni, Ferrell and Wilcox, 

2000; Gupta and Harris, 2010), the tie effect in positive WOM/eWOM activities 

(Quinton and Harridge-March, 2010; Brown and Reingen, 1987; Granovetter, 

1973; Duhan et al., 1997), the integrating effect of advertising and negative WOM 

messages (Smith and Vogt, 1995), consumers’ responses to negative eWOM (Sen 

and Lernman 2007; Ahluwalia, Burnkrant and H, 2000), and the driving forces of 

negative WOM communication (Wetzer, Zeelenberg and Pieters, 2007) are all 

examples. Some researchers have compared the impact of positive WOM/eWOM 

and negative WOM/eWOM under different circumstances, such as product 

attribute evaluation (Lim and Chung, 2011), and the influence of message source 

(Adjei, Noble and Noble, 2010), etc. Certainly, message valence plays a critical 

role in WOM/eWOM communication. However, past studies rely mainly on the 

responses of receivers in determining or manipulating message valence. For 

example, Swan and Oliver (1989) asked respondents (new automobile buyers) to 

rate WOM/ eWOM favourableness using a Likert-type scale; Singh (1990) used a 
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single-item dichotomous scale to access negative WOM. Past researchers have 

paid scant attention to understanding how the message features are associated 

with valence, and rarely take a qualitative approach to investigating the message 

features of positive and negative reviews. The current study provides a 

content-based analysis of eWOM messages and fills this research gap.  

 

2.2.5 Argument Strength 

 

Another important dimension of WOM/eWOM messages is argument strength. 

Many WOM/eWOM studies have shown significant difference in the way a 

receiver processes strong arguments and weak arguments; hence, their responses 

to such arguments vary. Li and Zhan (2011) state that argument strength 

significantly influences WOM adoption and is critical with respect to persuasion 

effectiveness. Sweeney, Soutar and Mazzarol (2008) also note that the nature of a 

message in terms of both its word power and strength and the manner of message 

delivery strongly influence WOM adoption and communication effectiveness. 

Numerous academic studies have shown that strong arguments produce more 

attitude and belief change than weak arguments (Johnson, Smith-Mclallen, 

Killeya and Levin, 2004; Wood and Quinn, 2003). Petty and Cacioppo (1981) 

found that strong arguments can yield favourable cognitive and affective 

responses, while weak arguments lead to counter-argumentation and negative 

response to the message. Zhao et al (2011) defined a strong argument as “one that 

has elicited predominantly favourable or positive thoughts” and a weak argument 

as “one that has elicited predominantly unfavourable or negative thoughts.”  
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To examine the strength of an argument, each study uses a somewhat different 

measure (Zhao et al, 2011). To summarise, two basic approaches have been used 

to measure argument strength. They are identified here as the Indirect Approach 

(Cognitive Response Approach) and the Direct Approach (Intrinsic Message 

Feature Approach).  

 

2.2.5.1 Indirect Approach – Cognitive Response Approach 

 

The cognitive response approach used to measure argument strength focuses on 

response results from consumers and is considered to be an indirect approach. 

Both single-item measures (e.g., Darke and Chaiken, 2005; Ziegler and Dieh, 

2001) and multi-item measures (e.g., Andrews and Shimp, 1990; Kempf and 

Palan, 2006) can be found in the literature. Swan and Oliver (1989) asked their 

respondents (new automobile buyers) to rate WOM favourableness using a 

Liker-type scale. Singh (1990) used a single-item dichotomous scale to access 

negative WOM. Whittler and DiMeo (1991) measured argument strength by using 

a four-item seven-point scale with endpoints labeled persuasive-unpersuasive, 

informative-uninformative, strong-weak, and believable-unbelievable. Generally, 

potential arguments were presented to the subject population, and the subjects 

were asked to read them and then indicate their thoughts along certain dimensions, 

such as positive/negative, favourable/unfavourable, persuasive/ unpersuasive, 

convincing/unconvincing, etcetera. These items are usually designated as a 

category to be assigned based on survey responses rather than a construct to be 

measured (Harrison-Walker, 2001). This approach is known as the “categorization 

process” (Skowronski and Carlston, 1989). The cognitive response approach is 

widely used in WOM and eWOM studies. The message that has elicited more 
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favourable or positive thoughts is defined as a strong argument, while the 

message with predominantly unfavourable or negative thoughts is considered a 

weak argument (Xiaoquan Zhao, 2011). Although the cognitive response 

approach has been widely adopted by persuasion researchers, it has potential 

limitations (Cacioppo, Von Hippel and Ernst, 1997; Shapiro, 1994). The lack of 

content-based analysis in the argument strength of a message has been identified 

as a key limitation in many studies (Cheung, Luo, Sia and Chen, 2009; Zou, Yu 

and Hao, 2011; L. Jean Harrison-Walker, 2001). An academic study to address 

this issue is obviously needed. 

 

2.2.5.2 Direct Approach – Intrinsic Message Feature Approach  

 

Another approach used to understand argument strength involves focusing on the 

intrinsic message features that may affect persuasion. Various features have been 

generalised from past works. Bhattacherjee and Sanford (2006) state that the 

persuasive strength of an argument is determined by the argument quality 

embedded in the message. DeLone and McLean (2003) suggest that persuasive 

strength is determined by accuracy, dynamism, completeness, relevance, 

understandability, timeliness, variety and personalisation. By contrast, McKinney, 

Yoon and Zahedi (2002) suggest understandability, reliability and usefulness of 

the information, and Mazzarol et al. (2007) offer the “richness of the message 

content” and the “strength of advocacy.” The richness of the message content 

refers to its depth and intensity. The strength of the advocacy refers to the strength 

of communication and the strength of intention of the recommendation. Other 

factors that may affect argument strength include the vividness of the message 

(Anderson, 1998), the nature of reviews and the way in which the message is 
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delivered (Gremler, 1994) as well as its relevance, accuracy and ease of 

comprehension (Cheung, Lee and Rabjohn, 2008). Linguistic studies show that 

complex and lengthy message organisation is more difficult to understand and less 

persuasive (Lowrey, 1998). Similarly, Li and Zhan (2011) indicate that the writing 

format influences argument strength and persuasiveness. Although there are 

similarities among the determinants of argument strength, there is a lack of 

consistency and continuity in the literature. That said, highly generalised findings 

are still very limited in this line of research.  

 

More importantly, English is the dominant language used in past WOM and 

eWOM studies. Fong and Burton (2008, p. 233) state “the U.S. represents the 

most researched culture in the world, as well as the sample basis for much 

consumer research theory. China, in contrast, is culturally very different from the 

U.S. and has been the subject of relatively little research.” Triandis (1995) uses 

individualism/collectivism to describe Western and Eastern communication styles. 

Chinese is a collectivist high-context culture in which people are socially 

interrelated and interpersonal concord is important. Many Western countries are 

individualist and low context (e.g., U.S.) such that each person is treated as a 

separate entity and high value is given to personal interest (Kluckhohn and 

Strodtbeck, 1961). People with different cultural backgrounds have distinct 

approaches to message comprehension and WOM/eWOM adoption (Lam, Lee 

and Mizerski, 2009; Schumann et al., 2010; Liu, Furrer and Sudharshan, 2001; 

Watkins and Liu, 1996). Coupled with the language differences between Chinese 

and Western societies, prior findings regarding English language messages may 

not apply to Chinese language WOM/eWOM communication. For example, 

DeLone and McLean (2003) suggest that argument strength can be enhanced by 

http://search.proquest.com.ezproxy.cityu.edu.hk/docview.indexfieldauthoraffiliation.lateralsearchlink:lateralsearch/sng/au/Schumann,+Jan+H/$N?site=abicomplete&t:ac=749170996/132CE5B2AB3323462F0/1&t:cp=maintain/docviewblocks
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using a personalised message. This is a suspicious suggestion to Chinese people 

because personalised messages may impugn harmony with the social environment 

and violate cultural values. Whether a personalised message can really enhance 

argument strength is open to question.  

 

To predict and understand how eWOM affects consumer behaviour in a 

Chinese-dominated society, it is necessary to further investigate the message 

features of strong and weak arguments based on the society’s mother language 

(i.e., Chinese). Although this has not been studied by academic researchers, it is 

nonetheless important from a marketer’s standpoint. To deliver appropriate 

messages to consumers, eWOM givers should understand the features of strong 

messages and be aware of the features of weak messages. Therefore, the current 

study proposes to address this issue based on Chinese language. Finally, attention 

is paid to how these two message dimensions jointly affect receivers’ attitudes and 

subsequent purchase intentions.  

 

2.2.6 The Combined Effects of Message Valence and Argument Strength in 

eWOM Effectiveness 

 

The impact of message valence and argument strength on WOM/eWOM 

receivers’ response behaviours has been the subject of much study (e.g., Li and 

Zhan, 2011; Kempf and Palan, 2006; Cacioppo et al., 1983; Petty and Cacioppo, 

1984; Lim and Chung, 2011; Sen and Lernman, 2007). However, past research 

has paid little attention to valence-argument strength interplay with respect to 

influencing WOM/eWOM effectiveness.  
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Attitude formation or attitude change is the most commonly investigated response 

to WOM/eWOM communication (Li and Zhan, 2011; Brown, Pope and Voges, 

2003; Li, Daugherty and Biocca, 2002; Maxham, 2001). According to the 

Elaboration Likelihood Model, strong arguments produce more attitude changes 

than weak arguments in a high involvement purchase. Petty and Cacioppo (1984) 

suggest that a strong and compelling message can encourage positive thoughts 

and is likely to be perceived as more credible than a weak message. This result 

has been shown to apply in a WOM context (Kempf and Palan, 2006), but has not 

been studied with respect to Chinese eWOM communication. When someone is 

seeking information to make a purchase decision, reviews that make strong claims 

are believed to be more persuasive than weak arguments. Logically, when the 

review is positive (or negative), strong arguments still make a stronger impact on 

consumers’ attitude formation than weak arguments. Based on this, the following 

hypotheses are proposed. 

 

H1a: Strong-positive reviews produce more favourable attitude than 

weak-positive reviews 

 

H1b: Strong-negative reviews produce more unfavourable attitude than 

weak-negative reviews 

 

Researchers have consistently found that negative messages are more impactful 

with respect to consumer perception than positive messages (Chevalier and 

Mayzlin, 2006; Herr et al., 1991; Laczniak, DeCarlo and Ramaswami, 2001; Yang 

and Mai, 2010; Basuroy, Chatterjee and Ravid, 2003). For example, Basuroy et al. 

(2003) found that negative film reviews significantly affect consumers’ movie 
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selection and hurt movie sales more than positive reviews help sales. Consumers 

place more trust in negative information than positive information (Lee, Rodgers 

and Kim, 2009; Ahluwalia et al., 2000; Skowronski and Carlston, 1987). This 

tendency is known as the negativity effect. A review with strong arguments 

encourages favourable thought, and that information is likely to be more 

influential on brand attitudes (Kempf and Palan, 2006; Munch and Swasy, 1988). 

Intuitively, one would expect that the negativity effect would be incorporated 

when processing strong-positive reviews and strong-negative reviews. The current 

study proposes the following hypotheses. 

 

H2a: The effect of strong-negative reviews on consumers’ attitude toward a 

product is greater than that of strong-positive reviews 

 

An argument is weak if reviewers’ comments on a product or service provide 

weak evidence, and thus the assertions are less convincing. Following the central 

route to persuasion in the ELM, the audience is engaged in considerable thought 

about the message. When weak or specious messages are presented, the audience 

responds with less agreement to the argument because they may see flaws in the 

message. Therefore, when argument strength is weak, the message is less 

persuasive and less likely to influence consumers’ brand attitude (Kempf and 

Palan, 2006; Munch and Swasy, 1988) and may not be sufficient to invoke 

support for a brand or product. Additionally, Areni and Lutz (1988) note that “the 

effects of argument valence diminish at higher levels of involvement, unless the 

argument strength is sufficient to make the claim credible” (p.202). This means 

the negatively effect is reduced when the argument strength is weak in a high 

involvement situation. Therefore, we argue that weak-negative reviews may not 
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significantly produce unfavourable attitude; thus, the negativity effect does not 

hold in weak-negative reviews and weak-positive reviews.  

  

H2b: The effect of weak-negative reviews on consumers’ attitude toward a 

product is not greater than that of weak-positive reviews 

 

Additional investigations comparing reviews with different valences and 

argument strengths regarding their impacts on attitude formation indicate that a 

strong-negative review has greater impact on attitude formation than a 

weak-positive review. There are two reasons for this. First, given the valence 

perspective, the negativity effect shows that negative messages are more 

impactful than positive ones (Chevalier and Mayzlin, 2006; Herr et al., 1991; 

Laczniak, DeCarlo and Ramaswami, 2001; Yang and Mai, 2010; Basuroy, 

Chatterjee and Ravid, 2003). Second, considering the argument strength 

perspective, strong-negative reviews are stronger than weak-positive reviews, 

meaning that the arguments in the strong-negative review are more persuasive and 

able to yield more favourable cognitive and affective responses (Petty and 

Cacioppo, 1981; Wood and Quinn, 2003). Overall, a strong-negative review type 

is found to wear “two hats” such that the negativity effect and strong argument 

strength make it more persuasive than a weak-positive review. Therefore, the 

following hypothesis is proposed.  

 

H3a: The effect of strong-negative reviews on consumers’ attitude toward a 

product is greater than that of weak-positive reviews  
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Last but not least, a comparison is made between strong-positive reviews and 

weak-negative reviews. These two review types have totally different valences 

and argument strengths. Referring to the notion of negativity effect, indications 

are that a negative review has greater impact on an individual’s psychological 

state than a positive one (Skowronski and Carlston, 1989). However, in the 

current study, where the negative review is weak in argument strength, the 

persuasiveness of this review type is discounted because weak arguments may 

yield unfavourable cognitive and affective responses to the message (Petty and 

Cacioppo, 1981; Wood and Quinn, 2003). With such weak argument strength in a 

high involvement situation (i.e., the setting of current study), the persuasiveness 

of a weak-negative review is further diminished (Areni and Lutz, 1988). On the 

other hand, a strong-positive review can make readers more favourably disposed 

toward the subject because of the strong argument strength. All in all, the 

persuasiveness of a weak-negative review is discounted, while the persuasiveness 

of a strong-positive review is enhanced. Therefore, the favourable attitudes 

produced by a strong-positive review are expected to be greater than the 

unfavourable attitudes produced by a weak-negative review, and the following 

hypothesis is proposed.  

 

H3b: The effect of strong-positive reviews on consumers’ attitude toward a 

product is greater than that of weak-negative reviews  

 

Simply knowing an individual’s attitude does not satisfy business managers. They 

are interested in whether the attitude engenders business potential. Therefore, it is 

necessary to confirm the relationship between the attitude and the behavior in the 

context of Chinese language eWOM communication. To review the link between 
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an individual’s attitude and behaviour, the theory of reasoned action (TRA), 

which was developed by Fishbein and Ajzen (1975), provides a basis for 

understanding consumers’ behavioural changes. According to TRA, an individual 

uses available information to evaluate the consequences of his or her actions 

before making decisions, and an individual’s attitude is a crucial predictor with 

respect to behavioural intentions. Behavioural intention refers to the subjective 

probability that the individual will engage in a specified behaviour. Based on 

TRA, if an individual has a positive attitude regarding a specific behaviour, he or 

she is more likely to present the behaviour. Moreover, if an individual perceives 

that his or her behaviour is encouraged or consistent with that of others, he or she 

is more likely to engage in the behaviour. 

 

In the business context, consumers need to be comfortable with the idea of having 

a product or brand before considering whether to adopt that product or brand. This 

research incorporates the variable of purchase intention (i.e., likelihood of 

adoption) into the study. Purchase intention measures reflect the likelihood of 

purchasing a given product. Berkman and Gilson (1978) show that people who 

report intention to buy a product will demonstrate a higher actual purchase rate in 

comparison to those who report no intention to buy. The measure of purchase 

intention demonstrates predictive usefulness (Jamieson and Bass, 1989) and is 

believed to be of significant interest to marketers. Attitude consistently exhibits 

significant influence on purchase intention and the positive relationship between 

them is well-documented (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975).  

 

Although no literature has examined this link in the context of Chinese language 

eWOM communication, it is expected that attitude and behavior are aligned with 
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each other because the relationship between attitudes and intentions is derived 

from the basic human need to achieve cognitive consistency. This positive 

relationship is also supported by the theory of reasoned action. Therefore, the 

following hypothesis is proposed: 

 

H4: Attitude towards a product is positively associated with purchase 

intention for that product  
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CHAPTER 3 

 

METHODOLOGY OF PHASE I 

 

This research adopts a mixed-method approach to the collection of both 

qualitative and quantitative data so that the following two research objectives can 

be addressed:  

  

1. To identify message features of strong-positive arguments, weak-positive 

arguments, strong-negative arguments and weak-negative arguments in 

Chinese eWOM.  

 

2. To understand how message valence and argument strength in Chinese 

eWOM jointly influence attitude and purchase intention toward a product. 

 

To achieve these objectives, the following methodology was employed.  

 

3.1 Phase I 

 

Objective: To identify Message features through Qualitative Content 

Analysis  

 

The purpose of Phase I was to identify the key features of strong-positive 

arguments, weak-positive arguments, strong-negative arguments and 

weak-negative arguments in Chinese eWOM. Qualitative content analysis was 
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chosen as the research method in Phase I because it is useful for systematically 

revealing text that is rich with symbolic meaning by making inferences directly 

from written, verbal or visual communication (Schreier, 2012). In this study, 

inferences are made regarding product reviews of eWOM givers’ service 

consumption experiences. Additionally, content analysis is an effective research 

method for identifying tendency in communication content (Berelson, 1952), 

understanding textual features through systematic coding and inference 

(Downe-Wamboldt, 1992), and providing knowledge and insights regarding text 

context, all of which were aims of this study. Many researchers including Holsti 

(1969), Weber (1990), Krippendorff (2004) and Schreier (2012) agree that content 

analysis is often used to describe message features and characteristics of 

communication.  

 

Content analysis offers several advantages. First, content analysis is unobtrusive. 

Analysis can be conducted without attracting a sender’s attention, so it does not 

place pressure on the message creator. Second, unstructured materials were 

accepted, so the collected content was deemed more likely to reflect the true 

message features. Third, content analysis is context-sensitive (Krippendorff, 

2004), allowing the symbolic meaning of a message to be processed. The drawback 

to content analysis is that a communicator’s eye contact, body language, voice and 

movement cannot be assessed. However, since this study was concerned with 

eWOM communication, where reviewers are essentially absent, this was not an 

issue. The aim was simply to identify message features that can enhance argument 

strength of positive and negative Chinese eWOM, which is primarily textual in 

orientation.  
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No two approaches to conducting content analysis are identical. The commonality 

among approaches is based on grouping text into content categories (Weber, 

1990). When words or phrases are assigned to the same category, the assignment 

presupposes that the words or phrases share meaning (Krippendorff, 2004). By 

analysing the content of selected product reviews, researchers can make valid 

inferences from the text. Content analysis can be conducted in a quantitative or 

qualitative way. Quantitative content analysis requires the researcher to code 

words or phrases into explicit categories and present the findings statistically. 

When a researcher focuses on understanding language features or contextual 

meaning through subjective interpretation and systematic classification to develop 

themes and patterns, the approach is regarded as qualitative. Considering the 

purpose of this study, it was clear that qualitative content analysis should be 

adopted in Phase I.  

 

3.1.1 Sample Selection 

 

Before conducting a content analysis, it is necessary to identify an appropriate 

data source that can answer the research questions. According to Faber and 

O’Guinn (1984), consumers rate product reviews and others’ comments as more 

useful and credible information sources than advertisements for evaluating 

experiential products. Among various experiential products, this study focused on 

restaurant dining. According to a Synovate report published in May 2010, 

restaurants, recipes, food and drinks were the most popular search engine topics, 

and more than 75% of information seekers conduct a search before confirming a 

purchase. Shaw (2000) states that diners always refer to restaurant reviews when 

selecting a dining place. Hong Kong Census and Statistics Department 
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periodically collects data on restaurant receipts and purchases to measure trends 

in consumer spending on restaurant catering services in Hong Kong. The latest 

Quarterly Survey of Restaurant Receipts and Purchase Statistics shows that 

consumer spending in the restaurant sector was $26.7 billion in the first quarter 

and $26 billion in the second quarter of 2016, up by 2% and 3.1% respectively 

over the prior year. Dining in restaurants has become an essential part of daily life 

in modern society and is an appropriate choice for this study.  

 

From the theoretical standpoint, the understanding of how consumers respond to 

eWOM with respect to dining-out consumption is very meaningful because the 

knowledge provides valuable insights to other service-related industries with 

similar product features, such as inseparability and heterogeneity. In this 

extremely competitive market, restaurant managers seek ever-more effective 

marketing strategies to differentiate themselves and attract customers. Perhaps 

eWOM strategy will be a key to success, especially for small- and medium-sized 

restaurants with limited marketing budgets. Such establishments usually rely 

heavily on eWOM marketing (Longart, 2010).  

 

In addition to the afore-mentioned reasons, this research focuses on this specific 

type of experiential product (i.e., dining in restaurants) because it can uphold the 

internal validity of the study’s qualitative research phase. Phase I aims to arrive at 

a true description of Chinese eWOM message features. Looking closely at one 

particular industry enables one to identify the norms that underlie Chinese eWOM 

messages because confounding factors caused by industry/product variations are 

eliminated.  
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The next concern pertains to the critical selection of relevant review samples that 

serve as the dining eWOM communication. Any online community or shared 

interest group that is linked to dining or has a common practice that tends to share 

what they have learnt in his/her dining experience should be considered. 

Ouwersloot and Odekerken-Schroder (2008) define the online community as a 

group of people who have something in common and wish to share with others, 

even though their motivations might be different. According to Armstrong and 

Hagel (1996), an online community can be categorised into four types, including 

communities of (1) interest, (2) relationship, (3) transaction, and (4) practice. 

Because this study focuses on the eWOM of dining issues in the restaurant 

context, the community is expected to be a mixture of interest and practice 

communities. Kozinets (2002) states that communities with more focused and rich 

content are more suitable for marketing research. This study also follows 

Kozinets’ (2010) suggested criteria in identifying appropriate online communities, 

summarised as follows: 

 

a/ Relevant:  The online community should be related to the research 

question 

b/ Active:   Recent and regular communications should be available 

c/ Interactive:  There should be a high level of communication among 

participants 

d/ Substantial:   High posting traffic should be present 

e/ Heterogeneous: There should be a large number of different participants  

f/ Data-rich:  The data should be detailed and descriptive 
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To examine eWOM communication in the context of Hong Kong restaurants, 

careful consideration was given to the above criteria in order to assess various 

online forums, leading ultimately to the selection of OpenRice.com. 

OpenRice.com is organised specifically around dining. Figure 1 shows a 

screenshot of the OpenRice.com homepage. OpenRice.com was established in 

1999. Both English and Chinese languages are supported on OpenRice.com, but 

they operate separately on different webpages and are not synchronised. 

Consumers can post comments and/or search information about restaurants on 

either platform. With large numbers of restaurant reviews, OpenRice.com is not 

only the most popular dining guide to assist people in restaurant selection but it is 

also the most popular online platform for sharing information and opinions about 

restaurants and food in Hong Kong. Through its powerful search engine, people 

can look for restaurants based on cuisine, district, dish, restaurant type and feature, 

price, and keywords. The Chinese language platform of OpenRice.com is clearly 

relevant to the context of this study. Figure 2 shows a screenshot of the 

OpenRice.com search engine.  

 

 

Figure 1: A screenshot of the OpenRice.com homepage 
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Figure 2: A screenshot of the search engine in OpenRice.com 

 

Currently, the OpenRice.com Chinese language platform contains information on 

more than 41,000 restaurants and has more than 631,000 restaurant reviews. This 

platform also has very high traffic, with more than 3 million unique visitors every 

month and more than 83 million monthly page views. Based on a survey 

conducted by Nielsen Telebus, OpenRice.com is the dominant online media used 

to search for dining information in Hong Kong, and 90% of survey respondents 

searching for dining information via the internet reported having used 

OpenRice.com within 12 months. More than 80% of respondents agree that 

OpenRice.com provides the most creditable restaurant reviews and has an 

influential role in restaurant choice. Undoubtedly, OpenRice.com plays a critical 

role in eWOM communication for the Hong Kong restaurant industry.  

 

Because restaurant reviews are recorded for public browsing, eWOM seekers can 

easily access details by using the OpenRice.com search engine, and users are able 

to interact with each other on the forum. Readers can post feedback in the column 
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with respect to a particular review or can select a pre-designed feedback box at 

the end of a review. It enables interactive communications between reviewers and 

receivers. Figure 3 shows a screenshot of the readers’ feedback column.  

 

 

Figure 3: A screenshot of the readers’ feedback column 

 

3.1.2 Data Collection for the Chinese eWOM Messages  

 

With the goal of identifying Chinese eWOM message features of strong-positive 

arguments, weak-positive arguments, strong-negative arguments and 

weak-negative arguments, this study captured data directly from the Chinese 

language platform of OpenRice.com. Then an analysis was performed on the 

textual discourse. The researcher chose to be invisible during data collection 

because disclosing the existence of a researcher could potentially have influenced 

the review level and nature (Paccagnella, 1997). Thus, we are confident we 

collected unbiased data on the community members’ dialogue.  
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Information overload in the online environment is always a challenge for 

researchers. Choosing which data should be included and which data should be 

omitted as irrelevant to the analysis is a critical step. To illustrate the workflow of 

data collection, please refer to Figure 4 for details. 

 

 

Figure 4: The workflow in data collection 
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3.1.2.1 Sampling Method 

 

There is no standard method of sampling online content for analysis and inference, 

and great variations exist among studies. The sample size used for conducting the 

content analysis also varies significantly in past studies, ranging from a few dozen 

(e.g., Alloro, Casilli and D, 1998; Clyde, 1996), to several hundred (e.g., Elliott, 

1999; Liu et al., 1997) to more than a thousand (e.g., Aikat, 1995; Bar-Ilan, 1998). 

Content analysts have differing tools at their disposal for selection of content to 

study. For example, Hester and Dougall (2007) studied four constructed weeks of 

sports and entertainment stories and two constructed weeks of health, technology, 

science, and business stories from six months of Yahoo! News. Wang and Riffe 

(2010) examined the stories of The New York Times website and found that six 

randomly selected days of data could represent an entire year of content. Leccese 

(2009) took a consecutive seven-day sample of content when studying online 

political blogs. In sum, there is no standard rule regarding the minimum or 

maximum number of samples. In practice, this aspect is highly dependent on the 

goals of the study, the type of research questions being asked, and the type of data 

being collected.  

 

Although it is difficult to determine the most appropriate sampling method for 

inferring online content, Hester and Dougall (2007) conducted a study to compare 

various sampling methods and sample sizes for content analysis focusing on 

online news. The study showed that an efficient online sampling method would 

examine two to five constructed weeks’ data. Since the current study also focuses 

on online information, Hester and Dougall’s (2007) study provides a relevant 

reference to the current study in determining sample size. Given the trade-off 
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between desired data accuracy and sampling costs, this study follows Herter and 

Dougall’s (2007) suggestion and examines two constructed weeks of online data 

for content analysis. 

 

The reviews on OpenRice.com are only archived for a period of time; therefore it 

was necessary to use software to generate online reviews and then store the details 

for further study. An online tool called “LittleSnapper” was used to capture 

screenshots of the reviews on OpenRice.com from February 2013 to October 

2013. To make up the two constructed weeks sampling, two Mondays, two 

Tuesdays, two Wednesdays, … and two Sundays were selected randomly for 

content analysis within the captioned period, and ultimately 3,263 reviews were 

collected.  

 

Since the Phase 1 study focus is on exploring message features of strong-positive 

arguments, weak-positive arguments, strong-negative arguments and 

weak-negative arguments in Chinese eWOM, each review was classified as 

containing either positive or negative valence. Neutral arguments were beyond the 

area of concern of this study. On OpenRice.com, reviews generally contain a 

restaurant description and a general evaluation, in addition to ratings of taste, 

environment, service, hygiene and value for money spent. Additionally, reviewers 

must provide an overall rating by choosing a “smiling face” icon (which means 

great and delicious), an “OK” icon (which means average) or a “crying face” icon 

(which means poor and not again) (Figure 5). When eWOM seekers search for 

review details, they can filter reviews by clicking the relevant icon and view only 

matched reviews. If any inconsistency between the overall rating and the textual 

description is found in the review, this contradictory review will be deleted by the 
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website owner. This policy is clearly presented to web users at the bottom of the 

webpage (Figure 6). Therefore, a researcher can distinguish the message valence 

by reading the overall rating and can then identify appropriate reviews to use for 

content analysis. In short, this study determined message valence by using 

OpenRice.com icons and concentrated on reviews with either a “smiling face” 

(positive valence) or a “crying face” (negative valence) icons. Eventually, 1632 

positive reviews and 756 negative reviews were generated, while 875 neutral 

reviews were omitted. 

 

 

 

Figure 5: A screenshot of the review filter options 
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Figure 6: A screenshot of the rules in OpenRice.com  

 

While valance determination, using this approach, was quite straightforward, 

determining argument strength was more complex. However, it was essential in 

order to build the data pools of strong-positive reviews, weak-positive reviews, 

strong-negative reviews and weak-negative reviews, and enable the analysis stage. 

Identifying argument strength entailed filtering out mild or moderate reviews as 

well as reviews with uncertain argument strength. To conduct the filtering process, 

five independent judges approached the matter of argument strength from the 

perspective of receivers’ cognitive responses. The cognitive response approach is 

often used to measure argument strength in studies based on the elaboration 

likelihood model (Zhao, Strasser, Cappella, Lerman and Fishbein, 2011), and its 

validity is well-documented in previous studies (Petty and Wegener, 1998; Dillard, 

Weber and Vail, 2007; Zhao, Strasser, Cappella, Lerman and Fishbein, 2011).  
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The five judges read the 1632 positive reviews and 756 negative reviews and 

rated the strength of each review on a four-item seven-point scale with endpoints 

labeled persuasive/unpersuasive, informative/uninformative, strong/weak, and 

believable/unbelievable (Whittler and DiMeo, 1991). Afterwards, the ratings were 

averaged to create an argument strength index. Finally, the mean of the perceived 

argument strength was used to indicate the strength level. Reviews that rated higher 

than the mid-point (i.e., 4 points) in strength were considered “strong” reviews, 

while those with less than 4 points in strength were considered “weak” reviews. 

Although the scale mid-point could be used as a cut-off to differentiate strong and 

weak reviews, a decision was made to omit reviews with relatively mild argument 

strengths, i.e., review ratings between 2.1 to 5.99 strength levels. These scores may 

have been the result of several moderate points given by the judges, or they may 

have contained atypical values (i.e., much higher or lower than the majority), which 

meant the judges had very different cognitive responses toward the same review. In 

summary, to ensure confidence in the measures of argument strength, only strong 

and weak extremes were used. 

 

To summarise, our study focused on the message features of reviews that were 

mixed with different valances and argument strengths. Reviews with extremely 

high (i.e., equal or higher than 6 points) or extremely low argument strength scores 

(i.e., equal or lower than 2 points) were considered more appropriate for further 

investigation because these scores indicated a high degree of certainty in the 

strength tendency. Only extremely “strong” or extremely “weak” reviews were 

carried forward to the analysis stage. This gave us 196 strong-positive reviews, 178 

weak-positive reviews, 131 strong-negative reviews, and 103 weak-negative 

reviews to carry forward to the next stage, which was aimed at identifying the 
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message features of these reviews. Cronbach’s alpha was computed to measure the 

argument strength scale reliability. The alpha coefficient of the 4 items “argument 

strength” is .985, indicating that the scale reliability of the constructs is reliable 

(See Appendix K Table 1). Figure 7 shows the review numbers that were 

generated in each stage. 

 

 

Figure 7: Reviews generated in each stage  
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3.1.3 Data Analysis to Derive Message Features 

 

After identifying our sample of strong-positive and weak-positive reviews, as well 

as the strong-negative and weak-negative reviews on OpenRice.com, the next step 

was to derive the message features of those reviews from textual data. This 

process involved open coding, category creation and abstraction (Hsieh and 

Shannon, 2005). Holisti (1969) states that the “characteristics of text which have 

often been tested include various aspects of vocabulary (diversity, hard words, 

long words, abstract words), sentence structure (length, type, number of 

repositioned phrases or indeterminate clauses), and human interest elements 

(personal pronouns, colourful words).” An inductive approach was used to 

examine message features because the extant knowledge and understanding of 

Chinese language eWOM was insufficient. This approach emphasised the creation 

of categories through data analysis and allowed the researcher to develop a full 

understanding while drawing new insights from context because no preconceived 

categories could be given.  

 

3.1.4 Coding Process 

 

The analysis began with careful reading of what information existed in the four 

different types of reviews. Coding is the initial step in content analysis and has 

long been used to structure text (Saldaña, 2012). It is also a method that enables 

researchers to organize data with similar characteristics into categories (Lincoln 

and Guba, 1985). The success of a content analysis process is highly dependent 

on the coding process (Hsieh and Shannon, 2005). Essentially, the process refers 

to the way in which large amounts of textual data are aggregated into fewer, but 
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still representative, content categories, which is a crucial aspect of content 

analysis (Weber, 1990). One of the primary goals of this study was to understand 

the message features of Chinese eWOM. Therefore, researchers used coding skills 

to capture the essence of and attribute the meaning of each eWOM message for 

later purposes of pattern detection. Codes represent what is talked about in the 

text. When the codes cluster together with similarity and regularity (a pattern), the 

development of categories (i.e., categorization) is facilitated (Saldaña, 2012). 

Categories represent the patterns or themes that are derived from the analysis 

through a single classification principle, and they are mutually exclusive and 

independent.  

  

3.1.4.1 Building a Coding Frame 

 

Researchers often deal with large volumes of material in content analysis. It is not 

easy to keep track of everything and things occasionally get missed (Schreier, 

2012). Building a coding frame is a method of avoiding confusion in the coding 

process (Schreier, 2012; Riffe, Lacy and Fico, 2014). The coding frame refers to 

the way in which the material is structured. It consists of primary categories or 

dimensions and several subcategories for each dimension (Holsti, 1969). 

Decisions must be made about which dimensions will be used for the data 

descriptions and which subcategories will be generated for each dimension.  

 

A data-driven strategy was used to build the coding frame. This approach builds 

the coding frame inductively and creates categories and subcategories based on 

the data, which is especially appropriate if the study aims to describe material in 

depth and richly, and if the data differs from that of previous research. 
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Additionally, this approach may contain other aspects that were not covered by 

the original coding frame, thus capturing unexplored categories (Boyatzis, 1998; 

Schreier, 2012). Since categories and subcategories emerged from the material 

and the material content itself served as a filter through which the researcher 

viewed the data, it was important to minimize any self-bias and preconceptions. 

Therefore, the researcher brought in an experienced qualitative researcher to read 

the material and develop the coding frame. More importantly, this individual was 

able to alert the researcher to additional aspects in the material which may have 

been missed. Schreier (2012) suggested using the same material that the 

researcher wants to analyse to build the coding frame especially when a study is 

concerned with describing data in qualitative content analysis. Therefore, the 

construction of this study’s coding frame is based on previously generated eWOM 

messages, i.e., the 196 strong-positive reviews, 178 weak-positive reviews, 131 

strong-negative reviews, and 103 weak-negative reviews.  

 

To identify the message features of the strong-positive reviews, weak-positive 

reviews, strong-negative reviews, and weak-negative reviews was one of the core 

goals of the study. To achieve it, the researcher adopted the open coding 

procedures suggested by Strauss and Corbin (1998) to generate data-driven 

categories and subcategories. Based on the procedures mentioned below, the 

researcher built four separate sets of coding frames based on the four pools of 

reviews collected. 

 

Step 1: Conceptualising: The researcher studied each review pool (i.e., 

strong-positive reviews, weak-positive reviews, strong-negative reviews, and 

weak-negative reviews) separately to assess “What is happening? How is it 
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happening?” and “Who is involved?”. These questions guided the researcher to 

inspect the data closely and repeatedly and to pinpoint all relevant concepts. As 

suggested by Burnard (1991) and Hsieh and Shannon (2005), the researcher made 

notes while reading the reviews (Figure 8).  

 

 

Figure 8: The researcher writes notes while reading the reviews 

 

Later, the written notes were re-examined and concepts were created to depict all 

aspects of the content. When concepts came up repeatedly, similarities between 

concepts could be noticed. The common concepts included: reasons for choosing 

the dining place, location and history of the restaurant, staff services during food 

ordering and food delivery, food taste, ingredients, proportions, etcetera. When no 

more insights, categories and subcategories could be produced, the researcher 

finalized the frame. This decision was considered to be appropriate as it matched 

with the criterion of saturation. In fact, there is no consistent rule to indicate what 
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exact amount of material is sufficient to reach saturation. It depends on how much 

data details differ (Schreier, 2012; Strauss and Corbin, 1998). The greater the 

differences, the more the material needs to be examined before finalizing the 

coding frame. Saturation is widely accepted as a criterion to justify adequate 

sample sizes in qualitative research (Guest, Bunce and Johnson, 2006; Schreier, 

2012). Table 1 shows the proportion of reviews that were read for this 

conceptualisation. 

 

 Strong- 

Positive 

Reviews 

Weak- 

Positive 

Reviews 

Strong- 

Negative 

Reviews 

Weak- 

Negative 

Reviews 

No. of Reviews 

Collected 

196 178 131 103 

No. of Reviews Read 

for Conceptualisation 

60 75 50 40 

Reading Proportion 30.6% 42.1% 38.2% 38.8% 

Table 1: The proportions of reviews that were read by the researcher for 

conceptualisation 

 

Step 2: Defining the Categories: Similar and common concepts that emerged 

during the conceptualising stage were grouped into categories. The category 

definitions were developed to address variations between categories. For example, 

review content about taste, such as juicy, crispy, delicious, bouncy, spicy, etcetera, 

were grouped together. Review content about preparation characteristics such as 

ingredients, appearance, taste, variety and proportion were also grouped together 

as food quality.  
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Step 3: Developing the Categories: After identifying the categories and 

subcategories, the researcher started to identify structures around them. The 

categories and subcategories were further refined, and it was determined how they 

related to each other in a hierarchical structure. Residual categories (i.e., 

miscellaneous category/subcategory) were added at different levels of the coding 

frame for unanticipated but relevant information from the data that was not covered 

by the existing categories and subcategories. Finally, a draft coding frame was 

established for each review type. 

 

3.1.4.2 Trial Coding 

 

Before conducting a trial of the coding frames, the units of coding had to be 

defined (Krippendorff, 2004; Boyatzis, 1998). The establishment of units of 

coding can facilitate the quality of analysis in several ways:  

 

 It makes researchers assess every piece of information equally without 

overlooking anything.  

 It maintains a clear research focus. 

 It facilitates comparisons by checking for consistency among coders, as text 

units can be cross-checked. 

 

Since this study concerns eWOM messages, the materials were in text format with 

some visual additions. All of the relevant text consisted of paragraphs, which 

consisted of sentences, which consisted of clauses, and, ultimately, words. In 

addition to the textual information, visuals were found in many reviews. Although 

visuals are relatively less dominant than textual information in most 
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Openrice.com reviews, they cannot be ignored when studying message features 

because they contributed to the review. After considering the material nature, the 

unit of coding in the text part of this study is confirmed to be the sentence, which 

refers to a grammatical unit that includes clauses and words grouped 

meaningfully to express a statement. To apply the unit of coding criterion, the 

researcher looked at the punctuation marks: full stop, exclamation mark, and 

question mark, to indicate the beginning and end locations of the units. Regarding 

the visuals, each item of visual image content was treated as one unit of coding 

(Leeuwen and Jewitt, 2001). The above concept of unit of coding was applied in 

the entire study.  

 

After dividing the material into small units, the researcher proceeded to trial 

coding, the pilot phase of coding. To demonstrate the efficacy of the coding 

frames in the arguments of Chinese eWOM and to discover whether any 

shortcomings were present, categories were applied to a portion of the material. 

The trial coding allowed the researcher to discover if there were any shortcomings 

in the coding frames at an early stage, before the actual coding stage. Since there 

were other coders working with the researcher in this study, the trial coding was 

also an opportunity to familiarise the coder with the coding frames. The results of 

the trial coding in terms of consistency and validity were used to evaluate and 

modify and enhance the coding frame. The researcher and the coder conducted 

the trial code to test the coding frame of each review type. The trial coding 

process was as follows:  

 

Step 1: Familiarising the coders with the research: Two coders (including the 

researcher) were involved in the trial coding. That is, one external party was 
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recruited and trained as a coder in addition to the researcher of this study. To 

ensure that the coder was familiar with the study, the researcher informed the 

coder of the research question, the data collection process and the coding frame, 

including the definitions and detailed explanations of the categories. This process 

involved many face-to-face meetings and discussions. Both coders articulated 

how they interpret and classify each unit of coding, giving their reasons, and any 

units garnering disagreement were discussed. The coder’s comments and 

questions also alerted the researcher to potentially unclear passages in the code 

definitions or overlaps between categories. Revisions were applied to the coding 

frame accordingly. This process of familiarising the coders with the coding frame 

is also referred to as coder training (Krippendorff, 2004).  

 

Step 2: The First Round of Independent Coding: The coders coded the material 

independently (blind coding). To ensure internal validity, the material used for 

trial coding was the same as the material used in the actual coding stage. Since the 

study aimed to obtain an in-depth description of the material, if other material 

were used during the trial coding phase, then any adjustment made to the coding 

frame would no longer be suitable for describing the material of interest in the 

actual analysis (Schreier, 2012). The definitions developed in the coding frame 

were used to specify the rules, and the coders were required to follow the rules. 

During the trial coding phase, the coders were also required to make note of any 

difficulties they experienced and to discuss these difficulties afterward. To decide 

how much material to include in the trial coding, the researcher considered the 

balance between variability and practicability. No strict rules exist for this aspect 

of qualitative content analysis. Generally, using 10 percent to 20 percent of the 

material in the trial coding constitutes a reasonable trade-off between variability 
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and practicability (Schreier, 2012). In the current study, the coders studied 

between 17 percent to 24 percent of each review category (i.e., 35 strong-positive 

reviews; 35 weak-positive reviews; 25 strong-negative reviews; 25 weak-negative 

reviews) to verify the coding frame in this round of independent coding.  

 

Step 3: Checking Reliability: After trying the coding frame, it was necessary to 

compare the coding results of the two coders. Since the coders used the same 

coding frame to code the same units of coding, coders were expected to code the 

material consistently if the definitions of categories and subcategories were clear 

and well defined. Afterward, a face-to-face meeting was arranged for the coders to 

discuss inconsistencies and the units of coding that they had interpreted 

differently in the trial coding, i.e., the units to which the coders had assigned 

different codes. The coders explained their reasons for the coding interpretation as 

well as why they had chosen a particular category. The discussion helped to 

clarify the researcher’s and coder’s understandings of the different categories and 

the coding frame. It was found that the inconsistencies were mainly caused by the 

following factors: 

 

1. The definitions of the categories/subcategories were unclear.  

Solution: The relevant category and subcategory definitions were renamed, 

redefined or combined in order to introduce clearer decision rules. All the 

modifications made to the coding frames were agreed by both the coders. For 

example, “Review Background” was renamed as “Reasons of Writing the 

Review.”  

 

2. Coders had different interpretations of the categories’/subcategories’ definitions 
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Solution: A detailed discussion was arranged for the coders to go through the 

meaning of each category and subcategory. Clarifications were made for any 

unclear items.  

 

3. There were some illogical arrangements of categories and subcategories in the 

hierarchy structure.  

Solution: The relevant subcategories were re-organized in the hierarchy structure. 

For example, Beverages was originally a subcategory under Food. A new 

category, Product, was created to include both food and beverages in the same 

level of the hierarchy structure. Product Price was originally a subcategory under 

Restaurant Information, but it was re-organized to be an independent main 

category called Product Price. 

 

4. Some coding units contained multiple messages, which made the coding 

decisions difficult as they could be coded across several coding units. 

Solution: The coding decision was determined to be made according to the core 

focus of the writing in the coding unit. For example, if a coding unit indicated the 

food was delicious, juicy and crispy, and additional writings were found to 

highlight the reasons behind the crispy food, such as the cooking method, then it 

could be concluded that the focus of the coding unit was about crispy, and it 

should be coded into the Crispy theme. Coders were reminded to read carefully to 

grasp the main intentions of the writing. This coding principle was agreed by the 

two coders to deal with the captioned situation. If multiple messages were caused 

by unreasonably long sentences due to the misuse of punctuation marks, then the 

coders would discuss whether that particular unit of analysis should be divided 

into several units of analysis.  
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5. Some coding inconsistencies were actually coding mistakes. Tiredness was 

found to be a reason for some coding mistakes.  

Solution: Coders were reminded to take breaks and stop doing the coding work 

periodically. Coders were also instructed that they should not do coding 

continuously for more than three hours. A 30-minute break should be taken after 

three hours of coding work. 

 

Step 4: The Second Round of Independent Coding: Since there were substantial 

revisions after the first trial coding, it was important to do a second trial coding in 

order to check whether the adjustments made to the coding frame had been 

understood and implemented, and the coding frame quality had improved. Coders 

recoded the same set of reviews as in the first round of independent coding using 

the revised coding frame. An additional 5 percent to 10 percent of reviews for 

each review category was added in this second round of independent coding to 

further test the revised coding frame. In total, 45 strong-positive reviews, 45 

weak-positive reviews, 35 strong-negative reviews, and 35 weak-negative reviews 

were used in this second round of independent coding. The coders shared their 

comments and feelings on using the revised coding frame after the second round 

of independent coding was completed. Although some minor inconsistent coding 

was still found, the coders sat together again and discussed the issues. Finally, 

some fine-tuning of the coding frame was done to further enhance the coding 

frame quality. Last but not least, all of the category definitions were checked to 

ensure the phrasing was suitable and no overlap existed between categories. Both 

coders gave very positive feedback on the revised coding frame and found it more 

appropriate to use in coding the reviews when compared to the coding frame 

before modification.  
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3.1.4.3 Evaluating and Confirming the Coding Frame  

 

Before applying the coding frame to the full data analysis, it was necessary to 

evaluate the validity of the coding frames. There were two contentious areas in 

this context. The first of these concerned the validity of the coding frames, which 

refers to whether the categories and subcategories in the coding frames adequately 

represented the concepts in the research questions (Krippendorff, 2004). The 

second area was related to the scope of the conclusions drawn based on the 

content analysis.  

 

To assess the validity of the data-driven coding frames, face validity is the most 

useful (Schreier, 2012). Face validity refers to whether the instrument (i.e., the 

coding frame) can truly capture what it was developed to capture. The researcher 

had used the results of the pilot coding test to check the quality of the coding 

frame. Besides the necessary modifications, special attention had been put on 

numbers of units assigned to the residual category. Since the use of a residual 

category means the coders were unable to describe the material within the 

existing categories and instead must assign them to the residual category, a 

frequent use of a residual category is a red flag, suggesting that the categories 

used in the coding frame do not sufficiently cover the meaning of the material, 

which implies low face validity. Additionally, the researcher re-examined a 

particular category if a significant number of units had been assigned to it because 

disproportionally high coding frequencies for one category/subcategory might 

indicate that the coding frame was insufficiently differentiated. Yet, the related 

categories/subcategories were considered to be appropriate and no changes were 

needed.  
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Expert evaluation is a good approach commonly used to ensure that data were 

obtained free from bias and subjective interpretation (Schreier, 2012). Therefore, 

an auditor was invited to monitor the data collection and interpretation process in 

this phase of the study. In addition to providing a detailed explanation of the 

coding process, a set of information, which included (i) the general information 

and objectives of the study, (ii) an exact copy of the data collected in Phase I, and 

(iii) the message features of the positive/negative reviews and strong/weak 

arguments that had been derived was submitted to the auditor for validation. The 

auditor followed the same inductive method used by the researcher to verify the 

message features that were derived, and checked whether they had been used to 

code the given data material. More importantly, the auditor assessed whether any 

new categories or subcategories were needed. The results of the auditor’s 

independent analysis were a compelling validation of the identified message 

features.  

 

After checking the coding frequencies for each category and subcategory and 

obtaining expert evaluation of the data, the validity of the four coding frames was 

deemed to be acceptable. The finalized coding manual had been attached as 

Appendix A. 

 

3.1.5 The Main Analysis  

 

After completing the trial coding stage and all of the preparation stages, the 

researcher was confident of the reliability and validity of the coding frames, and 

moved to the main analysis. Schreier (2012) suggests segmenting the material 

before getting started on actual coding, so the researcher and the coder held a 
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meeting before the start of actual analysis to confirm relevant parts of the material 

and to mark the units of coding within the relevant parts. The researcher and the 

coder, again independently of each other, assigned each unit of coding to a 

relevant category/subcategory and entered choices on a coding sheet. The 

researcher informed the coder once again of the final version of the coding frame, 

describing any changes and establishing the coder’s awareness of any new 

categories or new coding options that varied from the old version of the coding 

frame. The coding of the main analysis proceeded in exactly the same manner as 

the trial coding stage with all material being doubled-coded (by the researcher and 

the coder).  

 

The researcher adopted two important ways to ensure the research validity of 

Phase I study. First, the researcher read many articles and text books about the 

techniques of content analysis and followed the rules and suggestions carefully, 

such as the considerations on the online platform selection, requirements of data 

collection, procedures of content analysis, etc. Second, during the research 

process, the researcher consulted and shared the research methodology with some 

academic researchers who had experience in content analysis, and the comments 

received from them were positive. In addition, the findings from Phase I study 

were used to design the treatments in Phase II. The successful manipulation check 

of the treatment design in Phase II also validated the findings in Phase I. 

 

3.1.5.1 Comparing Coding Consistency 

 

With content analysis, the goal was to describe the meanings of the material (i.e., 

the Chinese language online review). Therefore, the coding results from the two 
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coders needed to be compared after the main coding. The comparison was used to 

check the consistency of the assigned codes, thus the meaning of the units, and to 

identify the units that were coded differently. Face-to-face meetings were held to 

discuss any coding inconsistencies. In order to resolve disagreements, the coders 

explained the reasons behind their coding decisions in each inconsistent coding 

case. After listening to the rationale of each coder’s decision, the coder could 

choose to accept or reject the other coder’s decision and make a final 

determination on the coding. The coders reserved their freedom and right to make 

the coding decisions, and agreements were not necessarily made in each 

inconsistent coding case. The finalized coding results can be found in Appendix 

B. 

 

Reliability Assessment:  In content analysis, inter-coder reliability is crucial. 

Although the coding process for content analysis requires the individual 

researcher to make inferences from and judgments on the data content, it is 

expected that the same results would be drawn if other investigators were to 

follow the same coding procedures as the original researcher. Two coders were 

involved in the current study, and it was essential that their judgments were reliable 

and consistent (Schreier, 2012). This consideration concerned the plausibility of 

the coders’ interpretations and is a common criterion in qualitative studies of this 

type. The consistency between coders showed where interpretations were likely to 

be contentious.  

 

A common way to determine reliability is to calculate the coefficients of 

agreement, which provides the content analysis with a concise summary of 

consistency. However, there is no general standard on which measure is the best. 
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A variety of measures are presented in academic publications including the 

percentage of agreement, Cohen’s kappa, Scott’s pi, Krippendorff’s alpha. Among 

these measures, Cohen’s kappa is a conventional method to measure inter-coder 

reliability and is frequently used in studies with two coders (Yang and Chinchilli, 

2011). Cohen’s kappa fits the current research design; hence it was adopted in this 

study. According to Cohen (1960), Kappa (K) is defined as 

 

K = (F0 – Fc) / (N – Fc)  

where 

N = the total number of judgments made by each coder 

F0 = the number of judgments on coders agreement 

Fc = the number of judgments on chance agreement  

 

A Kappa index value of +1.0 indicates perfect agreement between the coders for 

all cases, while 0.0 means that no agreement is found other than chance 

agreement. Negative values indicate that the disagreements were found to be 

greater than chance levels between the coders. 

 

Calculating Cohen’s Kappa index provides a concise evaluation of reliability, but 

the exact cut-off criterion used to determine the acceptance level in qualitative 

research is unclear (Schreier, 2012). For example, if coders disagree at a rate of 10 

percent, whether 10 percent of disagreements is acceptable or not must be 

determined for the specific study. Both Früh (2007) and Schreier (2012) state that 

additional examination of disagreements among coders is needed to interpret any 

given coefficient because the situation is different if the 10 percent disagreement 

is spread over various subcategories versus being the result of overlap between 
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two subcategories. Therefore, the interpretation of a coefficient of agreement in 

the current study will be performed in combination with a detailed examination of 

the disagreements and not in isolation. In addition to Cohen’s Kappa index, the 

amount of interpretation necessary during coding and the distribution of 

disagreements across the material will also be considered in the reliability 

assessment.  

 

Based on the coding results, Cohen’s Kappa index was run in SPSS to determine 

the agreement level, and the results at each coding level are shown in Table 2. 

Details appear in Appendix C.  

 

The first level coding deals with coding between text units and pictures units, 

which is direct and simple. Therefore, the inter-coder consistency is perfect. The 

coding for levels two to six deal with different categories, subcategories, themes 

and subthemes. With clear definitions and coding principles provided, coders 

were able to achieve a high level of consistency with all K values higher than 90 

percent. Coding decisions at each level affect the next level decisions; therefore 

the aggregate inter-coder reliability is calculated across all the six levels. All 

review types reveal over 80 percent inter-coder consistency and p-value <.005, so 

the inter-rater reliability results are acceptable (Schreier, 2012).  
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CHAPTER 4 

 

RESULTS OF PHASE I 

  

The effects of eWOM communication in the consumer decision making process 

has been thoroughly examined in many studies. Reviewers encourage or 

discourage others from using particular products/services through positive or 

negative review sharing, but eWOM persuasiveness depends on the quality of the 

messages (Park, Lee and Han, 2007). Therefore, it is important to know the 

message features of different review types, hence what elements are important in 

the reviews. Through content analysis, patterns were found in the strong-positive, 

weak-positive, strong-negative and weak-negative reviews. Looking for emergent 

patterns, including both quantitative and qualitative elements, within the coding 

was the first round of analysis. Coding frequencies and coding percentage units 

reflected the concentrations of the findings. By analyzing and understanding the 

degrees of significance of the findings, patterns became clear. The four different 

types of reviews offered both similarities and differences in terms of their patterns, 

orientations and themes. Some themes were strongly overlapping. All types of 

reviews were quite concerned about product quality and service quality. The 

dining background was also a common theme in the reviews. Although there were 

common themes in the four review types, the proportions were different, and 

some unique themes were also found in particular review types. In addition to 

looking at individual findings, it was also important to look across findings and 

across the dimensions of each finding, which was the second round of analysis. 

By moving back and forth between the findings, new insights were generated 

beyond simply identifying themes and patterns.  
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The results are presented on two levels: 1/ Findings I - what message features 

were found in each of the review type; 2/ Findings II - what message features 

were found from comparisons of different review types. To better illustrate the 

research results, some review contents are cited. Since the readers of this thesis 

might not understand Chinese, the cited review contents are translated into 

English for reporting purposes. Table 3 summarizes the key findings of each 

review type. 
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4.1 Findings I - What Message Features Were Found in Each of the Review 

Types 

 

4.1.1 Message Features of Strong-Positive Reviews 

 

Strong-positive reviews refer to reviews with positive valence and strong 

argument strength. These reviews presumably have a powerful and positive 

impact on audiences for the restaurants being discussed. A total of 196 

strong-positive reviews were collected for message features analysis. There were 

2151 text coding units and 1185 picture coding units.  

 

Finding 1: The restaurant’s products were the core content in both the text 

and picture aspects of strong-positive reviews. Food, as a key sub-theme in 

product quality, was closely connected to food taste, food presentation, food 

ingredients and food portions.  

 

In both text coding and picture coding, the products of the restaurant were the 

core. Most of the pictures (i.e., 875 units out of 1185 picture coding units counted) 

in the strong-positive reviews were about the restaurants’ products. Among the 

product photos, 92 percent of them were about food and 8 percent of them were 

about beverages. Clearly, reviewers paid significant attention to the food more 

than the beverages. 

 

In the text aspect, product quality was the most dominant theme of strong-positive 

reviews, accounting for 51 percent of the relative count of concepts (i.e., 1097 

units out of 2151 text units counted). Product quality consisted of two sub-themes, 
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food and beverage. When discussing the restaurant’s product quality, reviewers 

also paid significant attention to food components compared to beverage 

components, which occupied 93 percent of product quality while the beverage 

was only 7 percent. Food was found to be closely connected to food taste, food 

presentation, food ingredients, and food portions. Although it was not surprising 

that the restaurants’ food was heavily discussed in dining reviews, the proportion 

of food-related discussions varied. Among them, food taste was by far the most 

prevalent sub-theme, accounting for 73 percent of the food-related content. Other 

food-related discussions included food ingredients, food presentations, food 

variety, cooking methods and food portions, but their proportions were far below 

the food taste discussions.  

 

Finding 2: Food taste was a key sub-theme in the food concept, and a variety 

of taste descriptors were found to compliment food taste.  

 

Food taste is a complicated sensorial experience that is perceived, evaluated and 

judged by people subjectively. The sense of taste calls out many varied 

descriptive words. In strong-positive reviews, certainly there were a lot of 

compliments about restaurant food, and about 74 percent of food taste discussions 

were positive. The food taste discussions in strong-positive reviews were 

meticulous. Most reviewers ate a variety of the food offered and then gave 

comments on each dish they tasted. Besides simply saying the food was delicious, 

many other descriptors were used to depict food taste, including fresh, juicy, spicy, 

crispy, bouncy, creamy, moist, rich and spongy. Review examples are shown in 

Appendix D Table 1.  
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An interesting finding was that the discussions on food taste were not purely 

positive even in the strong-positive reviews. Fourteen percent of the food taste 

content consisted of general descriptions of food taste. The descriptions were 

neither positive nor negative comments, but they were neutral in nature. Review 

examples are shown in Appendix D Table 2.  

 

Fair comments about food taste were also found in the strong-positive reviews 

and the proportion was between 7 percent and 8 percent. Reviewers felt that some 

of the food tasted normal or just up-to-standard. A common saying was that the 

food taste was just okay and similar to other restaurants, or that the food gave no 

surprise to the reviewers. Examples of fair comments are shown in Appendix D 

Table 3. 

 

A small number of negative comments (less than 5 percent) were found in the 

strong-positive reviews. They generally pertained to reviewers’ disappointment in 

a particular dish. It may be that audiences realize it is difficult to make all food at 

a restaurant stand out, and so a few negative comments do not largely discount the 

argument strength of a positive review. Another possible explanation might be 

there were a higher number of positive entries in strong-positive than negative 

comments, so the negative remarks were counterbalanced. Review examples are 

shown in Appendix D Table 4. 

 

Finding 3: Dining background and description was an essential theme in 

strong-positive reviews. The dining process, reasons to dine out and reasons 

for choosing the restaurant were the prevalent sub-themes of dining 

background. 
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The reviewers’ background information was found to be an important component 

of strong-positive reviews. Seventeen percent of the 2151 text coding units were 

about dining background and description. The dining background consisted of 

three core sub-themes: 1/ Dining process descriptions; 2/ Reasons to dine out; and 

3/ Reasons why a particular restaurant was chosen. Examples are shown in 

Appendix D Table 5.  

 

The findings showed that one of the key message features of strong-positive 

reviews was the narrative explanations of the reviewers’ dining experiences, 

ranging from reasons for dining and restaurant selection to descriptions of their 

dining process. Among the three sub-themes, descriptive writings of the dining 

process were the most dominant. The writings covered the information from the 

reviewers’ first step into the restaurant till their leaving, and often gave a clear 

sequence of events and with elaboration. The reviewers not only shared the good 

or bad aspects of the restaurant, but also the background of their dine-outs. 

Although these narratives were quite reviewer-centered and unrelated to the 

eWOM seekers, they helped communicate details of the dining experience and 

enhanced the dining review. The clarity of the relationships between facts also 

made the sharing easier to follow. 

 

Finding 4: Though food was the most dominant theme in strong-positive 

reviews, service quality was a secondary theme. Service quality was 

described in terms of staff manner and service efficiency, and many writings 

are about the surprisingly pleasant service offered by the restaurant. 
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People want good food as well as good service. It is not surprising that service 

quality was one of the prevalent themes in strong-positive reviews, with 227 out 

of 2151 coding units (around 11 percent) about service quality. Waiters and 

servers played an essential role in affecting people’s restaurant dining experience 

because they interact with consumers from beginning to end.  

 

Service quality consisted of two sub-themes: staff manner and service efficiency. 

Staff manner refers to a worker’s attitude toward customers and his/her way of 

acting in front of customers; while service efficiency refers to responsiveness, 

such as length of wait for food, response time to enquiries and requests, etcetera. 

The writings on both staff manner and service efficiency were significantly 

appreciative. 

 

Most of the writings complimented the restaurants’ staff manner and service 

efficiency. It was very rare to find negative comments about service quality in 

strong-positive reviews. Looking into what made the reviewers compliments the 

restaurants’ service, pleasant surprise was a key factor. Reviewers showed strong 

support and appreciation to the restaurants when they got pleasant surprise in 

service rendered. The pleasant surprise often related to the restaurants’ 

unanticipated service offerings to the reviewers. The reviewers expressed strong 

feelings of happiness and excitement about pleasant surprises. These strong 

expressions touched audiences because they were not simply dining descriptions 

but heartfelt sharings. Examples are shown in Appendix D Table 6.  
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Finding 5: Dining environment was another important theme in 

strong-positive reviews. It was often communicated through pictures rather 

than text. 

 

A restaurant’s dining environment refers to the environment inside the restaurant. 

Customers sense their physical surroundings both consciously or unconsciously 

during the dining experience. In strong-positive reviews, the dining environment 

of the restaurant was found to be another important theme and many reviewers 

shared or described it. Examples are shown in Appendix D Table 7.  

  

As far as the communication mode, physical environment garnered a high 

proportion of picture coding units but a relatively low proportion of text coding 

units. Among 1185 picture coding units, 15 percent to 16 percent of them related 

to restaurant environment. It was the second highest in picture coding units. As 

for the text aspect, restaurant environment garnered only 148 out of 2151 text 

coding units.  

 

Perhaps it is not easy to describe exactly how a restaurant looks. There is a 

Chinese proverb that “one picture is worth 10,000 words,” which might explain 

why reviewers tended to use pictures rather than texts to show physical 

environment. The pictures conveyed the details of the restaurants’ physical 

environments effectively because audiences could see them directly. 

 

Finding 6: Reviewers tended to offer conclusions to their dining experiences 

in strong-positive reviews. The conclusions were tightly linked to “worth 
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visiting,” “commitment to revisit,” “highly recommended to others,” and 

“pleasant dining experience.” 

 

Conclusions to the dining experiences, accounting for 6 percent of the relative 

concept count, appeared to be a less dominant theme in strong-positive reviews, 

but special attention should be given to its distribution. Among 196 

strong-positive reviews, 124 of them (i.e., 63 percent) had a conclusion. Offering 

a conclusion was one of the key features of strong-positive reviews. The 

conclusions could be viewed as the last words or the final say on the subject, a 

synthesis of the reviewer’s thoughts. Four main sub-themes were found in the 

dining experience conclusions, and they were 1/ worth visiting, 2/ commitment to 

revisit, 3/ highly recommended to others and 4/ pleasant dining experience. These 

helped reinforce the reviewers’ key message about his or her positive dining 

experience and redirect the audience back to appreciation toward the restaurant, 

so that the audience was left with no doubt about what the reviewers felt. 

Examples are shown in Appendix D Table 8.  

 

Finding 7: Pictures were found in all strong-positive reviews.  

 

All of the 196 strong-positive reviews contained pictures and most had five to 

seven images. A total of 1185 pictures were found. Various visuals appeared in the 

pictures, with images of food accounting for 67% of the pictures. The inclusion of 

food pictures was a key feature of strong-positive reviews. A second strong theme 

was visuals of restaurants’ physical environment (15 percent to 16 percent of the 

pictures), showing that diners experienced not only food but also the dining 

environment including the surrounding space, decor and objects. Clearly, they 
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cared about it enough to take pictures and share visuals in their dining reviews. 

Other visuals included beverages, menus, restaurant entrances and dining utensils, 

but these were less dominant and only accounted for a small proportion (less than 

6 percent of picture coding units).   

 

4.1.2 Message Features of Weak-Positive Reviews 

 

Weak-positive reviews refer to reviews with positive valence but weak argument 

strength. According to Kempf and Palan (2006), the persuasiveness of these 

reviews is relatively weak, despite their aim to communicate a positive dining 

experience or restaurant attractiveness. A total of 178 weak-positive reviews were 

collected for message features analysis. There were 1634 text coding units and 

1031 picture coding units.  

 

Finding 1: Product quality was by far the most dominant theme in 

weak-positive reviews. Food and beverages were key sub-themes, but the 

discussions of food far exceeded the discussions of beverages. Food linked 

strongly to food taste, food presentation, food ingredients, food variety and 

food portions. 

 

Restaurant product quality dominated the message content of weak-positive 

reviews, accounting for 65 percent of text coding units (i.e., 1076 units) and 

approximately 90 percent of picture coding units (more than 900 pictures). 

Looking into the content of the product quality, it was all about food and 

beverages, but the ratios were imbalanced. Among 1076 product quality text 

coding units, the vast majority were about food rather than beverages. Similarly, 
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most of the product pictures pertained to food. Food was by far the most dominant 

concept in product quality in the weak-positive reviews. 

 

Taking a deeper look at the details, the reviews contained a variety of concepts 

about the food itself, including food taste, food ingredients, food variety, food 

presentation and food portions. Among these, sharings about food taste appeared 

extensively, accounting for 68 percent of the food concepts, and reinforcing its 

importance as an aspect of the reviewers’ overall dining experiences. Food 

ingredients was another concept that was mentioned repeatedly, accounting for 16 

percent of the relative count.  

 

Other food concepts included food presentation and food variety, but their coding 

frequencies were low.    

 

Finding 2: Food taste was a key sub-theme in the food concept. 

Weak-positive reviews included significant numbers of general descriptions 

of food taste. Compliments on food taste were also a key focus, but the 

descriptors were found to be dull. In addition, fair comments and criticisms 

about food taste were also found in weak-positive reviews.  

 

Compliments on food were expected in the positive valence dining reviews, but 

discussions of food taste in weak-positive reviews were multi-directional. In 

addition to a large number of general descriptions and compliments about food 

taste, fair comments and negative comments were also found in varying 

proportions. Among 682 coding units on food taste, more than 200 coding units 

were general descriptions about food taste and approximately 290 (roughly 40 
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percent) coding units praised good food. The remaining coding units were fair and 

the negative comments on food taste. 

 

Since review audiences are unable to actually taste the food being discussed, they 

rely on taste descriptions. Therefore, food taste descriptions are extremely 

important. Unsurprisingly, compliments about food taste were common in 

weak-positive reviews; however, the descriptors used to compliment food taste 

were tedious. Looking into the writings on food taste appreciation, the key 

descriptor was “delicious,” a somewhat vague descriptor that does not tell 

audiences much about how food tastes meld and marry together to form a tasty 

dish. Other positive descriptors included “better than expectations,” “juicy,” 

“crispy,” “rich,” and “spongy.” Though present, these were not significant in the 

review writings. In short, the praise in weak-positive reviews about food taste was 

tepid. The two major descriptors, delicious and better than expectations, were not 

strong enough to support the sense of taste. Review examples are shown in 

Appendix E Table 1. 

 

Besides the complimentary writings, the weak-positive reviews also contained a 

large number of general descriptions of food taste (approximately 30 percent). 

These descriptions were neutral in nature and the reviewers did not reveal their 

personal likes or dislikes or did not appear to have strong preferences about the 

food they ate. Given these neutral descriptions, the audience could know how the 

food tasted, but they were not told whether it was a pleasant or unpleasant 

experience. Specific contents basically focused on the four major food tastes of 

sweetness, sourness, saltiness and bitterness. Review examples are shown in 

Appendix E Table 2. 
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Apart from general descriptions, approximately 17 percent to 19 percent of 

coding units were fair comments on food taste. Reviewers rated the tastes of the 

captioned food acceptable but not superior. A small proportion of negative 

comments (approximately 8 percent to 9 percent of food taste coding units) was 

also found in some reviews. 

 

In sum, food taste was the key sub-theme in weak-positive reviews. Most of the 

writings were general descriptions of food taste in which reviewers did not 

indicate strong likes or dislikes. Another message feature of weak-positive 

reviews was the usage of tedious and vague descriptors in complimenting the 

taste of the food. Lastly, negative comments about food taste were also found. 

Review examples are shown in Appendix E Table 3. 

 

Finding 3: The product price was an important theme and was usually 

presented together with related product pictures. 

 

Another theme that emerged from the weak-positive reviews related to product 

price, accounting for 10 percent of the relative count of concepts. This theme was 

linked to other aspects of the dining reviews, particularly food and beverages. 

Product price was generally mentioned in terms of how much a specific dish or 

drink cost. Notably, most pricing information was presented together with pictures 

of related food or beverages, reflecting the reviewers’ desire to provide clear, 

specific price details. Examples were as follows:  
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WP Review #034 

 

 

WP Review #068 

 

 

Pricing information was also found independent of product pictures, but such 

references were less dominant. Interestingly, when product prices were presented 

on a stand-alone basis, the price details tended to be approximations rather than 

exact amounts. In addition to factual pricing details, reviewers also offered 

comments as to whether they thought the prices were high, reasonable, or low.  
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In sum, discussion of product price was a message feature of weak-positive 

reviews but the discussion methods varied. Objective reporting (i.e., price list) 

outweighed subjective sharing (i.e., high prices, reasonable prices and low prices).  

 

Finding 4: Weak-positive reviews predominately contained restaurant 

information. The descriptions were found to be extensive and covered a wide 

range of information, such as the restaurant’s location, operation, shop size, 

cuisine, founder(s) and chef(s), and even its history. 

 

Restaurant information accounted for approximately 9 percent of the text coding 

units in the weak-positive reviews. Restaurant information included various 

sub-themes including location, operation, details of founder(s) and chef(s), and 

restaurant history. The writings were descriptive and concise. Although the 

proportion was not very significant, this appeared in many of the weak-positive 

reviews. Reivew examples are shown in Appendix E Table 4. 

 

These bits of information help eWOM seekers get a better understanding of 

restaurants, but surprisingly, they appear to be message features of weak-positive 

reviews. People engage in eWOM activities because they seek others’ opinions to 

alleviate uncertainty and reduce purchase risk (Murray, 1991; Bansal and Voyer, 

2000). Perhaps this type of fact-oriented information helps the audience 

understand a restaurant, but it does not show the attractions of the restaurant, so it 

is a message feature weak-positive reviews. 
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Finding 5: The number of pictures varied greatly among the weak-positive 

reviews. Some reviews had no photos while others contained many pictures. 

Food dominated the visuals and other visual themes were far less common.  

 

1031 photos were found in the 178 weak-positive reviews, but the distribution of 

photos among the reviews varied greatly. About one-third of the weak-positive 

reviews had no picture, while another third of the weak-positive reviews 

contained more than 10 pictures. It was surprising that the number of pictures in 

the same review type was so extreme. There was a wide variety of picture coding 

units among the visuals, including food, beverages, dining environment, people, 

shop front, decoration, dining utensils and menus. The visuals of food 

significantly outweighed other visuals.  

 

4.1.3 Message Features of Strong-Negative Reviews 

 

Strong-negative reviews refer to reviews with negative valence and strong 

argument strength. These reviews were all about bad dining experiences, and 

reviewers’ dissatisfaction and criticisms of restaurants were explicitly expressed. 

A total of 131 strong-negative reviews were collected for message features 

analysis. There were 1604 text coding units and 369 picture coding units.  

 

Finding 1: Product quality was the dominant theme in strong-negative 

reviews, and its sub-themes included food and beverages. Complaints about 

food were much more common than complaints about beverages, with 

criticisms mostly directed to food taste, food ingredients and food 

proportions. 
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Discussions on restaurant products accounted for 50 percent of the text coding 

units (i.e., 796 units) and 65 percent of the picture coding units (i.e., 241 pictures). 

Within the text, food and beverage were the two sub-themes that arose from the 

product quality. Among 796 text coding units of product quality, 92 percent were 

about food and 8 were about beverages. 94 percent of the product photos were 

about food; only 6 percent were about beverages. Clearly, dissatisfaction with 

food greatly outweighed reviewers’ dissatisfaction with beverages. 

 

Regarding food-related content in the strong-negative reviews, both food taste and 

food ingredients were key concepts, accounting for 59 percent and 27 percent of 

the relative food discussion count, respectively. The coding frequency of these 

two concepts far exceeded all other concepts such as food appearance, food 

variety and food portions. It was not surprising that reviewers discussed how the 

food tasted in these reviews, but what was surprising was the frequent mention of 

food ingredients that was not seen in other review types. This may be because 

ingredients are a key factor affecting food taste. Especially when reviewers found 

a meal to be substandard, they tended to focus on the food ingredients. Specific 

criticisms were often about low quality ingredients and poor food taste. Review 

examples are shown in Appendix F Table 1.  

 

Other concepts generated from food-related discussions included food portions, 

food appearance and food variety, but their coding frequencies were relatively 

low.  
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Finding 2: Food taste was a dominant concept, and criticisms about food 

taste were often found in strong-negative reviews. A variety of negative 

descriptors were used to describe food taste. 

 

In affluent societies, eating is not only about nourishment, but also enjoyment, 

especially when people eat at a restaurant. Enjoyment of food becomes an 

important aspect of the restaurant experience because diners pay the restaurant and 

expect the food served to be tasty. The coding frequency of food taste was high in 

strong-positive reviews, approximately 430 out of 1604 coding units. 

Undoubtedly, food taste was a dominant concept. Reviewers’ dissatisfaction with 

the food taste was indicated in strong-negative reviews, and was strongly 

connected to a variety of descriptors, including fishy, stinky, oily, bitter, too salty, 

bland, dry, overcooked and rough. These taste descriptors were negative and 

repulsive to diners. Although the audiences had not actually eaten the food, such 

descriptors would stimulate visceral reactions to the food, and hence the 

restaurants. Review examples are shown in Appendix F Table 2. 

 

Finding 3: Service quality was a key theme generated in strong-negative 

reviews. A significant number of reviewers were annoyed by poor restaurant 

services. Service quality was strongly connected to two sub-themes: 

restaurants’ staff manner and service efficiency. Timing was the major 

factor causing distress. 

 

More than 350 coding units pertained to service quality, approximately 22 percent 

of all text coding units. Together with food quality, service quality is a dominant 

theme in the strong-negative reviews. Taking a deeper look into the 
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service-related review contents, most of them were negative. Reviewers’ 

dissatisfaction with service was strongly linked to staff manner, service efficiency 

and service accuracy. Specifically, the major criticisms regarding staff manner 

were about impolite servers, condescending servers, inattentive servers, and 

feeling rushed to finish or leave. Regarding service efficiency, reviews indicated 

that dinners most dissatisfied with slow service and forgetful servers. Some 

servers took too long or had to be reminded about things repeatedly. Reviewers 

were also disappointed by inaccurate service, particularly inaccurate order taking. 

Review examples are shown in Appendix F Table 3. 

 

Interestingly, timing was a major factor in restaurants’ service failures. On the one 

hand, diners wanted to be served immediately whenever they were in need of 

something, so inefficient service disappointed them. On the other hand, diners 

valued an unhurried dining atmosphere and hated to be rushed by servers. 

Appropriate service timing was key.  

 

Finding 4: Many strong-negative reviews included reasons why reviewers 

wrote the reviews. 

 

The coding frequency of “reasons for review writing” was 93 coding units out of 

1604 total coding units, which didn’t seem to be a dominant theme in the 

strong-negative reviews. However, looking into the 131 strong-negative reviews, 

88 them contained this theme. The reasons for review writing was certainly an 

important message feature because it was commonly found in most of the 

strong-negative reviews, despite not being that significant within individual 

reviews. 
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The reasons reviewers write the reviews were closely connected to expressing 

feelings and warnings. Reviewers often mentioned that they were very angry or 

disappointed because of poor dining experiences. Many reviews were intended to 

warn others not to visit a particular restaurant. Review examples are shown in 

Appendix F Table 4. 

 

Finding 5: Including conclusions was a feature of strong-negative reviews. 

The sub-themes that emerged from the analysis of conclusions were 

disappointment, no return, not recommended and the worst dining 

experience.  

 

The theme “conclusions of the dining experiences” was found in 84 out of 131 

reviews (i.e., 64 percent) of the strong-negative reviews. Diners tended to sum up 

or address the key issues of their dining experience, reiterating what they believed 

was important in their review. The conclusions linked to four sub-themes: 

disappointment, no return, not recommended, and the worst dining experience. 

Reviewers wrapped up in a way that would not leave the audiences with any doubts. 

Review examples are shown in Appendix F Table 5. 

 

Finding 6: Dining background and description was an important theme 

found commonly in strong-negative reviews. The major sub-themes included 

the dining process description and reasons of choosing the dining place. 

 

Another important theme in strong-negative reviews was the dining background 

and description. Although the proportion of this theme was not very high, 

accounting for just 11 percent of the relative count of concepts, it is important to 
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note that this theme was found consistently in all the strong-negative reviews. 

This might indicate that this information was relevant and needed from the 

reviewers’ point of view to explain their dining experience, but did not require 

exhaustive writing.  

 

The major sub-themes emerging from the dining background and description were 

the dining process description and the reasons for choosing the dining place. 

Reviewers touched on their dining process details such as how the restaurant 

servers took orders and what the reviewers did while waiting for their food. In 

addition, reasons for picking the restaurant were usually mentioned with the 

common reasons being online recommendations, convenience, curiosity or 

restaurant promotions such as coupons or advertisements. Review examples are 

shown in Appendix F Table 6. 

 

Finding 7: Photos were commonly found in strong-negative reviews and the 

key visuals were of food and shop fronts. 

 

There were a total of 369 picture coding units in the 131 strong-negative reviews. 

Most reviews contained two to four photos. Food was the most common visual 

found in the food reviews, accounting for more than 60 percent of the photo 

coding units. Not surprisingly, food photos dominated the review visuals, but it is 

important to note that other key visuals could be found, including the restaurants’ 

shop fronts and dining environments.  

 

From the text analysis, reviewers’ major criticisms of the restaurants focused on 

poor quality food and service. Understandably, reviewers also included 
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food-related images and service-related images (i.e., dining environments) to 

assist or strengthen the communication effectiveness. However, it was interesting 

to note that restaurant shop fronts was another key visual with relatively high 

exposure in strong-negative reviews. More than one-third of the strong-negative 

reviews included shop front photos. In all the shop front photos, the restaurants’ 

names were clearly shown. A possible reason might be that the reviewers wanted 

to provide a clear indication of which restaurant was being discussed and 

strengthen the audiences’ memory about the restaurant.  

 

4.1.4 Message Features of Weak-Negative Reviews 

 

Weak-negative reviews were reviews with negative valence and weak argument 

strength. These reviewers had negative opinions about restaurants, but the review 

argument strengths were weak. In total 103 weak-negative reviews were collected 

for message features analysis. There were 1133 text coding units and 317 picture 

coding units.  

 

Finding 1: Product quality dominated the content of weak-negative reviews. 

The discussions were all about food and beverages, with food-related 

discussions much more prevalent than beverage-related discussions. Food 

taste and food ingredients were key sub-themes in the food-related 

discussions. 

 

Product quality was the central theme that emerged from the analysis of 

weak-negative reviews, accounting for 66 percent of the text coding units (i.e., 

747 units) and 76 percent of the picture coding units (i.e., about 240 pictures). 
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Similar to other restaurant review types, food was the key sub-theme that 

dominated the product discussions compared to beverages. Among 747 text 

coding units of Product quality, 94 percent were about food and only 6 percent 

were about beverages, while approximately 90 percent of product pictures were 

about food with the remainder about beverages. Discussion about food were 

overwhelming in weak-negative reviews. 

 

Approximately 70 percent of the food-related discussions dealt with food taste. In 

addition, food ingredients was another area that was discussed regularly in the 

reviews, accounting for 17 percent of the food-related coding units. It was 

interesting to note that most comments on food ingredients in the weak-negative 

reviews were not negative but neutral in nature. Specifically, they were general 

descriptions of food ingredients. Complaints or expressions of appreciation for 

food ingredient quality were also found, but not significantly in the weak-negative 

reviews.  

 

Finding 2: Reviewers’ opinions on food taste were divided. The comments 

included a mix of positive, negative, and fair comments, and even general 

descriptions of food taste. The descriptors connected to the negative 

comments were mild. 

  

As mentioned previously, reviewers were very concerned about food taste in the 

weak-negative reviews, with 491 out of 1133 text coding units being about food 

taste. Looking into the writings, most reviewers’ opinions about food taste were 

negative, and the main descriptors connected to the negative comments include 

bad, bland, dry, below expectation, and rough. Although these descriptors are 
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negative in nature, they are not as highly negative as the descriptors found in the 

strong-negative reviews. In addition, many of the weak-negative reviews just 

stated that food taste was bad without further elaboration. “Bad” was the most 

common descriptor in the weak-negative reviews. However, “bad” does not tell 

audiences how precisely the food tasted. This might make readers uncertain about 

a good or bad food taste. Review examples are shown in Appendix G Table 1. 

Also, it was common to find a mix of positive, negative and fair comments, as 

well as general descriptions about food taste in the weak-positive reviews. 

Review examples are shown in Appendix G Table 2.  

 

In sum, the weak-positive reviews often contained both negative and non-negative 

comments about food taste. Coupled with the relatively mild taste descriptors in 

the negative comments, reviewers’ dissatisfactions and disappointments were not 

well-addressed in the food taste discussions as message features of weak-positive 

reviews.  

 

Finding 3: Service quality was a second strong theme, but, surprisingly, 

reviewers were fine with most of the service quality in terms of the staff 

manner and service efficiency.  

 

While product quality is a central theme of the weak-positive reviews, several 

other themes cade up in the weak-negative reviews. Service quality was a second 

strong theme in the text aspect of weak-positive reviews, with a dominance level 

of about 13 percent of the text coding units, far less than the more dominant 

theme of product quality. Looking into the details, the discussions of service 

quality were mainly connected to staff manner and service efficiency. 
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Interestingly, despite the fact that the reviews were negative in valence, the 

criticisms were not lopsided against the restaurants. In many cases, reviewers 

were actually satisfied with the restaurants’ staff manner and service efficiency. 

Review examples are shown in Appendix G Table 3.  

 

Finding 4: Photos were commonly found in most of weak-negative reviews. 

Visuals included food, beverages, dining environment and shop fronts.  

 

There were 317 picture coding units in the 103 weak-negative reviews. Reviews 

generally contained two to three photos. The dominant visual was food, 

accounting for 68 percent of the picture coding units. This was not a surprising 

finding because food was also the key focus in text analysis. Clearly, reviewers 

were concerned with discussing the food they had consumed. To communicate 

with review readers, food visuals were also used. Other visuals included shop 

fronts, dining environments and beverages, but the proportions were far lower. A 

special comment about shop front visuals is warranted because, although it was 

not a dominant visual, it appeared in one-third of the weak-negative reviews. Thus, 

quite a few of the weak-negative reviews contained the restaurant’s shop front 

visual.  

 

4.2 Findings II – What Message Features Can Be Derived from Comparisons 

of Different Review Types 

 

Taking a multilayered approach to analyzing the reviews provides a deeper 

understanding of the message features of the different review types. In addition to 

looking at each individual review findings, analysis was also conducted by 
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comparing findings across the review types in order to understand how the 

findings were related and/or interconnected with each other. Results showed that 

most themes and subthemes that emerged from the four types of reviews were 

surprisingly similar. The major differences were found in their dominance levels 

and emotional values. The message features of different review types are further 

presented in the following paragraphs. 

 

4.2.1 Comparing and Contrasting the Message Features of Strong-Positive 

Reviews and Weak-Positive Reviews   

 

Finding 1: Despite ostensible similarities that were found in the category of 

product quality, there were differences in the dominance level and richness of 

the content.  

 

The most obvious similarity between the strong-positive reviews and the 

weak-positive reviews was in their most dominant category, product quality. 

Within the code families, their themes (food and beverages) and sub-themes (food 

taste, food presentation, food ingredients, and food portion and food variety) were 

much alike. More importantly, the dominance levels of these themes and 

sub-themes were similar. They both contained significant amounts of discussion 

on the restaurants’ food rather than its beverages. Among the sub-themes of food 

discussion, both review types showed that food taste was the most-discussed topic, 

followed by food ingredients. All other sub-themes were found to be less 

important in both review types. In addition, the writing directions were nearly the 

same and were strongly connected to positive comments, negative comments, fair 

comments or general descriptions.  
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However, it is important to remain alert to the content components. Firstly, the 

appreciative remarks about food taste (around 74 percent) in strong-positive 

reviews far exceeded other food taste writings. The next most dominant writings 

were general descriptions of food taste, which was only 14 percent. In 

weak-positive reviews, the differences among the comment valences were not as 

significant as those in strong-positive reviews. Appreciative remarks about food 

taste was still the most dominant writing (41 percent to 44 percent) in 

weak-positive reviews, but it was relatively close to the general descriptions of 

food taste (about 30 percent). Secondly, the richness of descriptors found in the 

appreciative remarks differed in the two review types. A variety of descriptors 

was found in strong-positive reviews such as fresh, juicy, spicy, crispy, bouncy, 

creamy, moist, etcetera, whereas the descriptors in weak-positive reviews 

appeared to be dull, with the key descriptors being delicious and better than 

expectations. 

 

In short, both review types had the same dominant theme and sub-themes in the 

main category of product quality. Their dominance levels and writing directions 

were also found to be common. However, differences were identified in the 

content details through in-depth comparisons of the strong-positive reviews and 

weak-positive reviews.  

 

Finding 2: Dining backgrounds and descriptions were commonly found in 

strong-positive reviews but not in weak-positive reviews.  

 

Writing about dining backgrounds and descriptions was an important message 

feature of strong-positive reviews. Although this information could also be found 
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in the weak-positive reviews, the dominance level was far below that in 

strong-positive reviews. This showed that having dining backgrounds and 

descriptions was common in the positive reviews, but the dominance varied 

between the strong-positive reviews and weak-positive reviews. Taking a deeper 

look at the writings, they were about dining process descriptions, reasons to dine 

out and the reasons why a particular restaurant was chosen. Besides just 

conveying food quality, these bits of information helped to organize the 

reviewer’s dining experiences in a structural way, which moved from the 

beginning (i.e., the reasons to dine out and the reasons why a particular restaurant 

was chosen) to the middle (i.e., the dining process descriptions). The writings of 

the reviewer’s dining process, in particular, kept the dining experience flowing 

smoothly and allowed readers to follow what was happening to the reviewers. In 

weak-positive reviews, the dining backgrounds and descriptions were recessive. 

From this difference between the strong-positive reviews and weak-positive 

reviews, one could surmise that if a review provided sufficient information on 

dining backgrounds and descriptions, it might help readers visualize the 

reviewers’ experiences at their dining moment, and the review tended to be 

strong.  

 

Finding 3: Weak-positive reviews contain more fact-based information than 

strong-positive reviews. 

 

Opinion-based writings were commonly found in both the strong-positive reviews 

and weak-positive reviews. Reviewers used their dining consumption experiences 

to write product reviews and shared their personal comments, satisfaction, 
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disappointment, emotion and judgments about said products, such as quality, 

performance and how well the product met reviewers’ expectations.  

 

However, fact-based information appeared to be the message feature of 

weak-positive reviews rather than strong-positive reviews. For instance, reviewers 

of weak-positive reviews tended to mention the prices of the food and beverages, 

and product prices were found to be an important theme in weak-positive reviews 

but not in strong-positive reviews. Findings also showed that the weak-positive 

reviews contained plenty of information about the restaurant’s founder, chef, 

operation, cuisine, etc. but this fact-based information was far less common in 

strong-positive reviews.  

 

Finding 4: Writings on service quality is an important theme in 

strong-positive reviews but not in weak-positive reviews.  

 

Jin, Line and Goh (2013) stated that quality service delivery is an important 

resource of a restaurant that can be used strategically to create or sustain 

competitive advantage. It is not surprising, therefore, that service quality was an 

important component of these reviewers’ dining experience. In strong-positive 

reviews, service quality accounts for approximately 11 percent of the relative 

concept counts. Reviewers gave a lot of compliments to restaurants where good 

service was received. However, this theme was unexpectedly limited (less than 2 

percent) of the relative counts of concepts in the weak-positive reviews. Although 

both review types were positive in valence, the writings on service quality were 

very different.  
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The finding reflects that good service quality was one of the message features of 

strong-positive reviews, whereas in weak-positive reviews, this component was 

less important. A possible reason these positive reviews were weak in argument 

strength may be that they did not gain strong agreement from the audience that 

the restaurant was really worthy of a visit in terms of the service quality. 

 

Finding 5: Photos were commonly found in both review types but the 

number of photos contained in the review types varied.  

 

Photos record a specific moment that a reviewer experienced. In addition to text 

information, reviewers posted photos to communicate about what they had seen 

and experienced, and this was common in the dining reviews. To the degree that 

the photo images allow a reader to visualize a scene and understand what the 

diner experienced during their meal periods, photos enhance communication 

effectiveness. Photos were vital and ubiquitous especially in the strong-positive 

reviews. The inclusion of photos was one of the key message features of 

strong-positive reviews and most of them contained 5 to 7 photos in one single 

review. 

 

Although photos were also found in many weak-positive reviews, the numbers 

were quite extreme and different from the strong-positive reviews. About 

one-third of weak-positive reviews were found to include more than 10 photos, 

while another third of the reviews contained no photo at all. In the remaining 

reviews, the number of photos ranged widely and no obvious tendency could be 

determined.  
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From the above comparisons, the differences between the strong-positive reviews 

and weak-positive reviews is not only in the existence of photos, but also the 

number of photos included and the tendency in weak-positive reviews for an 

extreme number of photos. 

 

4.2.2 Comparing and Contrasting the Message Features of Strong-Negative 

Reviews and Weak-Negative Reviews 

 

Finding 1: Both review types contained a significant amount of negative 

writings about food taste, but the descriptors used in taste discussions and 

the dominance level of the negative comments were different. 

 

In the negative restaurant reviews, regardless of the argument strength, reviewers 

expressed a lot of dissatisfaction and disappointment in restaurants’ food, with 

most complaints focusing on food taste. Among the strong-negative reviews, most 

writings were about bad taste. The descriptions or descriptors used in the writings 

were obviously unpleasant, such as fishy, stink, oily, bitter, too salty, bland, dry, 

overcooked and rough. These negative writings evoked offensive feelings about 

the food and about the restaurant being discussed. Compared to the weak-negative 

reviews, the major descriptors connected to the negative food tastes included bad, 

bland, dry, below expectation and rough. Undoubtedly, these writings were 

negative, but they were relatively mild compared to the writings in the 

strong-negative reviews. Although both review types expressed dissatisfaction 

about the restaurants, their word usages about the food taste were not the same. 
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Looking further into the dominance level of the negative comments and 

non-negative comments (i.e., good comments, fair comments and general 

descriptions) of food taste discussions, and comparing these dominance levels, 

new insights were generated. In strong-negative reviews, the dominance levels of 

negative and non-negative food taste writings were approximately 75 percent and 

25 percent, respectively, while the figures in the weak-negative reviews were 

roughly 60 percent and 40 percent, respectively. It is important to point out that 

the share of negative comments in the strong-negative reviews was much larger 

than the share of negative comments in the weak-negative reviews.  

 

In sum, the negative comments related to food taste in weak-negative reviews 

were not outstanding in either qualitative and quantitative dimensions when 

compared to the strong-negative reviews. Weak-negative reviews have a 

significant amount of non-negative comments presented together with the 

negative comments, while the strong-negative reviews were dominated by food 

taste criticism.  

 

Finding 2: Both review types included plenty of writing about the 

restaurants’ service quality. The writing in strong-negative reviews was 

heavily critical of service. By contrast, the weak-negative reviews had 

relatively less criticism and more compliments.  

 

It takes more than food to create a dining experience. Diners pay for food and also 

the intangible experience, including the service, atmosphere, dining environment, 

etcetera. Apart from food, restaurant service quality was frequently mentioned in 

both review types. The same sub-themes, i.e., staff manner, efficiency and 
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accuracy, were also found in both review types, but reviewers’ emotional tones 

were different in the two.  

 

In strong-negative reviews, diners were quite dissatisfied with restaurant service 

quality, and most of the writings about service quality were highly negative. 

Diners’ criticisms usually related to servers’ rude manners and impolite language. 

Restaurants’ inefficient service disappointed many diners as they had to wait a 

long time to be seated or to be served. Many diners also complained that the 

servers interrupted their conversations and urged them to finish their meals. Most 

of the writings about poor service quality were detailed, with incident information 

and conversations between the reviewers and the servers. Reviewers’ 

disappointment and dissatisfaction were narrated clearly.  

 

In weak-negative reviews, similar service criticisms were found, but they were 

brief and not as dominant as those in strong-negative reviews. It is important to 

note that many diners were actually quite satisfied or even felt good about service 

quality. Interestingly, writings about service appreciation were often followed by 

criticisms of food quality. It seemed that appreciation was expressed to make up 

for dissatisfaction with the food, but the reviewers still maintained overall 

negative feelings about the restaurant. In some weak-negative reviews, positive 

comments about food were found but they were limited and did not prevent the 

restaurant from getting a bad evaluation and a negative review valence.  

 

Finding 3: Strong-negative reviews and weak-negative reviews had highly 

similar visual content. 
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Many similarities were found in the visual content of these two review types. 

Both usually contained two to three photos, and food was the dominant visual. 

Interestingly, visuals of the restaurants’ shop fronts were commonly found in both 

the strong-negative reviews and weak-negative reviews.  

 

4.3 Discussion and Implications 

 

Past studies have confirmed that message quality plays an important role in 

eWOM communication effectiveness (Sweeney, Soutar and Mazzarol, 2008; 

Cheema and Kaikati, 2010). ELM suggests that when an audience has both the 

motivation and the ability to consider the information in a communication, the 

audience’s cognitive responses to the message will determine the direction and 

magnitude of attitude change. This makes message quality very critical in driving 

persuasion effectiveness (Petty and Cacioppo, 1981, 1984; Petty and Wegene, 

1998). However, the specific features that make one message more persuasive 

than others remain obscure (Boller, Swasy and Munch, 1990; Areni, 2003). In 

addition, English has been the primary language in past eWOM studies, and little 

attention has been paid to the unique characteristics of Chinese language eWOM.  

 

Guided by theories and based on the existing persuasion models, the current 

research explores the message features of Chinese language eWOM by studying 

the restaurant reviews, and advances the understanding of message dimensions 

proposed by Sweeney, Soutar and Mazzarol (2012). Message differences and 

similarities were found across the four reviews types and key findings are 

discussed in Section 4.1 and summarized in Table 2.  
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In their study of ELM, Petty and Caoppico (1981) state that strong messages 

provide evidence, such as statistics and data, to support an argument, while weak 

messages rely more on personal opinions, quotations and examples for support. 

However, in looking at the message features of strong-positive reviews and 

strong-negative reviews, statistics and data evidences were rarely found. Personal 

opinions were dominant. These findings differ from Petty and Caoppico’s (1981) 

interpretation of strong messages. Perhaps this is due to the nature of 

consumer-generated product reviews, which is opinion-based. Particularly when a 

message is dealing with an experiential product, reviewers are sharing their 

personal experiences and personal opinions. The current findings show that even 

personal opinions can be strong messages. Under the ELM framework, many past 

studies have relied on the logical aspects of argument quality to test the ELM 

prediction (Areni and Lutz, 1988), but opinion-oriented messages can be a new 

element added to revisit the predictive power of ELM. Based on the content 

analysis the four review types, several important implications were found and are 

discussed on the following pages. 

 

Cognitive content is an important dimension in message assessment (Sweeney, 

Soutar and Mazzarol, 2012). When dining in a restaurant, a diner’s overall 

satisfaction is formed by all aspects of the experience, from food and beverage 

consumption to seat reservations and table service. Although reviewers have a 

high degree of freedom in writing up their review content, the results of Phase I 

study indicate that reviews (i.e., eWOM messages) carry distinct message 

features.  
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Moreover, the cognitive content of a review can contain various product attributes, 

but these attributes are not necessary mentioned equally in the reviews. Some 

product attributes are core, and must be discussed regardless of the valence and 

argument strength, while other product attributes serve as satisfiers that can 

enhance the product’s hedonic value (Andersson and Mossberg, 2004). The 

satisfier may or may not be discussed in a review.  

 

As illustrated in the Phase I study, food is a basic and essential part of any dining 

experience. Without food, a restaurant cannot perform its basic function, which is 

to satisfy diners’ hunger. It is not surprising, therefore, that food related writings 

were predominant across all four of the review types studied. Reviewing food 

quality is a core albeit not unique feature of a restaurant review. People dine out 

not only to alleviate hunger, but also for pleasure or hedonic value. The various 

satisfiers in a restaurant setting may also be reflected in a review. These results 

show that service quality is an adjacent element to food in restaurant settings. One 

of the message features found in many strong-positive reviews is that reviewers 

tend to mention their surprising enjoyment because of unexpectedly good service. 

Strong-negative reviews also indicate great concern about poor service quality, 

and biting criticisms are frequently found. Turning to weak-negative reviews, an 

interesting finding is that many reviewers were quite satisfied with service quality. 

In weak-positive reviews, service quality was not a key theme at all. The satisfier 

appears as an ancillary characteristic in reviews, as shown in the following: 
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Review Type The Core The Satisfier 

Strong-Positive Review Food Quality Pleasant Surprise with Excellent 

Service 

Weak-Positive Review Food Quality Satisfiers are rarely found 

Strong-Negative Review Food Quality  Poor Service 

Weak-Negative Review Food Quality Satisfactory Service 

Table 4: Cognitive content of different review types 

 

In short, average and ordinary services are not worthy of mention by reviewers, 

either in strong-positive reviews or in weak-positive reviews. Only extremely 

good service that exceeds expectations is impressive enough to be mentioned, so 

the sharing of such excellent service is a feature of strong-positive messages. On 

the contrary, when the service is sub-standard, reviewers react with strong 

criticisms. Strong criticism of service quality was found to be a content feature of 

strong-negative messages. Customers expect a pleasing sensory experience from 

service providers, and the experience includes both tangibles and intangibles. 

When reviewers share messages about unexpected good or bad service received, 

their reviews appear to be more persuasive in reviews. Understanding the 

concepts of “core” and “satisfier” in cognitive content helps marketers to 

determine the persuasiveness of a review. 

 

Attention should also be given to another key message dimension: message 

delivery (Sweeney, Soutar and Mazzarol, 2008, 2012). The restaurant reviews we 

analyzed generally began by giving the reviewers’ reasons for dining out and 

reasons for choosing the specific restaurant, regardless of valence. This is 
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background information for the review, which precedes the message’s main body. 

The dominant content pertains to food and service evaluations. Following this, 

reviewers tend to sum up their meal experiences with conclusions to reinforce the 

key message. A structure of introduction-body-conclusion can be identified in 

many strong-positive and strong-negative reviews. In addition to narrating the 

dining process, details are also key message features of strong reviews. These 

details describe what was happening to the reviewers during the dining process, 

help link the review content components and tell the experience as a story.  

 

Including these narrative writings is a key feature of strong reviews, regardless 

the valence. It consists of the relationships among elements such as the dining 

reasons and process, which enables casual inferences and allows the audiences to 

construct a story mentally. According to transportation theory, when individuals 

immerse themselves in a narrative world, their real-world attitudes and intentions 

change subsequently to reflect that story. This psychological effect of immersion 

in a textual based narrative is regarded as narrative transportation (Gerrig, 1993). 

Van Laer et al. (2014) further describe the narrative transportation as a mental 

process that the story receiver experiences a feeling of entering a world evoked by 

the narrative because of empathy for the story character and mental imagery of 

the story plot. Daniloski and Brinberg (2015) state that when a review structures 

like a story, it can serve as a kind of surrogate first-hand information and provides 

the readers with opportunities to vicariously experience the product from the 

writer’s perspective. More importantly, their study finds that a review with 

narratives can lead to a higher level of transportation, and results in higher level 

of reflection, hence increasing the review reader’s intention to try the product 

being discussed. Similar to Green and Brock’s (2000) study, they assert that 
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individuals are less likely to counter argue the information presented in narratives 

because of their immersion in the story. It is clear that narratives affect persuasion. 

The current study is consistent with Hamby, Daniloski and Brinberg’s (2015) and 

Green and Brock’s (2000) studies in that the inclusion of narratives is an 

important message feature of strong reviews. More importantly, the current study 

demonstrates the ways of narrative writings in the dining context by exploring the 

message features of strong reviews. 

 

In weak-positive reviews and weak-negative reviews, the message is usually an 

extract of the entire dining experience. Reviewers tend not to give background 

details of their dine-out (i.e., lack of the narrative writings), but comment on the 

restaurant’s product or service directly. Particularly in weak-positive reviews, the 

discussions are generally limited to product taste and attributes. However, strong 

reviews go beyond simply commenting on product quality and attributes to 

include the process of discovering or finding the restaurant, whether it is through 

recommendations or just out of curiosity. Writings also describe the process of 

enjoying or experiencing the meal. Further, conclusions are commonly made at 

the end of the strong review to summarize the dining experience, indicating that 

strong reviews go beyond reviewing to creating a connection between the 

reviewer and the restaurant by way of a story-like review.  

 

The message delivery tone varied among the reviews. In writing, tone is often 

referred to as the researcher’s feeling about a subject (Schmitt, Pan and Tavassoli, 

1994). Positive reviews contain many compliments and expressions of 

appreciation, and the tone is pleasant and friendly. Many positive terms are used, 

such as happy, satisfied, good, nice, enjoyable, value for money, etcetera. By 
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contrast, negative reviews contain many criticisms and complaints, and the tone is 

unpleasant or even hostile. In strong-negative reviews, many negative words can 

be found, including angry, sad, cheat, sick, substandard, etcetera. The tone in the 

weak-negative reviews was also unpleasant, with terms such as disappointed, 

dislike and not attractive. However, these are relatively mild when compared to 

the strong-negative reviews. Schmitt, Pan and Tavassoli (1994) state that the tone 

of a message has a great impact on receivers’ responses. Perhaps this is why 

valence is often used as the independent variable in academic research to study its 

impact on consumer behavior, as with the Phase II component of the current 

research. 

 

Many researchers are interested in the persuasiveness of one-sided reviews and 

two-sided reviews. Findings have shown that two-sided reviews are more 

persuasive than one-sided reviews of searched goods, but an opposite result has 

been found with experience goods, where one-sided reviews are more persuasive 

than two-sided reviews (Golden and Alpert, 1987; Eisend, 2007). Based on these 

findings, the current study takes a qualitative approach to examine the sidedness 

features of Chinese language restaurant reviews (i.e., experienced goods). Results 

show that both strong-positive reviews and strong-negative reviews contain 

significant bits of information in favor of the side they have taken, but 

information supporting the opposite side is rarely found.  

 

In weak-positive reviews and weak-negative reviews, the sidedness of the 

message content appears to be two-sided. Weak-positive reviews generally 

contain information that is in favor of the chosen side (e.g., good tasting food and 

high quality food ingredients) and also the opposite side, such as the weaknesses 
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of the restaurant (e.g., high price). Especially in weak-negative reviews, it is 

common for reviewers to complain about the poor taste of food, on the one hand, 

and appreciate the good service provided, on the other hand.  

 

It can be concluded that the use of one-sided arguments is a message feature of 

strong reviews, regardless of the message valence, while for weak reviews, 

regardless of the message valence, more two-sided arguments are used. These 

message features support past findings that reviews with one-sided arguments are 

more persuasive than reviews with two-sided arguments in the case of experience 

goods, and this also applies to Chinese language eWOM communication. 

 

Turning the focus to the richness of the reviews: attention is given to the dominant 

review content, which is about food. Although all four review types have similar 

content focusing on food, the way food is reviewed differs. In writings about food 

taste, both strong-positive reviews and strong-negative reviews contain many 

descriptors. Positive words include bouncy, crispy, spicy, umami, juicy, etcetera, 

whereas negative words include fishy, stink, oily, wired, dry, etcetera. Compared 

to the weak-positive reviews and weak-negative reviews, the descriptors in strong 

reviews are rich and vivid. The vivid descriptions of food taste help create 

word-pictures in the minds of readers, hence driving their feelings about the food. 

Thus, the findings in the current study are consistent with past studies that 

indicate strong messages are more vivid and rich (Boller, Swasy and Munch, 1990; 

Kempf and Palan, 2006; Herr et al’s, 1991; Li and Zhan, 2011), and confirm that 

vivid writing is important in strong Chinese eWOM messages.  
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In addition to text content, visual content is also an important component of 

restaurant reviews. Findings show that positive reviews generally contain more 

pictures than negative reviews. Setting aside the extreme cases, most positive 

reviews contain five to seven pictures, but negative reviews generally have only 

two to three pictures. Perhaps, sharing photos in food reviews is a way of showing 

pleasure. However, when the diners are not satisfied, they are less interested in 

taking photos because the food is not attractive. Similarly, when it comes to 

review writing, reviewers tend to include more pictures in positive reviews than in 

negative reviews. As a result, it becomes a message feature and also a 

differentiator between positive reviews and negative reviews.  

   

Taking a deeper look at visual content, key visuals of positive reviews are food 

and the dining environment, while key visuals of negative reviews are food and 

the restaurant’s shop front. It is not surprising that food is the most dominant 

visual in both review types because evaluating the food quality is core to a 

restaurant review, and food photos facilitate communication with review 

audiences. Furthermore, the dining environment is an important adjacent element 

to satisfy diners, and thus a message feature of positive reviews. It is interesting 

that reviewers tend to post shop front photos of restaurants in the negative reviews. 

Perhaps reviewers want to make clear to review audiences the identity of the 

restaurant they visited.  

 

Surprisingly, researchers in past eWOM studies paid little heed to the visual 

content of eWOM messages. Analysis of visual content is rarely found in 

mainstream eWOM studies. Perhaps one of the reasons is that most eWOM 

studies are actually an extension of traditional WOM studies, in which individuals 
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exchange information orally, and the message is formed by spoken words rather 

than visual images. Consequently, attention to the use of visual images is very 

limited in WOM studies. The WOM studies of Sweeny, Soutar and Mazzarol 

(2008, 2012) and the eWOM study of Li and Zhan (2011) did not consider the 

potential effects of visual message content. Benn, Webb, Chang and Reidy, (2015) 

analyzed online food purchases of customers and found that people tended to look 

at product pictures while ignoring product information. The findings from this 

Phase I study clearly indicate that the use of visual images is common and 

important in eWOM communication, and confirms that Chinese language eWOM 

messages contain both text and visual elements. The inclusion of visual elements 

in eWOM message research should be considered. Future studies would extend 

the understanding of the role and impact of visual content in eWOM 

communication, and also how text and visual content work together to influence 

message persuasiveness. 

 

Based on this discussion, a summary of Chinese language eWOM message 

features is shown in Table 5. 

 

To sum up, this Phase I study, based on two important constructs of message 

quality, i.e., valence and argument, identified key message features of Chinese 

language eWOM, in particular strong-positive reviews, weak-positive reviews, 

strong-negative reviews and weak-negative reviews. The current study enhances 

understanding of the distinctive message features of different review types, which 

can be applied to the ELM model to further the predictive power of the central 

route to persuasion.  
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CHAPTER 5 

 

METHODOLOGY OF PHASE II 

 

After completing the Phase I analysis, the research moved to the next phase. 

Phase II aimed to answer the second research question: how do eWOM valence 

and the argument strength in Chinese eWOM jointly influence product attitude 

and purchase intention? The experimental design approach was used because it 

allowed the researcher to keep other factors that might affect the outcome under 

control. Through manipulation of the independent variables (valance and 

argument strength), the researcher could observe the effect on the dependent 

variables. This is considered to be the most appropriate research design for the 

current study.  

 

5.1 Phase II 

 

Objective: To understand how message valence and argument strength in Chinese 

eWOM jointly influence product attitude and purchase intention. 

 

The message features of strong-positive, weak-positive, strong-negative and 

weak-negative eWOM were found in Phase I (Table 1). A complementary 

experimental study was then conducted to test the interplay of valence and 

argument strength and the impact on attitude towards a product and subsequent 

purchase intention. 
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DV1: Attitude 

DV2: Purchase Intention 

 

eWOM Valence  

Positive (P) Negative (N) 

Argument 

Strength  

Strong (S) SP (IV) SN (IV) 

Weak (W) WP (IV) WN (IV) 

Table 6: The reviews mixed with different valence and argument strength 

 

To illustrate the workflow of Phase II, please refer to Figure 9 for details. 

 

 

Figure 9: The workflow of Phase II 

 

5.1.1 Methodology 

 

The Design and Participants:  The design was a 2 (review valence: 

positive vs. negative) x 2 (argument strength: strong vs. weak) between-subject 
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experimental design (see Table 6), plus one control group. One-hundred and 

seventy-five participants were drawn from a pool of undergraduate students who 

studied in Hong Kong. These students were considered to be appropriate 

participants because they were demographically similar (i.e., age, income level, 

education level and social status), and therefore the impact of individual 

differences was minimised.  

 

Guided by the ELM framework, a person’s motivation and ability affects his/her 

elaboration likelihood to process a message and determines the route through 

which persuasion might occur (Petty and Cacioppo, 1981, 1984; Cacioppo, Petty 

and Morris, 1983). The current study required that respondents have high 

elaboration likelihood and information processing occurred via the central route, 

so certain aspects of the experimental design were needed to ensure that the 

respondents had the ability and were highly motivated to process the information. 

An individual’s ability to process information could be affected by the message 

comprehensibility and issue familiarity. As mentioned in Section 3.1.1, dining in a 

restaurant is common in modern society and many people are used to searching 

online for restaurant information and reviews before choosing a restaurant. It was 

believed from the outset that most people were familiar with reading restaurant 

reviews; thus the experiment was designed in the context of restaurant selection. 

Since the study involved Chinese language reviews and English language 

questions, it was also important to ensure that respondents had language 

proficiency. Therefore, undergraduate students were recruited as respondents, and 

they were also asked to state their language proficiency. There was no time limit 

set for participants to fill out the experiment questionnaire. In addition to the 
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ability to process the information, an individual’s motivation to process the 

information was also important. The higher the motivation, the more likely that 

they would go through the central route to persuasion (Cacioppo, Petty and Morris, 

1983). An individual’s motivation might be influenced by his/her personal 

relevance to the issue (Cacioppo, Petty and Morris, 1983), so a special scenario 

related to restaurant selection was created to prompt high motivation and therefore 

ensure the central route. Details are as follows: 

 

The Materials and Procedures:  The experiment was administered in a 

classroom setting, and participants were told that they were participating in a 

study on consumer behaviour for restaurant selection for an important event. This 

study scenario required participants to imagine that they had applied for an 

Executive Mentoring Program and had been admitted into the program after 

overcoming hardship. They were told it was an honour to be selected to arrange 

the first gathering with an executive mentor and fellow mentees. They were in the 

process of choosing an appropriate gathering place and had identified a restaurant 

for consideration. Each participant was presented with information about a 

restaurant (i.e., basic restaurant information and its menu) and a manipulated 

restaurant review (i.e., a strong-positive review, weak-positive review, 

strong-negative review and weak-negative review) for reading. The manipulated 

materials were designed based on the message features of strong-positive reviews, 

weak-positive reviews, strong-negative reviews and weak-negative reviews, as 

identified in Phase I of the study. To avoid any possible bias that participants 

might have had about an actual restaurant, a fictitious restaurant name was used to 

control for prior attitudes or impressions. The manipulated reviews were printed 
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on paper in standard OpenRice.com format, and the participants were told that the 

reviews were screen shots of OpenRice.com pages. OpenRice.com was selected 

as the online platform because it offered a realistic environment for the 

experiment. Participants were able to examine restaurant reviews displayed on 

OpenRice.com more naturally than if the reviews had been posted to a fictitious 

online forum. Please see Appendix H to Appendix J for the materials used in the 

treatment groups and the control group. 

 

In addition to the treatment groups, one control group was included. Participants 

in the control group were presented with only basic restaurant information and a 

menu, but no online reviews. This was an essential part in the research because 

the control group could separate the independent variable effects (i.e., the eWOM) 

in the experiments. More importantly, this provided reliable baseline data for 

result comparisons, which helped to determine the differences or changes caused 

by the experimental treatments.  

 

In the experiment, participants were randomly assigned to one of five conditions, 

i.e., the four treatment groups and one control group. Each participant was 

instructed to read the materials provided and then fill out a short questionnaire 

that included key dependent measures in which they indicated their attitude and 

purchase intention toward the restaurant.  

 

In addition to the respondents’ attitude and purchase intention measurements, the 

short questionnaire also included questions for manipulation checks of review 

valence and argument strength in order to further ensure the treatments had the 
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researcher’s intended effect on the participants. Since this study focused on the 

central route of ELM, respondents also needed to indicate their involvement level 

to verify whether the review was processed under the high elaboration route. All 

these manipulations were administered after the measures of dependent variables. 

Finally, the respondents were asked to provide their demographic information.  

 

To avoid measurement confusion, special attention was paid to the experimental 

design. Firstly, regarding the order of questions, important questions about 

participants’ attitudes and purchase intentions toward the restaurant were asked at 

the very beginning, immediately after participants read the treatment materials. 

Other questions for manipulation check purposes were asked later on, followed by 

demographic questions. This question order was considered appropriate because it 

coincided with the natural flow of the participants’ reading logic. Secondly, 

participants were told both orally and in written format at the beginning of the 

experiment that their responses were anonymous and confidential and that their 

participation was voluntary. They were then advised that they could take as long 

as they wished to read the restaurant reviews and answer the questions. They were 

also reminded to answer all questions as honesty as possible.  

 

Common consumer concerns might be about restaurant meal prices and individual 

food preferences. The hypothetical reviews had been developed to deal with these 

concerns by stating that the cost of the meal was being absorbed by the Executive 

Mentorship Program and that the parties involved in the gathering had indicated 

that a Western restaurant should be chosen, but the exact restaurant was to be 
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determined by the participant who was in charge of the gathering arrangement. 

Table 7 shows the materials used in the experiment.  

 

 Survey Type Review Type Restaurant 

Menu 

Treatment Group 

(SP) 

Appendix H:  

Sample 1 

Appendix J:  

Figure 1 

Appendix I 

Treatment Group 

(WP) 

Appendix H:  

Sample 1 

Appendix J:  

Figure 2 

Appendix I 

Treatment Group 

(SN) 

Appendix H:  

Sample 1 

Appendix J:  

Figure 3 

Appendix I 

Treatment Group 

(WN) 

Appendix H:  

Sample 1 

Appendix J:  

Figure 4 

Appendix I 

Control Group Appendix H:  

Sample 2 

N/A Appendix I 

Table 7: Materials used in the experiments 

 

5.1.2. The Control Variables 

Involvement level has been used to indicate respondents’ degree of motivation in 

many past studies (Areni and Lutz, 1988; Petty, Cacioppo and Schumann 1983; 

Petty and Cacioppo, 1984). Petty and Cacioppo (1981) also state that involvement 

is key to determining whether a person’s attitude change was induced via the 

central or peripheral route. Measuring respondents’ involvement level is an 

appropriate way to reveal their motivation level. 
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The Involvement Level:  The ELM model suggests that consumers are 

more willing to engage in message processing in a high involvement purchase. 

Therefore, a high involvement purchase was created in the experimental design so 

that participants were highly motivated to process the information provided. The 

current scenario, in which the participants needed to decide the venue for the first 

meeting with an executive mentor, was considered to be a high involvement 

decision because it was an important, infrequent and socially visible purchase.  

 

The measure of involvement level in the current study is consistent with 

Shamdasani, Stanaland and Tan’s (2001) measure, which is an established 

three-item, seven-point semantic differential scale to assess the degree of a 

participant’s involvement in making a purchase decision. Participants were asked 

to evaluate their purchase involvement by measuring the following scale items: 

Very unimportant decision/very important decision; decision requires little 

thought/decision requires a lot of thought; and little to lose if you choose the 

wrong restaurant/a lot to lose if you choose the wrong restaurant.  

 

Subject Characteristics:  Individual differences, including educational 

background, income level, and age, were controlled by recruiting subjects from 

the same university and by randomly assigning subjects to the experimental 

conditions. The participants’ demographic data was also collected for further 

analysis.  
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5.1.3 The Dependent Variables 

 

Attitude:  Attitude towards the restaurant was measured by a three-item scale 

(good/bad; favourable/unfavourable; and satisfactory/unsatisfactory) which had 

been used in a previous study by Petty, Cacioppo and Schumann (1983). 

Respondents rated their overall impression of the restaurant on this 

three-item/seven-point semantic differential scale anchored at -3 and +3. 

Responses were then averaged to assess positive or negative attitude toward the 

product. 

 

Purchase Intention:  Purchase intention is a common measure in 

anticipating response behaviour. Many studies have measured participants’ 

purchase intention to investigate consumers’ responses, for example, Petty, 

Cacioppo and Schumann (1983), Sundaram and Webster (1999), Burton, 

Garrestson and Velliquette (1999); Li, Daugherty and Biocca (2002), Cheung & 

Thadani (2012) and Maxham (2001). The participants in this study were required 

to indicate their purchase intention towards the restaurant based upon the online 

review they had read, which was highly similar to the research settings of Burton, 

Garrestson and Velliquette (1999), which also required the participant to indicate 

his/her likelihood of product purchase based upon the information he/she had read. 

Therefore, the scale of Burton, Garrestson and Velliquette (1999), which was a 

three-item/seven-point scale, was considered to be the best reference for the 

current study. The scale items were designed as follows: 
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1. Would you be more likely or less likely to choose the restaurant as the 

gathering place, given the information shown in the online review? Very likely 

/ very unlikely 

 

2. Given the information in the online review, how probable is it that you would 

consider the restaurant to be the gathering place with your executive mentor? 

Very probable / not probable 

3. How likely would you be to choose the restaurant, given the information 

shown in the online review? Very likely / very unlikely 

 

5.1.4 The Manipulated Variables 

 

Message Valence:  To understand the emotional tone of the reviews, 

participants were asked to classify the valence of review information as positive, 

neutral, negative, mixed, irrelevant, or not sure by asking: “What is your opinion 

of the information provided?” (Godes and Mayzlin, 2004). The participants’ 

evaluation reflected whether the valence of the reviews presented in the 

experiments were really consistent with the researcher’s intent. A Chi-square test 

was conducted to check whether argument strength had been manipulated as the 

researcher intended. 

 

Argument Strength:  The participants also needed to examine how 

strong/weak the review’s argument strength was. To measure argument strength, 

this study adopted the instrument that was used in earlier works, including that of 

Whittler and DiMeo (1991), and Kempf and Palan (2006). The argument strength 
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measure was a four-item/seven-point scale with endpoints stated as 

persuasive/unpersuasive, informative/uninformative, strong/weak, and 

believable/unbelievable. An independent samples t-test was conducted to check 

whether argument strength had been manipulated as the researcher intended. 

 

5.1.5 Pretest and Refinement 

 

After reviewing the measures used in past research, the initial items and 

corresponding measurement scales were developed. Before conducting the 

full-scale experiment, it was necessary to ascertain that the items were well 

designed and workable. Therefore, a small scale experimental pretest was 

conducted in order to obtain potential insights for refinement and improvement, 

and also to avoid overlooking errors. Twenty-five students from City University 

of Hong Kong were invited to participate in the experiment pretest. The 

experiment pretest mirrored the main experiment’s procedure as described in the 

earlier section (i.e., 5.1.1 Methodology). The participants were told that they were 

participating in a consumer behavior study. They were also well informed about 

the study scenario and background. Then, they were instructed to read the 

materials provided and complete the questionnaire. Upon completion, participants 

were debriefed and told the real purpose of the pilot experiment. They were asked 

to comment on the questions in the questionnaire and also the materials provided 

in the experiments, especially the independent variables (i.e., the message valence 

and the argument strength) and the control variable (i.e., purchase involvement). It 

was necessary to know whether the treatments had the intended effect on the 

participants. 
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Most participants stated that the survey questions and stimuli in the study were 

easy to understand. Overall, participants’ evaluations on the independent variables 

and the control variables were consistent with the researcher’s intent. However, 

regarding the research materials, participants commented that it was unsuitable to 

staple the review details together with the questionnaire because the binding made 

it inconvenient and inflexible to read between the treatment materials and the 

questionnaire pages. Considering these comments, a modification was made to 

place the treatment materials and the questionnaire in separate folders when they 

were presented to participants in the formal study. In short, the discussions in the 

pretest were very constructive and helped to reassure the treatments’ accuracy and 

the construct validity. 
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CHAPTER 6 

 

RESULTS OF PHASE II 

 

This section is organized into five major areas, including the sample 

characteristics, reliability measures, manipulation and control checks, findings, 

discussions and implications. Statistical test summaries are reported 

parenthetically with the related results.  

 

6.1 Sample Characteristics 

 

Undergraduate students at City University of Hong Kong served as the subject 

pool for the current study, and the experimental sessions were conducted in June 

2016. A convenience sample of 186 subjects was recruited on campus during 

classes. They were the students from various colleges such as the College of 

Business, College of Science and Engineering, College of Liberal Art and Social 

Science, School of Creative Media, who had enrolled in general study courses. It 

was considered an appropriate sample because there was a good balance between 

the subjects’ representativeness and the subjects’ differences. Of the 186 subjects, 

175 instruments were completed and usable. Eleven participants left the 

classroom and declined to complete the survey for unstated reasons. Therefore, 

their responses were discarded. Generally, participants took 15 to 20 minutes to 

complete the survey. 
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The sample was comprised of 68 males (39 percent) and 107 females (61 percent). 

The majority of subjects were between 18 to 21 years old (66.29 percent). All 

subjects were undergraduate students from City University of Hong Kong and all 

of them reported that they were proficient in reading Chinese and English. The 

subjects’ language proficiencies were satisfactory and they were considered to be 

highly capable to study the materials involved in the experiment. 

 

Gender Male Female Total 

Number of 

Participants 

68 107 175 

Percentage 38.86% 61.14% 100% 

Table 8: Participants’ gender 

 

Age Below 18 

years old 

18 to 19 

years old 

20 to 21 

years old 

22 to 23 

years old 

24 years old 

or above 

Number of 

Participants 

25 70 46 31 3 

Percentage 14.29% 40% 26.29% 17.71% 1.71% 

Table 9: Participants’ a 
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6.2 Reliability Measures 

 

It was important to ensure the scales used in the research would consistently 

reflect the constructs they were measuring. Cronbach’s alpha was computed to 

measure the scale reliability in the current study. The internal reliability of various 

constructs was measured, including attitude, purchase intention, purchase 

involvement and argument strength. The alpha coefficients of the constructs were 

as follows: the three items of attitude toward the restaurant was .977; the three 

items of purchase intention was .991; the three items of purchase involvement 

was .789; and the four items of argument strength was .967. All passed the 

generally accepted value of .7, indicating good scale reliability. (See Appendix K 

Table 2 to Table 5) 

 

6.3 Manipulation and Control Checks 

 

To be sure that the two independent variables (i.e., the message valence and the 

argument strength) and one control variable (i.e., purchase involvement) were 

manipulated as intended, manipulation check measures were conducted, as 

follows: 

 

Valence:   Participants were asked to indicate the valence that best described 

their feelings about the reviews presented in the experiment. Six options were 

provided to the participants, including positive, neutral, negative, mixed, 

irrelevant, and not sure (Godes and Mayzlin, 2004). Table 11 shows the results: 
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 Reviews provided in 

the experiments 

Participants’ evaluation on the 

review valence 

Treatment 

Groups 

Strong-positive reviews 

(n=35) 

100% of participants indicated 

“positive” valence 

Weak-positive reviews 

(n=35) 

85.7% of participants indicated 

“positive” valence 

Strong-negative reviews 

(n=34) 

97% of participants indicated 

“negative” valence 

Weak-negative reviews 

(n=35) 

85.7% of participants indicated 

“negative” valence 

Table 11: Responses on valences 

 

Since the valence variable is nominal data, the manipulation check involved 

computing the nonparametric inferential statistic. In reference to Jeong and Koo 

(2015), the Chi-square test-for-independence was used to verify the valence 

manipulation effect. This study also conducted the same test to examine the 

valence between the researcher’s defined review valence and the participants’ 

perceived review valence. The results showed that they were strongly associated 

(X2=310.467, df=8, p=.000, Cramer’s V=.942). The results are in the direction 

that was expected. That is, the manipulation of valance was successful. (See 

Appendix L Table 1).  

 

Argument Strength:  Participants also needed to indicate how 

strong/weak the argument strength was on the four-item/seven-point Likert scale 
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with endpoints stated as persuasive/unpersuasive, informative/uninformative, 

strong/weak, and believable/unbelievable. The scores of the four-items were 

averaged for purposes of the manipulation check and the results are shown in 

Table 12. 

 

Reviews Type Sample 

Size (n) 

Mean of 

Argument 

Strength* 

Median of 

Argument 

Strength* 

Standard 

Deviation 

Strong-Positive 

Review 

35 6.16 6.25 0.74 

Weak-Positive 

Review 

35 2.72 2.75 0.97 

Strong-Negative 

Review 

34 5.87 6.00 0.61 

Weak-Negative 

Review 

35 2.83 2.75 0.60 

*Remark: 1 = Very Weak; 7 = Very Strong 

Table 12: Mean scores of reviews’ argument strength 

 

Using the Likert scale to evaluate the reviews’ argument strength allowed 

participants to give it a quantitative value and express its direction as strong or 

weak. With a scale of 1 to 7 from very weak to very strong, any points below the 

mid-point (i.e., 4) indicated a tendency of weak argument strength, while any 

points above the midpoint indicated a tendency of strong argument strength. In 

Table 12, both the mean and median of positive reviews, regardless of their 
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valence, were higher than 4, which meant that the strong reviews had been 

manipulated successfully. Looking at the weak-positive reviews and 

weak-negative reviews, the mean and median were also below 4. This indicated 

that the argument strength of the reviews was weak. 

 

Besides, independent samples t-tests were also conducted to check whether there 

were significant differences between the manipulated reviews regarding their 

argument strengths. Results showed that the argument strength of strong-positive 

reviews and the argument strength of weak-positive reviews were significantly 

different (t-value=16.719, p=0.000<0.05), and in the direction that was expected. 

For the argument strength of strong-negative reviews and the argument strength of 

weak-negative reviews, significant differences were also found (t-value=20.865, 

p=0.000<0.05). Again, it was in the direction that was expected. To conclude, the 

manipulation of argument strength had its intended effect on the participants. (See 

Appendix L Table 3). 

 

Additionally, it is worth noting that the successful manipulation checks of the 

review valence and argument strength in Phase II also validate the findings in 

Phase I, which are the message features of strong-positive reviews, weak-positive 

reviews, strong-negative reviews and weak-negative reviews. 

 

Involvement:  The focal goal of the current study concerns how eWOM 

content influences attitude, and hence purchase intention toward an experiential 

product (i.e., a restaurant). Since involvement has an effect on consumer attitude 

(Petty and Cacioppo, 1981, 1984; Petty and Wegene, 1998), it was necessary to 
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ensure that the subjects were highly involved with the persuasive message and 

carefully thought about their purchase decision. Therefore, a scenario about 

choosing the dining place for an important meeting was created. To confirm 

whether the subjects were highly involved in the designed conditions, they were 

asked to evaluate their purchase involvement by measuring the decision 

importance, amounts of thoughts required in the decision, and the potential 

downside of making a wrong decision. The average scores were used as a 

standard to indicate high and low involvement. The mean and the median were 5.8 

and 6, respectively (n=175). One-sample t-test was conducted, t-value is 39.643 

and the significance level was .000, <.005, which indicated that the involvement 

level was significantly greater than the midpoint of 4 on the seven-point scale, and 

revealed the involvement level was manipulated adequately in the experiment. 

(See Appendix L Table 2). 

 

6.4 Findings 

 

To understand how the interplay of valence and argument strength influences 

attitudes and purchase intention, it was necessary to examine the mean differences 

of the attitude change among the treatment groups and the control group. The 

subjects in the treatment groups were presented with distinct review types that 

were independent and exclusive to one other, in which no cases appeared in more 

than one group. Attitude toward the restaurant was measured on a seven-point 

semantic differential scale anchored at -3 and +3. These values were coded as a 

1-7 value.  
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The independent samples t-test was used to test hypotheses H1a to H3b and 

explore how the outcomes (i.e., attitudes) differed between groups. Table 13 

summarizes the results of the treatment groups and the control group. 

 

Group Review Category Mean of 

Attitude 

Standard 

Deviation 

Attitude 

Change  

(as to the 

control group) 

1 Strong-positive 

Reviews 

6.38 .74 +2.12 

2 Weak-positive 

Reviews 

5.09 .51 +0.83 

3 Strong-negative 

Reviews 

1.36 .44 -2.87 

4 Weak-negative 

Reviews 

2.78 .44 -1.48 

5 N/A (Control Group) 4.26 .37 N/A 

Table 13: Summary of attitude scores  

 

H1a and H1b stated that strong claims will be more impactful than weak claims in 

influencing attitudes. Given the same positive valence in H1a, the strong-positive 

reviews were expected to produce more favourable attitudes than weak-positive 

reviews. Based on the results, the average attitude after reading the strong-positive 

reviews (Mean=6.38) is higher than that after reading the weak-positive reviews 

(Mean=5.09). Using the independent-samples t-test, it was confirmed that the 
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favorable attitudes produced by the strong-positive reviews was significantly 

higher than the weak-positive reviews, t-value=9.042, p=0.000<0.05 (one-tailed), 

which supports hypothesis H1a. (See Appendix M Table 1) 

 

H1b compared the negative impacts on attitude change produced by 

strong-negative reviews and weak-negative reviews and proposed that the 

strong-negative reviews would produce a more unfavorable attitude than 

weak-negative reviews. Results showed that the average attitude after reading the 

strong-negative reviews (Mean=1.36) is more unfavorable than that after reading 

the weak-negative reviews (Mean=2.78). The independent-samples t-test showed 

that the unfavorable attitudes produced by strong-negative reviews were 

significantly more than the weak-negative reviews, t-value=13.395, p=0.000<0.05, 

therefore hypothesis H1b was supported. (See Appendix M Table 2) 

 

In addition to the attitude changed by the reviews with the same valence but 

different argument strengths, the investigation also studied the attitude changed by 

the reviews with the same argument strength but different valences. H2a and H2b 

related to the test of the negativity effect under different argument strength 

conditions. The absolute values of the attitude changes were used to reveal the 

distances from the control group. 

 

H2a hypothesized that strong-negative reviews produce more change on 

consumers’ attitude toward a product than strong-positive reviews. Findings show 

that the attitude change (as to the control group) after reading strong-negative 

reviews was∣-2.9∣, while the attitude change after reading strong-positive was
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∣+2.14∣. The independent-samples t-test indicated a significant difference 

between the mean of attitude changed by strong-negative reviews and the mean of 

attitude changed by strong-positive reviews (t-value=5.42, p=0.000<0.05). H2a 

was supported. (See Appendix M Table 3) 

 

When the argument strength is weak, the message is less persuasive and less 

likely to influence consumers’ brand attitude. H2b proposed that the negativity 

effect did not exist between weak-negative reviews and weak-positive reviews. 

H2b stated that the effect of weak-negative reviews on consumers’ attitude toward 

a product was not greater than that of weak-positive reviews. However, results 

showed that the attitude change (as to the control group) after reading the 

weak-negative review was∣-1.48∣, which was greater than the attitude change,

∣+0.84∣, after reading weak-positive (t-value=5.728, p=0.000<0.05). Therefore, 

H2b was not supported. (See Appendix M Table 4) 

 

H3a stated that strong-negative reviews were more impactful in creating attitude 

change compared to weak-positive reviews. The attitude change (as to the control 

group) after reading strong-negative reviews was∣-2.9∣, while the attitude 

change after reading weak-positive reviews was∣+0.87∣. The independent 

sample t-test showed that they were significantly different (t-value=18.93, 

p=0.000<0.05), supporting H3a. (See Appendix M Table 5) 

 

H3b stated that the effect of strong-positive reviews on consumers’ attitude toward 

a product will be greater than that of weak-negative reviews. The attitude change 

(as to the control group) after reading strong-positive reviews was∣+2.4∣, while 
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the attitude change after reading weak-negative was ∣ -1.48 ∣ . The 

independent-samples t-test showed that they are significantly different 

(t-value=4.71, p=0.000<0.05). Thus, H3b was supported. (See Appendix M Table 

6) 

 

Besides addressing the combined effects of valence and argument strength on 

attitudes toward a product, the current study also investigated the relationship 

between attitude and purchase intention. H4 stated that attitude is positively 

associated with purchase intention. A linear regression was undertaken to check 

whether attitude and purchase intention were connected by a linear relationship. 

The R2 was 0.920 indicating that the explanatory power of the model is strong. 

ANOVA test showed that the overall model was significant (F statistics=1986.722, 

p=.000<0.05). Attitude (t=44.573, p=.000<0.05, β=.957) was positively associated 

with purchase intention. H4 was supported. (See Appendix M Table 7) 

 

6.5 Discussion and Implications 

 

Phase II is a very important extension of the application of ELM in eWOM 

communication. ELM identifies two fundamental routes to persuasions (i.e., the 

central route and the peripheral route), which explains the influence of message 

quality in different situations. Grounded in the ELM, this Phase II study 

investigates the combined effects of valence and argument strength with respect to 

influencing consumer attitude and purchase intention. With these investigations of 

all possible valence-argument strength review combinations, the persuasiveness of 

different review types can be understood at a glance. Data was collected through 
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experiments. Reliability tests and manipulation checks were conducted. This study 

tests all possible combinations between valence and argument strength and 

compares the impact of the valence-argument strength interplay on attitudes, 

which in turn impacts purchase intention. Among seven posited hypotheses, six 

are supported and one is rejected. 

 

Past research demonstrates that the argument strength of a message influences 

offline WOM adoption and persuasion effectiveness (Li and Zhan, 2011; Cheema 

and Kaikati, 2010; Areni and Lutz, 1988; Do-Hyung, Lee and Han, 2008, 

Sweeney, Soutar and Mazzarol, 2012). Studies also show that strong arguments 

produce more attitude change than weak arguments (Johnson, Smith-Mclallen, 

Killeya and Levin, 2004; Wood and Quinn, 2003). Building on this tradition of 

research, the current study extends the prior research by combining argument 

strength with the simultaneous effect of review valence. Given the same valence 

direction, results show that strong-positive reviews produce more favourable 

attitude change than weak-positive reviews. Similarly, strong-negative reviews 

also produce more unfavourable attitude change than weak-negative reviews. The 

findings coincide with previous findings and confirm that with a given valence 

situation, strong arguments are more persuasive than weak arguments in eWOM 

communication. 

 

With respect to message valance, many researchers have compared the valence 

(i.e., positive message vs. negative message) impact on consumers’ attitudes in 

WOM and eWOM communication and indicated that negative reviews have 

greater impact on attitude toward a brand than positive reviews (Chevalier and 
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Mayzlin, 2006; Herr et al., 1991; Laczniak, DeCarlo and Ramaswami, 2001; Yang 

and Mai, 2010; Basuroy, Chatterjee and Ravid, 2003). This tendency is known as 

the negativity effect. However, previous researchers have neglected the potential 

impact of argument strength in their studies. The current study revisits the 

tendency of negativity effect by combining strong argument strength and weak 

argument strength into the positive and negative reviews and comparing these 

reviews in terms of the impact on attitude change. Results show that when the 

argument strengths of both messages are strong, a strong-negative review 

produces more attitude change than a strong-positive review. That is, the 

negativity effect holds as audiences place more weight on strong-negative reviews. 

When it comes to the comparison of attitude change in the weak reviews situation, 

it is surprising that the negativity effect still holds. Although weak arguments are 

perceived as less convincing and audiences show less agreement with them 

(Johnson, Smith-Mclallen, Killeya and Levin, 2004; Wood and Quinn, 2003), 

people still place more weight on weak-negative reviews than on weak-positive 

reviews. The findings imply that as long as the argument strengths of two reviews 

are equal, negative reviews outperform positive reviews in creating attitude 

change. That is, the negativity effect holds given the message has equal argument 

strength. 

 

Investigations were also conducted across the reviews with different valence and 

different argument strengths. Results show that strong-negative reviews can 

produce more attitude change than weak-positive reviews. It is not a surprising 

finding because strong-negative reviews are obviously more powerful in terms of 

argument strength than weak-positive reviews. Coupled with the tendency of 
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negativity effect, the strong-negative reviews are able to produce more attitude 

change than the weak-positive reviews.  

 

In a comparison between strong-positive reviews and weak-negative reviews, 

results show that a strong-positive review is more persuasive in producing attitude 

change than a weak-negative review. There are two underlying factors 

contributing to this result: the strong argument strength effect in the review and 

the diminished negativity effect. It is not clear which factor is the main cause of 

this persuasiveness difference. Future research can be conducted for further 

investigation.  

 

By integrating the above findings, reviews with mixed valences (positive vs. 

negative) and argument strengths (strong vs. weak) can be ranked in order of their 

persuasiveness in producing attitude change toward a product. From the most 

persuasive to the least persuasive review types, the order is presented as follows: 

 

 

Figure 10: Persuasiveness of review types: attitude change produced by the 

combined effects of valence and argument strength 

  

Based on this study of how attitude is changed by eWOM communication, further 

investigation about the relationship between attitude and purchase intention is 
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warranted. According to the Theory of Reasoned Action (Fishbein and Ajzen, 

1975), an individual’s attitude is a crucial predictor with respect to his or her 

behavior. Unsurprisingly, these results are consistent with past studies in that there 

is a positive relationship between attitude and purchase intention. This finding 

helps further strengthen the value of Phase I and Phase II studies, showing why it 

is so important to understand the message features of persuasive reviews (i.e., 

strong-negative reviews and strong-positive reviews), because they have greater 

impact in changing attitude and hence purchase intention towards a product. 

 

All in all, the findings in this Phase II study indicate how message quality, with 

regards to the interplay of valence and argument strength, affect eWOM 

persuasiveness. The ELM addresses the importance of message quality in the 

central route to persuasion, while this study addresses how message quality 

impacts persuasion effectiveness in the central route to persuasion. The most 

interesting finding is that the reviews mixed with different valence and argument 

strength can actually be ranked in order of their persuasiveness in producing 

attitude change toward a product.  
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CHAPTER 7 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The development of the Internet has enabled individuals to communicate without 

physical boundary restrictions and provides people around the world with a 

simple and low-cost way to exchange ideas. Consequently, large amounts of 

product information and customer opinions are available in the market. 

Individuals’ opinions not only influence their friends and relatives, but also 

anybody who can connect to the online world. eWOM is particularly important to 

businesses as it influences consumers’ future purchasing plans, especially in the 

consumption of experiential products (Faber and O’Guinn, 1984).  

 

Among different elements in eWOM, message quality plays an important role in 

persuasion effectiveness. However, the message design of online reviews is highly 

variable. Previous researchers have paid little attention to what message features 

drive successful eWOM communication. According to Internet World Stats (2016), 

Chinese is the second most common language used online, with an estimated 1.4 

billion using it. Despite this, the message features of Chinese language eWOM 

communication remain largely unexplored. The Phase I study of the current 

research provides a content-based analysis of Chinese language eWOM messages 

to fill this research gap. The findings in Phase I identify message features of 

strong-positive reviews, weak-positive reviews, strong-negative reviews and 

weak-negative reviews. A comparison of differing eWOM messages helps us 

understand what particular cognitive content, richness of content and message 

delivery can lead to more persuasive product reviews, and importantly, arouse our 
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attention to the existence of visual content in eWOM communications. The 

current research is an important extension of Sweeney, Soutar and Mazzarol’s 

(2012) study. It has extended not only our knowledge to eWOM communication 

with a focus on Chinese message features, but also provided a foundation upon 

which to build further research and advance the model development in eWOM 

communication. 

 

Past researchers have criticised the ELM about the lack of empirical definition of 

message quality and the insufficient explanations of what features make messages 

more persuasive than others (Areni and Lutz, 1988; Boller, Swasy and Munch, 

1990; Areni, 2003). This study clearly deals with this ELM deficiency by 

examining the influence of message quality in the ELM perspective. In addition, 

most previous studies have investigated either the valence effect or the argument 

strength effect on eWOM message persuasion. Phase II of this study extends prior 

studies by demonstrating the combined effects of valence and argument strength 

on attitude and purchase intention toward a product. The current study compares 

the persuasive power of various review types that were mixed with different 

valence and argument strengths, and identifies the most persuasive review type for 

producing attitude change. All these have further enhanced the completeness and 

thoroughness of the existing theoretical body of work. Specially, this study 

contributes to the ELM models by explaining and predicting how eWOM messages 

influence consumer behaviour, with a focus on two important message attributes: 

message valence and argument strength.  

As mentioned above, message valence and argument strength are the two 

important message attributes. They are embeded in and cannot be excluded in all 
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WOM/eWOM messages. That is, all positive and negative messages contain 

certain strength levels (i.e. argument strength). The current study gives an 

important insight to the researchers that they should pay equal attention to these 

two message attributes, especially in the study that relates to the message valence 

effects in persuasion. Taking the studies of negativity effect as an example, most 

past studies generally manipulate the message valence (i.e. positive and negative) 

and then investigate or compare the impact levels of the messages in various 

aspects, such as the product evaluation, attitude formation, etc. (Lee, Rodgers and 

Kim, 2009; Ahluwalia et al., 2000; Skowronski and Carlston, 1987), but they 

rarely report the argument strength of the messages that are used in the treatments. 

However, there are actually various comparison combinations between the 

positive messages and negative messages, including strong-positive and 

strong-negative messages, strong-positive and weak-negative messages, 

weak-positive and strong-negative messages, and weak-positive and 

weak-negative messages. Simply controlling or manipulating the message valence 

in the study without indicating the argument strength of the message is inadequate. 

In order to communicate accurately, it is important to measure and report both 

message valence and argument strength separately.  

 

From a management perspective, most managers are aware of and concerned 

about the business impact of product reviews, but they are not clear about which 

reviews are influential in reinforcing or altering audiences’ existing attitudes, and 

hence audiences’ intention to purchase. Due to the very large number of online 

reviews, it is impossible for managers to react to each posting or take marketing 

actions to deal with every review impact. This study provides useful guidelines for 
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managers to distinguish between highly persuasive reviews and less persuasive 

reviews, thus helping them focus their efforts on dealing with the most impactful 

reviews. By understanding the message features of different reviews, companies 

can develop marketing strategies that facilitate the writing of strong-positive 

reviews. Beyond that, managers need to identify what their company’s product or 

service cores and satisfiers are. To generate strong-positive reviews, doing well in 

the core is essential, and a company must be doing well on satisfiers too. Simply 

providing good service is not sufficient; companies need to produce positive 

surprises for their customers during the product consumption process. At the same 

time, managers need to be aware when they perform poorly in their company’s 

product or service core and satisfiers that this frequently generates strong-negative 

reviews and strongly affects consumers’ attitude and purchase intention. All in all, 

this study provides important insights for companies on managing their eWOM 

strategies as well as their overall marketing strategies. 

 

The current study also helps reviewers and marketers write persuasive product 

reviews. As mentioned earlier, the message design of online reviews is highly 

variable. There are many different ways to praise or criticize experiential products, 

and it is practically impossible to review every possible aspect of experiential 

products. Too much information dilutes message focus and makes message 

comprehension more difficult. Ease of comprehension is essential for persuasive 

effectiveness (Li and Zhan, 2011). Information overload exists in the online world, 

so if reviewers are unclear or too wordy in their persuasive reviews, persuasion 

effectiveness is impacted. These findings have extended the understanding of 

eWOM message features, and also provided insights into the puzzles of specific 
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content features, writing styles and organizations that are most effective in 

eWOM.  

 

Besides, the results of this study also suggest that restaurant managers can 

increase the review influence by prompting reviewers to write in narrative format. 

To motivate the customers to share their dining narratives with other consumers, 

managers may consider hosting contests where consumers post their dining stories 

on relevant websites. Managers may also invite food bloggers to visit and eat at 

the restaurant, and then encourage them to write their dining experiences in 

narrative format. Therefore, apart from providing the high quality food and 

service, managers are reminded to create more interactions with the bloggers at 

different levels such as arranging a small talk, giving personal greetings or 

providing a booth for photo taking. Although these interactions seem unrelated to 

the dining services, it uplifts the customer’s dining experience and makes the 

experience sharable.  

 

7.1 Limitations 

 

This study uses content analysis, a descriptive method, to examine the message 

features of Chinese eWOM communication. The findings show what is in a 

message, but do not reveal the underlying reasons or motives for the observed 

findings. Second, although the data was collected over a nine-month period, only 

two constructed weeks’ of data were studied. Although literature exists to support 

that such a time frame is sufficient, the representativeness of the data is 

discounted when compared to a study with a larger sample size and a longer data 

collection period. 
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It is necessary to point out that the absolute numbers of words in reviews (i.e., the 

review length) have not been considered and investigated. The researcher realized 

the length issue in the early stage of this research. The reason for not performing 

the work number analysis is that the reviews collected are in picture format. Since 

the reviews in openrice.com will disappear after a period and there can be more 

than 10 reviews displayed in a single web page, a special software was used to 

save the reviews for future analysis. The software used for this data collection 

purpose was called “little snapper”. It is a powerful software used to generate the 

whole page view of a website, but it has a weakness in that the page view can only 

be stored in picture format. Consequently, word count analysis becomes 

impossible and it is a technical limitation in the current research. Despite the fact 

that the review word numbers have not been counted, this study can still reflect a 

certain degree of the length’s impact. It is because the results of message richness 

also relate to the review length. Basically, a rich review also implies a longer 

review length. Of course, if the review’s word numbers can be counted for 

analysis, it is definitely preferable to this surrogate indicator.  

 

Furthermore, the study concentrates on reviews in a single industry (i.e., the 

restaurant industry) from an online forum, and does not take into consideration 

data from other industries. Although the data collection and analysis processes 

have followed established guidelines and principles strictly by taking key 

references from Hester and Dougall (2007), Hsieh and Shannon (2005), 

Krippendorff (2004) and Schreier (2012), discrepancies between the restaurant 
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industry and other industries are unknown, and this limits the generalizability of 

these results to other sectors.  

 

Last but not least, reviews in the Phase II study are classified based on message 

valence and argument strength into four different review types. Although these 

two message dimensions are core with respect to message quality, they may not 

represent all aspects of online reviews. Furthermore, while an experimental 

methodology is often associated with high internal validity, there is often low 

external validity. 

 

7.2 Recommendations for Future Study  

 

This is a pioneer study in the understanding of message features of Chinese 

language eWOM communication. The eWOM reviews studied in this research are 

drawn from the most popular Chinese dining e-platform. The screening criteria 

used in the reviews were message valence and argument strength. Types of 

restaurant concepts were not considered. Although past research exists to support 

that valence and argument strength are the most important dimensions of message 

quality, it would be fruitful to deepen this research into different restaurant 

segments, such as fine dining and casual dining, to test whether there are any 

boundary differences in them. The findings from different restaurant segments 

will help to deepen understanding of restaurant eWOM message structure. 

 

Apart from the restaurant context, further studies may be warranted on other 

product types within the experiential product category, such as movies, hotels and 

theme parks, to draw more conclusive research findings on Chinese language 
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eWOM message features of experiential products. Researchers can generalize the 

findings from individual experiential products to the category of experiential 

products.  

 

The adoption of a quantitative approach in the review content analysis is also 

recommended, so that qualitative observations can be transformed into 

quantitative statistical data. It is believed that the words and phrases that appeared 

most often in these eWOM communications reflect important concerns. This 

analysis approach can extend our understanding of the manifest contents of the 

Chinese language. Future research should also consider visual message content in 

eWOM communications. As the importance of message quality is well-recognized 

in the ELM model, a more comprehensive investigation into visual message 

content is needed.  

 

This research did not seek to compare Chinese eWOM with English eWOM, or 

any other language. Nevertheless, the importance of cultural influences in 

consumer behaviour and the process of communication has been firmly 

established in past research (Chung and Drake, 2006; Tsang and Prendergast, 

2009; Liu, Furrer and Sudharshan, 2001; Li, Zhang and Nisbett, 2004). Given the 

importance of message quality in eWOM communication, a future study to 

compare and contrast Chinese eWOM message features and English eWOM 

message features is recommended. The role of cultural differences in writing 

eWOM messages remains unexplored and should be addressed in the future.  
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The differing effects produced by review type characteristics are well explored in 

this research. With respect to information processing, other aspects of eWOM 

communication, such as the numbers of reviews exposed to the audience, review 

length, involvement levels and individual differences in cognitive thinking, may 

also have moderating effects on consumer judgment. These are the potential 

moderating variables that can be explored in future studies. 
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APPENDIX 

  

Appendix A: Coding Manual 

 

Table 1: Strong-Positive Review Coding Manual 

 

高度正面評論 

1. 文字： 應用詞𢑥寫成具意思的文章 

序號 項目 定義 

11 打食評的原因  陳述為何寫食評 

111 讚揚餐廳或食肆 讚美、宣揚餐廳或食肆相關的長處 

112 分享  將個人經驗和心情讓他人知道或供他人參

考 

 

12 用餐背景描寫 用餐資訊 

121 用餐原因  陳述為何用餐  

122 用餐過程敍述  陳述用餐的情況、經過、先後次序 

123 選擇該餐廳或食肆

的原因 

闡述在該餐廳或食肆用餐的因由  

1231 別人推薦 自己以外的人就餐廳或食肆作正面評價、推

介，以供選擇  

1232 短等候時間 較快可以安排坐位給顧客用餐 

1233 市場營銷的策略 包括廣告、優惠券、折扣、贈品等宣傳方法

餐廳或食肆 

1234 感覺 個人對餐廳或食肆的觀感和直覺 

1235 價錢 餐廳或食肆消費水平合乎期望 

1236 聲譽 餐廳或食肆給公眾的口碑、形象、美譽、表

現、行業地位 

1237 有偏愛的食物 特別喜愛餐廳或食肆某一種食物 

1238 過往經驗  早於現在的用餐體驗  

 

13 餐廳或食肆資料 餐廳或食肆可供參考的內容 

131 創始人資料 企業主力成立者的相關介紹 

132 廚師資料 烹調食物者的相關介紹 

133 餐廳或食肆歷史 進食場所過去的發展過程 

134 地點 餐廳或食肆位置 

135 大小 餐廳或食肆規模、面積 

136 食物類型 餐廳或食肆提供的食物種類 

 

14 服務質素 餐廳或食肆在協助或滿足顧客要求時的優

劣程度 

141 員工態度 餐廳或食肆員工透過動作及表情所傳遞的

情緒和反應 
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1411 好 給予餐廳或食肆特高的正面評價 

1412 尚可 表示合格，可接受卻未達高水平 

1413 差 發表對相應事情的缺點、過失或不滿意見 

142 效率  指定時間內所能完成的工作量 

1421 高 給予餐廳或食肆特高的正面評價餐廳或食

肆 

1422 尚可 表示合格，可接受卻未達高水平 

1423 低 發表對相應事情的缺點、過失或不滿意見 

 

15 食物質素 餐廳或食肆食品和飲品的優劣程度 

151 食物 可供食用的對象 

1511 食物外觀 食用品物的外在形象及碟上佈置  

15111 一般敍述 將過程或者體驗作出紀錄 

15112 好 給予餐廳或食肆特高的正面評價 

15113 差 發表對相應食物外觀的缺點、負評或不滿意

見 

1512 食物味道 以味覺及嗅覺接觸食物時所得到的感覺 

15121 一般敍述 將過程或者體驗作出紀錄 

15122 好 給予餐廳或食肆特高的正面評價 

151221 鮮味 形容嚐起來有新鮮食物味道 

151222 多汁 食物含豐富汁液 

151223 香脆 食物香口並易咬碎弄裂 

151224 美味 味道可口並受喜愛 

151225 有彈性 食物彈牙煙韌 

151226 辣 帶有灼熱感的味道 

151227 豐富 數量大且種類多的味覺享受 

151228 鬆軟 具空氣感及不硬實 

151229 好於預期 勝於個人在事前的設想 

15123 尚可 表示合格，可接受卻未達高水平 

15124 差 發表對相應食物味道的缺點、負評或不滿意

見 

151241 平淡 味道普通，偏淡、不突出、不濃郁 

151242 低於預期 遜於個人在事前的設想 

151243 油膩 形容嚐起來食物油量過多 

151244 乾 形容食物失去原有或應有的水份，食物濕度

低於正常水平 

151245 差（沒解釋） 不好吃，但沒提供原因和其他資料 

151246 太鹹 形容嚐起來食物鹽味太重，含過多鹽份 

151247 太甜 形容嚐起來食物甜味太重，含過多糖份 

151248 硬 指食物咬不開，太堅固硬實 

151249 太酸 食物味道帶有過於強烈像醋或檸檬的酸醋

味 

1513 食物配料 製作食物的用料或搭配主食食用的副食 
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15131 一般敍述  將過程或者體驗作出紀錄 

15132 質素 食物配料的優劣程度 

151321 高 給予餐廳或食肆特高的正面評價 

151322 尚可 表示合格，可接受卻未達高水平 

151323 差 發表對相應食物配料的缺點、負評或不滿意

見 

1514 食物份量 食物數量的多寡 

15141 多 數量大 

15142 正常 適量  

1515 食物選擇 餐廳或食肆所提供可被挑選的的食物 

15151 一般敍述 將過程或者體驗作出紀錄 

15152 多 可被挑選的的食物很多 

15153 有限 有一定範圍之限制, 可被挑選的的食物選

擇不足夠 

1516 烹飪方法 烹調食物的方式 

152 飲料 飲品 

1521 飲料外觀  飲料的外在或外表形象 

15211 一般敍述  將過程或者體驗作出紀錄 

15212 好 給予餐廳或食肆特高的正面評價 

1522 飲料的味道 以味覺及嗅覺接觸飲用物時所得到的感覺 

15221 一般敍述  將過程或者體驗作出紀錄 

15222 好 給予餐廳或食肆特高的正面評價 

152221 美味 味道可口並受喜愛 

152222 滑 容易入口，感覺舒服 

15223 尚可 表示合格，可接受卻未達高水平 

15224 差 發表對相應飲料味道的缺點、負評或不滿意

見 

152241 平淡 味道普通，偏淡、不突出、不濃郁 

152242 稀薄 味道不濃郁，偏淡，甚至無味 

1523 飲料量 飲品容量的多少 

 

16 食物價錢 餐廳或食肆的食品飲品的價格、費用 

161 一般敍述  陳述食品或飲品的價格、費用，沒有加入個

人觀感 

162 好 給予餐廳或食肆特高的正面評價，性價比高 

163 差 發表對相應食品飲品價錢、費用的缺點、負

評或不滿意見 

   

17 環境 對餐廳或食肆室內、用餐地方或四周空間的

陳述或評論 

171 一般敍述 按餐廳或食肆室內或四周空間的形容，沒有

加入主觀感受 

172 好 給予餐廳或食肆特高的正面評價 
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173 尚可 表示合格，可接受卻未達高水平 

 

18 食客喜好 個人喜惡 

 

19 總結 概括整個用餐體驗 

191 值得一去  這餐廳或食肆是有價值的，不妨可以去消費

和嘗試 

192 再去 將來會重複光顧 

193 很讚的經驗 卓越的用餐體驗 

194 強烈推薦  高度評價，大力介紹給他人 

 

20 雜記 未被例舉的其他項目 

 

 

2. 相片: 圖像，圖片 

序號 項目 定義 

21 食物 食品的相片 

22 飲料 飲品的相片 

23 就餐環境 餐廳或食肆室內、用餐地方或四周空間的

相片 

24 人 以人物為主的相片 

25 店面 該餐廳或食肆的門前或商舖外的外觀的相

片 

26 食品包裝 經包裏食品飲品的相片 

27 菜單 陳列餐廳或食肆所供應食品之刊物或單張

的相片 

28 裝飾 以餐廳或食肆的裝飾物或掛飾物為主的相

片 

29 餐具 進食用具的相片 
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Table 2: Weak-Positive Review Coding Manual 

 

輕度正面評論 

1. 文字：應用詞𢑥寫成具意思的文章 

序號 項目 定義 

11 打食評的原因  陳述為何寫食評 

111 讚揚餐廳或食肆  讚美、宣揚餐廳或食肆相關的長處  

112 分享  將個人經驗和心情讓他人知道或供他人參

考 

 

12 用餐背景描述 用餐資訊  

121 用餐原因  陳述為何用餐  

122 用餐過程敍述  陳述用餐的情況、經過、先後次序 

123 選擇該餐廳或食肆

的原因 

闡述在該餐廳或食肆用餐的因由  

1231 別人推薦 自己以外的人就餐廳或食肆作正面評價、

推介，以供選擇  

1232 方便 就餐不會有太多困難 

1233 市場營銷的策略 包括廣告、優惠券、折扣、贈品等宣傳方

法餐廳或食肆 

1234 過往經驗  早於現在用餐體驗  

1235 價錢 餐廳或食肆消費水平合乎期望 

1236 聲譽 餐廳或食肆給公眾的口碑、形象、美譽、

表現、行業地位 

1237 有偏愛的食物  特別喜愛餐廳或食肆某一種食物 

 

13 餐廳或食肆資料  餐廳或食肆可供參考的內容 

131 創始人資料 企業主力成立者的相關介紹 

132 廚師資料  烹調食物者的相關介紹 

133 歷史 進食場所過去的發展過程 

134 經營理念 餐廳或食肆的價值觀，運作方向及目標 

135 運作 工作組織與進行 

136 地點 餐廳或食肆位置 

137 菜式 由不同食物所形成的食品種類 

 

14 服務質素 餐廳或食肆在協助或滿足顧客要求時的優

劣程度 

141 員工態度 餐廳或食肆員工透過動作及表情所傳遞的

情緒和反應 

1411 好 給予餐廳或食肆特高的正面評價 

1412 尚可 表示合格，可接受卻未達高水平 

1413 差 發表對相應事情的缺點、過失或不滿意見 

142 效率  指定時間內所能完成的工作量 
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1421 好 給予餐廳或食肆特高的正面評價 

1422 尚可 表示合格，可接受卻未達高水平 

 

15 食物質素 餐廳或食肆食品和飲品的優劣程度 

151 食物 可供食用的對象 

1511 食物外觀 食用品物的外在形象及碟上佈置 

15111 一般敍述 將過程或者體驗作出紀錄 

15112 好 給予餐廳或食肆特高的正面評價 

15113 尚可 表示合格，可接受卻未達高水平  

1512 食物味道 以味覺及嗅覺接觸食物時所得到的感覺 

15121 一般敍述 將過程或者體驗作出紀錄 

15122 好 給予餐廳或食肆特高的正面評價 

151221 鮮味 形容嚐起來有新鮮食物味道 

151222 多汁 食物含豐富汁液 

151223 香脆 食物香口並易咬碎弄裂 

151224 美味 味道可口並受喜愛 

151225 有彈性 食物彈牙煙韌 

151226 好於預期 勝於個人在事前的設想 

151227 豐富 數量大且種類多的味覺享受 

151228 鬆軟 具空氣感及不硬實 

15123 尚可 表示合格，可接受卻未達高水平 

15124 差 發表對相應事情的缺點、過失或不滿意見 

151241 乾 形容食物失去原有或應有的水份，食物濕

度低於正常水平 

151242 臭 氣味難聞 

151243 油膩 形容嚐起來食物油量過多 

151244 平淡 味道普通，偏淡、不突出、不濃郁 

151245 太鹹 形容嚐起來食物鹽味太重，含過多鹽份 

151246 差（沒解釋） 不好吃，但沒提供原因和其他資料 

151247 低於預期 遜於個人在事前的設想 

151248 硬 物體組織較密，形狀不易被改變 

151249 温度 冷熱程度 

1513 食物配料 製作食物的用料或搭配主食食用的副食 

15131 一般敍述  將過程或者體驗作出紀錄 

15132 質素 食物配料的優劣程度 

151321 好 給予餐廳或食肆特高的正面評價 

151322 尚可 表示合格，可接受卻未達高水平 

1514 食物份量 食物數量的多寡 

15141 多 數量大 

15142 正常 適量  

1515 食物選擇 餐廳或食肆所提供可被挑選的的食物 

15151 一般敍述 將過程或者體驗作出紀錄 
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15152 多 可被挑選的的食物很多 

15153 有限 有一定範圍之限制, 可被挑選的的食物選

擇不足夠 

1516 烹飪方法 烹調食物的方式 

152 飲料 飲品 

1521 飲料外觀  飲料的外在或外表形象 

15211 一般敍述  將過程或者體驗作出紀錄 

15212 好 給予餐廳或食肆特高的正面評價 

1522 飲料的味道 以味覺及嗅覺接觸飲用物時所得到的感覺 

15221 一般敍述  將過程或者體驗作出紀錄 

15222 好 給予餐廳或食肆特高的正面評價 

152221 美味 味道可口並受喜愛 

152222 滑 容易入口，感覺舒服 

15223 尚可 表示合格，可接受卻未達高水平 

15224 差 發表對相應事情的缺點、過失或不滿意見 

152241 平淡 味道普通，偏淡、不突出、不濃郁 

152242 稀薄 味道不濃郁，偏淡，甚至無味 

1523 飲料成份 製成飲品的材料 

15231 一般敍述  將過程或者體驗作出紀錄 

15232 質素 飲品材料的優劣程度 

152321 好 給予餐廳或食肆特高的正面評價 

152322 尚可 表示合格，可接受卻未達高水平 

 

16 食物價錢 餐廳或食肆的食品飲品的價格、費用 

161 一般敍述  陳述食品或飲品的價格、費用，沒有加入

個人觀感 

162 好 給予餐廳或食肆特高的正面評價，性價比

高 

163 差 發表對相應食品飲品價錢、費用的缺點、

負評或不滿意見 

 

17 環境 對餐廳或食肆室內、用餐地方或四周空間

的陳述或評論 

171 一般敍述 按餐廳或食肆室內或四周空間的形容，沒

有加入主觀感受 

172 好 給予餐廳或食肆特高的正面評價 

 

18 總結 概括整個用餐體驗 

181 值得一去  這餐廳或食肆是有價值的，不妨可以去消

費和嘗試 

182 再去 將來會重複光顧 

183 很讚的經驗 卓越的用餐體驗 

184 強烈推薦  高度評價，大力介紹給他人 
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19 雜記 未被例舉的其他項目 

 

2. 相片: 圖像，圖片 

序號 項目 定義 

21 食物 食品的相片 

22 飲料 飲品的相片 

23 就餐環境 餐廳或食肆室內、用餐地方或四周空間的相

片 

24 人 以人物為主的相片 

25 店面 該餐廳或食肆的門前或商舖外的外觀的相

片 

26 裝飾 以餐廳或食肆的裝飾物或掛飾物為主的相

片 

27 菜單 陳列餐廳或食肆所供應食品之刊物或單張

的相片 

28 餐具 進食用具的相片 
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Table 3: Strong-Negative Review Coding Manual 

 

高度負面評價 

1. 文字：應用詞𢑥寫成具意思的文章 

序號 項目 定義 

11 打食評的原因 陳述為餐廳或食肆進行觀察後的發現 

111 情感表達 抒發內心的情緒 

1111 憤怒 因極度不滿而情緒激烈 

1112 失望 希望沒有實現而感到傷心失落 

112 警告他人 提醒自己及某人以外的人避免發生相同事

件以致不良後果 

113 雜記 未被例舉的其他項目 

 

12 用餐背景描述 用餐資訊  

121 用餐過程敍述  陳述用餐的情況、經過、先後次序 

122 用餐原因 陳述為何用餐  

123 選擇該餐廳或食肆的

原因 

闡述在該餐廳或食肆用餐的因由  

1231 別人推薦 自己以外的人就餐廳或食肆作正面評價、推

介，以供選擇  

1232 方便 就餐不會有太多困難 

1233 市場營銷的策略  包括廣告、優惠券、折扣、贈品等宣傳方法

餐廳或食肆 

1234 感覺 個人對餐廳或食肆的觀感和直覺 

1235 價錢 餐廳或食肆消費水平合乎期望 

1236 聲譽 餐廳或食肆給公眾的口碑、形象、美譽、表

現、行業地位 

1237 有偏愛的食物 特別喜愛餐廳或食肆某一種食物 

1238 好奇 對未知的探索慾望 

 

13 餐廳或食肆資料  餐廳或食肆可供參考的內容 

131 經營理念 餐廳或食肆的價值觀，運作方向及目標 

132 食物類型 由不同食物所形成的食品種類 

 

14 服務質素 餐廳或食肆在協助或滿足顧客要求時的優

劣程度 

141 員工態度 餐廳或食肆員工透過動作及表情所傳遞的

情緒和反應 

1411 好 給予餐廳或食肆特高的正面評價 

1412 尚可 表示合格，可接受卻未達高水平 

1413 差 發表對相應事情的缺點、過失或不滿意見 

142 效率  指定時間內所能完成的工作量 

1421 好 給予餐廳或食肆特高的正面評價 

1422 尚可 表示合格，可接受卻未達高水平 
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1423 差  發表對相應事情的缺點、過失或不滿意見 

143 準確性 實際與預期完全符合的程度 

1431 差 發表對相應事情的缺點、過失或不滿意見 

 

15 食物質素 餐廳或食肆食品和飲品的優劣程度 

151 食物 可供食用的對象 

1511 食物外觀 食用品物的外在形象及碟上佈置  

15111 一般敍述  將就餐過程作出紀錄 

15112 好 給予餐廳或食肆特高的正面評價 

15113 尚可 表示合格，可接受卻未達高水平 

15114 差 發表對相應事情的缺點、過失或不滿意見 

1512 食物味道 以味覺及嗅覺接觸食物時所得到的感覺 

15121 一般敍述 將就餐過程作出紀錄 

15122 好 發表對相應缺點或過失的不滿意見 

151221 好於預期 勝於個人在事前的設想 

151222 多汁 食物含豐富汁液 

151223 香脆 食物香口並易咬碎弄裂 

151224 美味 味道可口並受喜愛 

151225 有彈性 食物彈牙煙韌 

15123 尚可 表示合格，可接受卻未達高水平 

15124 差 發表對相應事情的缺點、過失或不滿意見 

151241 腥 魚味重 

151242 臭 氣味難聞 

151243 油膩 形容嚐起來食物油量過多 

151244 苦 缺乏甜味 

151245 太鹹 形容嚐起來食物鹽味太重，含過多鹽份 

151246 太甜 形容嚐起來食物甜味太重，含過多糖份 

151247 太軟 沒有韌性 

151248 太硬 難咬動 

151249 温度 冷熱程度 

151250 難咬 對較難嚼碎食物所作的正面評價 

151251 低於預期 遜於個人在事前的設想 

151252 奇怪 不同平常，古怪 

151253 平淡 味道普通，偏淡、不突出、不濃郁 

151254 乾 形容食物失去原有或應有的水份，食物濕度

低於正常水平 

151255 差（沒解釋） 不好吃，但沒提供原因和其他資料 

1513 食物配料 製作食物的用料或搭配主食食用的副食 

15131 一般敍述  將就餐過程作出紀錄 

15132 質素 食物配料的優劣程度 

151321 好 給予餐廳或食肆特高的正面評價 

151322 尚可 表示合格，可接受卻未達高水平 

151323 差 發表對相應事情的缺點、過失或不滿意見 
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1514 食物選擇 餐廳或食肆所提供可被挑選的的食物 

15141 一般敍述  將就餐過程作出紀錄 

15142 有限 有一定範圍之限制, 可被挑選的的食物選

擇不足夠 

1515 食物份量 食物數量的多寡 

15151 多 數量大 

15152 正常 適量  

15153 少 有一定範圍之限制, 數量不太足夠 

1516 雜記 未被例舉的其他項目 

152 飲料 飲品 

1521 飲料外觀  飲料的外在或外表形象 

15211 一般敍述  將過程或者體驗作出紀錄 

1522 飲料的味道 以味覺及嗅覺接觸飲用物時所得到的感覺 

15221 一般敍述 將過程或者體驗作出紀錄 

15222 好 給予餐廳或食肆特高的正面評價 

152221 新鮮 剛生產，未變質 

152222 美味 味道可口並受喜愛 

15223 尚可 表示合格，可接受卻未達高水平 

15224 差 發表對相應事情的缺點、過失或不滿意見 

152241 苦 缺乏甜味 

152242 平淡 味道普通，偏淡、不突出、不濃郁 

152243 太甜 形容嚐起來食物甜味太重，含過多糖份 

152244 稀薄 味道不濃郁，偏淡，甚至無味 

1523 飲料成份 製成飲用物的指定材料 

15231 一般敍述  將過程或者體驗作出紀錄 

152321 質素差 發表對相應缺點或過失的不滿意見 

1524 飲料量 飲品容量的多少 

15241 少 數量少 

 

16 食物價錢 餐廳或食肆的食品飲品的價格、費用 

161 一般敍述  陳述食品或飲品的價格、費用，沒有加入個

人觀感 

162 好 給予餐廳或食肆特高的正面評價，性價比高 

163 尚可 發表對相應食品飲品價錢、費用的缺點、負

評或不滿意見 

 

17 環境 對餐廳或食肆室內、用餐地方或四周空間的

陳述或評論 

171 一般敍述 按餐廳或食肆室內或四周空間的形容，沒有

加入主觀感受 

172 好 給予餐廳或食肆特高的正面評價 

 

18 總結 概括整個用餐體驗 
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181 遺憾 事件未達理想狀態而感到惋惜 

182 不會再去 未來日子不再光顧 

183 從不建議 不會鼓勵他人光顧 

184 失望  希望沒有實現而感到傷心失落 

185 廣告是不可信 針對群眾就特定産品作之宣傳為非真實  

 

19 雜記 未被例舉的其他項目 

 

2. 相片: 圖像，圖片 

序號 項目 定義 

21 食物 食品的相片 

22 飲料 飲品的相片 

23 就餐環境 餐廳或食肆室內、用餐地方或四周空間的相

片 

24 人 以人物為主的相片 

25 店面 該餐廳或食肆的門前或商舖外的外觀的相片 

26 食品包裝 經包裏食品飲品的相片 

27 菜單 陳列餐廳或食肆所供應食品之刊物或單張的

相片 

28 裝飾 以餐廳或食肆的裝飾物或掛飾物為主的相片 

29 雜記 未被例舉的其他項目 
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Table 4: Weak-Negative Review Coding Manual 

 

輕度負面評論 

1. 文字：應用詞𢑥寫成具意思的文章 

序號 項目 定義 

11 打食評的原因  陳述為何寫食評 

111 失望 希望沒有實現而感到傷心失落 

112 警告他人 提醒自己及某人以外的人避免發生相同事

件以致不良後果 

 

12 用餐背景 用餐資訊 

121 用餐過程敍述  陳述用餐的情況、經過、先後次序 

122 用餐原因 陳述為何用餐  

123 選擇該餐廳或食肆

的原因 

闡述在該餐廳或食肆用餐的因由  

1231 別人推薦 自己以外的人就餐廳或食肆作正面評價、

推介，以供選擇  

1232 方便 就餐不會有太多困難 

1233 市場營銷的策略 包括廣告、優惠券、折扣、贈品等宣傳方

法餐廳或食肆 

1234 感覺 個人對餐廳或食肆的觀感和直覺 

1235 價錢 餐廳或食肆消費水平合乎期望 

1236 聲譽 餐廳或食肆給公眾的口碑、形象、美譽、

表現、行業地位 

1237 有偏愛的食物 特別喜愛餐廳或食肆某一種食物 

1238 過往經驗 早於現在的用餐體驗 

124 雜記 未被例舉的其他項目 

 

13 餐廳或食肆資料 餐廳或食肆可供參考的內容 

131 面積 佔用空間的大小 

132 地點 餐廳或食肆位置 

133 歷史 進食場所過去的發展過程 

134 運作 工作組織與進行 

 

14 服務質素 餐廳或食肆在協助或滿足顧客要求時的優

劣程度 

141 員工態度 餐廳或食肆員工透過動作及表情所傳遞的

情緒和反應 

1411 好 給予餐廳或食肆特高的正面評價 

1412 尚可 表示合格，可接受卻未達高水平 

1413 差 發表對相應事情的缺點、過失或不滿意見 

142 效率  指定時間內所能完成的工作量 

1421 好 給予餐廳或食肆特高的正面評價 

1422 尚可 表示合格，可接受卻未達高水平 
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1423 差  發表對相應事情的缺點、過失或不滿意見 

143 準確性 實際與預期完全符合的程度 

1431 尚可 表示合格，可接受卻未達高水平 

1432 差 發表對相應事情的缺點、過失或不滿意見 

 

15 食物質素 餐廳或食肆食品和飲品的優劣程度 

151 食物 可供食用的對象 

1511 食物外觀 食用品物的外在形象及碟上佈置  

15111 一般敍述  將過程或者體驗作出紀錄 

15112 好 給予餐廳或食肆特高的正面評價 

15113 尚可 表示合格，可接受卻未達高水平 

15114 差 發表對相應事情的缺點、過失或不滿意見 

1512 食物味道 以味覺及嗅覺接觸食物時所得到的感覺 

15121 一般敍述 將過程或者體驗作出紀錄 

15122 好 給予餐廳或食肆特高的正面評價 

151221 鮮味 形容嚐起來有新鮮食物味道 

151222 多汁 食物含豐富汁液 

151223 香脆 食物香口並易咬碎弄裂 

151224 美味 味道可口並受喜愛 

151225 有彈性 食物彈牙煙韌 

151226 辣 帶有灼熱感的味道 

151227 豐富 數量大且種類多的味覺享受 

151228 好於預期 勝於個人在事前的設想 

15123 尚可 表示合格，可接受卻未達高水平 

15124 差 發表對相應事情的缺點、過失或不滿意見 

151241 差（沒解釋） 不好吃，但沒提供原因和其他資料 

151242 乾 形容食物失去原有或應有的水份，食物濕

度低於正常水平 

151243 油膩 形容嚐起來食物油量過多 

151244 平淡 味道普通，偏淡、不突出、不濃郁 

151245 太鹹 形容嚐起來食物鹽味太重，含過多鹽份 

151246 太甜 形容嚐起來食物甜味太重，含過多糖份 

151247 太軟 沒有韌性 

151248 太硬 難咬動 

151249 温度 冷熱程度 

151250 讚難咬 對較難嚼碎食物所作的正面評價 

151251 低於預期 遜於個人在事前的設想 

151252 稀薄 味道不濃郁，偏淡，甚至無味 

1513 食物配料 製作食物的用料或搭配主食食用的副食 

15131 一般敍述 將過程或者體驗作出紀錄 

15132 質素 食物配料的優劣程度 

151321 好 給予餐廳或食肆特高的正面評價 
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151322 差  發表對相應事情的缺點、過失或不滿意見 

15133 新鮮度 剛生產，未變質的程度 

151331 新鮮 剛生產，未變質 

151332 不新鮮  非剛生產，己變質 

1514 食物份量 食物數量的多寡 

15141 多 數量大 

15142 正常 適量  

15143 有限 有一定範圍之限制, 數量不太足夠 

1515 雜記 未被例舉的其他項目 

152 飲料 飲品 

1521 飲料的味道 以味覺及嗅覺接觸飲用物時所得到的感覺 

15211 一般敍述  將過程或者體驗作出紀錄 

15212 好 給予餐廳或食肆特高的正面評價 

152121 新鮮 剛生產，未變質 

152122 好於預期 勝於個人在事前的設想 

152123 滑 容易入口，感覺舒服 

152124 美味 味道可口並受喜愛 

15213 尚可 表示合格，可接受卻未達高水平 

15214  差 發表對相應事情的缺點、過失或不滿意見 

152141 平淡 味道普通，偏淡、不突出、不濃郁 

152142 太酸 食物味道帶有過於強烈像醋或檸檬的酸醋

味 

1522 飲料成份 製成飲用物的指定材料 

15221 一般敍述 將過程或者體驗作出紀錄 

15222 不新鮮 非剛生產，己變質 

 

16 食物價錢  餐廳或食肆的食品飲品的價格、費用 

161 一般敍述 陳述食品或飲品的價格、費用，沒有加入

個人觀感 

162 好 給予餐廳或食肆特高的正面評價，性價比

高 

163 尚可 發表對相應食品飲品價錢、費用的缺點、

負評或不滿意見 

 

17 環境 對餐廳或食肆室內、用餐地方或四周空間

的陳述或評論 

171 一般敍述 按餐廳或食肆室內或四周空間的形容，沒

有加入主觀感受 

172 好 給予餐廳或食肆特高的正面評價 

173 差 發表對餐廳或食肆室內或四周空間的缺

點、過失或不滿意見 

 

18 總結 概括整個用餐體驗 
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181 廣告是不可信 針對群眾就特定産品作之宣傳為非真實  

182 不會再去 未來日子不再光顧 

183 從不建議 不會鼓勵他人光顧 

184 失望  希望沒有實現而感到傷心失落 

185 口碑不值得信任 口頭上的稱頌並不值得信任 

 

19 雜記 未被例舉的其他項目 

 

2. 相片: 圖像，圖片 

序號 項目 定義 

21 食物 食品的相片 

22 飲料 飲品的相片 

23 就餐環境 餐廳或食肆室內、用餐地方或四周空間的相

片 

24 裝飾 以餐廳或食肆的裝飾物或掛飾物為主的相

片 

25 店面 該餐廳或食肆的門前或商舖外的外觀的相

片 

26 食品包裝 經包裏食品飲品的相片 

27 菜單 陳列餐廳或食肆所供應食品之刊物或單張

的相片 
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Appendix C: Kappa Results 

 

Table 1: Kappa Results of Strong-Positive Review 

 

Level 1: Symmetric Measures 

 Value 

Asymptotic 

Standardized 

Errora 

Approximate 

Tb 

Approximate 

Significance 

Measure of 

Agreement 

Kappa 
1.000 .000 57.758 .000 

N of Valid Cases 3336    

a. Not assuming the null hypothesis. 

b. Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis. 

 

 

Level 2: Symmetric Measures 

 Value 

Asymptotic 

Standardized 

Errora 

Approximate 

Tb 

Approximate 

Significance 

Measure of 

Agreement 

Kappa 
.989 .002 130.615 .000 

N of Valid Cases 3336    

a. Not assuming the null hypothesis. 

b. Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis. 

 

 

Level 3: Symmetric Measures 

 Value 

Asymptotic 

Standardized 

Errora 

Approximate 

Tb 

Approximate 

Significance 

Measure of 

Agreement 

Kappa 
.987 .002 114.926 .000 

N of Valid Cases 3336    

a. Not assuming the null hypothesis. 

b. Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis. 
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Level 4: Symmetric Measures 

 Value 

Asymptotic 

Standardized 

Errora 

Approximate 

Tb 

Approximate 

Significance 

Measure of 

Agreement 

Kappa 
.978 .003 98.744 .000 

N of Valid Cases 3336    

a. Not assuming the null hypothesis. 

b. Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis. 

 

 

Level 5: Symmetric Measures 

 Value 

Asymptotic 

Standardized 

Errora 

Approximate 

Tb 

Approximate 

Significance 

Measure of 

Agreement 

Kappa 
.982 .003 92.305 .000 

N of Valid Cases 3336    

a. Not assuming the null hypothesis. 

b. Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis. 

 

 

Level 6: Symmetric Measures 

 Value 

Asymptotic 

Standardized 

Errora 

Approximate 

Tb 

Approximate 

Significance 

Measure of 

Agreement 

Kappa 
.932 .007 105.841 .000 

N of Valid Cases 3336    

a. Not assuming the null hypothesis. 

b. Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis. 
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Table 2: Kappa Results of Weak-Positive Review 

 

 

Level 1: Symmetric Measures 

 Value 

Asymptotic 

Standardized 

Errora 

Approximate 

Tb 

Approximate 

Significance 

Measure of 

Agreement 

Kappa 
1.000 .000 51.624 .000 

N of Valid Cases 2665    

a. Not assuming the null hypothesis. 

b. Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis. 

 

 

Level 2: Symmetric Measures 

 Value 

Asymptotic 

Standardized 

Errora 

Approximate 

Tb 

Approximate 

Significance 

Measure of 

Agreement 

Kappa 
.985 .003 93.264 .000 

N of Valid Cases 2665    

a. Not assuming the null hypothesis. 

b. Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis. 

 

 

Level 3: Symmetric Measures 

 Value 

Asymptotic 

Standardized 

Errora 

Approximate 

Tb 

Approximate 

Significance 

Measure of 

Agreement 

Kappa 
.974 .004 85.364 .000 

N of Valid Cases 2665    

a. Not assuming the null hypothesis. 

b. Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis. 
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Level 4: Symmetric Measures 

 Value 

Asymptotic 

Standardized 

Errora 

Approximate 

Tb 

Approximate 

Significance 

Measure of 

Agreement 

Kappa 
.989 .003 80.693 .000 

N of Valid Cases 2665    

a. Not assuming the null hypothesis. 

b. Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis. 

 

 

Level 5: Symmetric Measures 

 Value 

Asymptotic 

Standardized 

Errora 

Approximate 

Tb 

Approximate 

Significance 

Measure of 

Agreement 

Kappa 
.972 .004 100.301 .000 

N of Valid Cases 2665    

a. Not assuming the null hypothesis. 

b. Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis. 

 

 

Level 6: Symmetric Measures 

 Value 

Asymptotic 

Standardized 

Errora 

Approximate 

Tb 

Approximate 

Significance 

Measure of 

Agreement 

Kappa 
.952 .008 79.707 .000 

N of Valid Cases 2665    

a. Not assuming the null hypothesis. 

b. Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis. 
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Table 3: Kappa Results of Strong-Negative Review 

 

Level 1: Symmetric Measures 

 Value 

Asymptotic 

Standardized 

Errora 

Approximate 

Tb 

Approximate 

Significance 

Measure of 

Agreement 

Kappa 
1.000 .000 44.541 .000 

N of Valid Cases 1974    

a. Not assuming the null hypothesis. 

b. Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis. 

 

 

Level 2: Symmetric Measures 

 Value 

Asymptotic 

Standardized 

Errora 

Approximate 

Tb 

Approximate 

Significance 

Measure of 

Agreement 

Kappa 
.997 .001 97.235 .000 

N of Valid Cases 1974    

a. Not assuming the null hypothesis. 

b. Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis. 

 

 

Level 3: Symmetric Measures 

 Value 

Asymptotic 

Standardized 

Errora 

Approximate 

Tb 

Approximate 

Significance 

Measure of 

Agreement 

Kappa 
.975 .004 102.766 .000 

N of Valid Cases 1974    

a. Not assuming the null hypothesis. 

b. Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis. 
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Level 4: Symmetric Measures 

 Value 

Asymptotic 

Standardized 

Errora 

Approximate 

Tb 

Approximate 

Significance 

Measure of 

Agreement 

Kappa 
.970 .004 106.298 .000 

N of Valid Cases 1974    

a. Not assuming the null hypothesis. 

b. Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis. 

 

 

Level 5: Symmetric Measures 

 Value 

Asymptotic 

Standardized 

Errora 

Approximate 

Tb 

Approximate 

Significance 

Measure of 

Agreement 

Kappa 
.966 .005 79.117 .000 

N of Valid Cases 1974    

a. Not assuming the null hypothesis. 

b. Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis. 

 

 

Level 6: Symmetric Measures 

 Value 

Asymptotic 

Standardized 

Errora 

Approximate 

Tb 

Approximate 

Significance 

Measure of 

Agreement 

Kappa 
.939 .008 86.176 .000 

N of Valid Cases 1974    

a. Not assuming the null hypothesis. 

b. Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis. 
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Table 4: Kappa Results of Weak-Negative Review 

 

Level 1: Symmetric Measures 

 Value 

Asymptotic 

Standardized 

Errora 

Approximate 

Tb 

Approximate 

Significance 

Measure of 

Agreement 

Kappa 
1.000 .000 38.079 .000 

N of Valid Cases 1450    

a. Not assuming the null hypothesis. 

b. Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis. 

 

 

Level 2: Symmetric Measures 

 Value 

Asymptotic 

Standardized 

Errora 

Approximate 

Tb 

Approximate 

Significance 

Measure of 

Agreement 

Kappa 
.985 .004 77.386 .000 

N of Valid Cases 1450    

a. Not assuming the null hypothesis. 

b. Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis. 

 

 

Level 3: Symmetric Measures 

 Value 

Asymptotic 

Standardized 

Errora 

Approximate 

Tb 

Approximate 

Significance 

Measure of 

Agreement 

Kappa 
.981 .004 72.545 .000 

N of Valid Cases 1450    

a. Not assuming the null hypothesis. 

b. Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis. 
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Level 4: Symmetric Measures 

 Value 

Asymptotic 

Standardized 

Errora 

Approximate 

Tb 

Approximate 

Significance 

Measure of 

Agreement 

Kappa 
.982 .004 73.677 .000 

N of Valid Cases 1450    

a. Not assuming the null hypothesis. 

b. Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis. 

 

 

Level 5: Symmetric Measures 

 Value 

Asymptotic 

Standardized 

Errora 

Approximate 

Tb 

Approximate 

Significance 

Measure of 

Agreement 

Kappa 
.978 .005 73.461 .000 

N of Valid Cases 1450    

a. Not assuming the null hypothesis. 

b. Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis. 

 

 

Level 6: Symmetric Measures 

 Value 

Asymptotic 

Standardized 

Errora 

Approximate 

Tb 

Approximate 

Significance 

Measure of 

Agreement 

Kappa 
.927 .010 68.977 .000 

N of Valid Cases 1450    

a. Not assuming the null hypothesis. 

b. Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis. 
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Appendix D: Extracted Reviews Content of Strong-Positive Reviews 

 

Table 1 

 

SP Review #017 “The shrimp and avocado salad: Firstly, credit needs to be 

given to the shrimps as it was tenderly fried right to the 

point. So delicious.” 

SP Review #40 “Rather, the highlight goes to the silver needle noodles. 

They were drily fried but not sticky. So bouncy.” 

SP Review #46 “There is adequate vanilla sauce with the escargots. The 

escargots were high quality and fresh” 

SP Review #80 “Besides the fresh seafood, every guest is served a 

charcoal-broiled lobster. The tastes were good, and do not 

require any additional condiments, as the umami alone is 

already good enough.” 

SP Review #90 “Cold fish skin: it requires a complicated process to prepare 

this dish, so not many restaurants will sell it. This restaurant 

can make a surprise that this dish is so bouncy.” 

SP Review #122 “Deep fired pumpkin cake mixed up squash and taro, so 

crispy.” 

SP Review #149 “Gillette pork chops and omurice: I really like COCO’s 

gillette pork chops, which is very juicy.” 

SP Review #183 “The rice here is very delicious <rice bowl>. Even my 

boyfriend, who is very demanding, also gives a credit to it. 

<big smile>” 

 

 

Table 2 

 

SP Review #028 “Pork bone and soymilk ramen: The ivory soup is stewed 

from pork bone and soymilk is added. The taste of soymilk 

is strong.” 

SP Review #038 “The color of salty ice cream is light blue. It is made of the 

sea salt from Japanese Tosa Wan. The taste of ice cream is a 

mixture of sweet and salty, which is very special.” 

SP Review #128 “The flavor of curry is not too strong and does not cover the 

taste of laksa. The texture of curry can be maintained and is 

not watery.” 

 

SP Review #138 “The Tom Yam Kung is not too spicy, rather it was a bit 

sourer. I guess that red vinegar is added.” 

SP Review #184 “Irish Gigas: full of gravy, average salinity of seawater with 

a slightly sweet taste” 
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Table 3 

 

SP Review #006 “The beef balls were fine but nothing special. The taste of 

the beef ball does not stand out either. It is probably because 

the rice noodles are so good and make the beef balls become 

normal.” 

SP Review #015 “Salad dressing is both sufficient and yummy, yet it seems a 

little bit too much. The taste is sour, with little taste of 

garlic. Altogether it’s okay!” 

SP Review #049 “Apart from the salad, there was also a creamy pumpkin 

soup, which tastes normal.” 

SP Review #115 “The crab is fresh, but it is a pity that the taste of the garlic 

and spring onion could not penetrate to it. Therefore, it is 

only a qualified dish.” 

 

 

Table 4 

 

SP Review #025 “Although VSOP was added, the strong taste of chocolate 

and the sourness of the berries completely wiped out the 

taste of VSOP. I was disappointed. What a pity. It is far 

below my expectation.” 

SP Review #043 “Lastly, it was about the dish of wok-fried beef with spring 

onion. However, the beef was overcooked which was so 

rough. 

SP Review #096 “As a matter of fact, I really enjoy frogs as well as garlic, 

olive oil and tomato, but the French-style cooked frogs were 

really different from ours. Our frog dishes are bouncy and 

umami, while these French-style cooked frogs were just 

salty, very salty.” 

SP Review #118 “The only bad thing about the soup was the prawns, which 

was cooked with low quality prawns and was really poor in 

taste.” 
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Table 5 

 

SP Review #033 “It happened to be my parents’ birthday in the same month, 

so I planned to invite more relatives and friends for a 

celebration. Meanwhile I would love to try something 

special. Number New 12’s menu and dining environment 

looked attractive, so I made a reservation for dinners of 

three round tables. As expected, it was really good!” 

SP Review #100 “It was a crazy busy week, and I needed to find a dining 

place that allowed me to finish lunch quickly. When I 

walked to Sheung Wan, I found this new restaurant. Looking 

inside, everything seemed well-organized and tidy. 

Coincidently there were vacancies, so I decided to give it a 

try.” 

SP Review #159 “Many compliments on greenery had been found in 

Openrice; therefore I decided to visit it and try its dinner 

buffet tonight.” 

SP Review #131 “Long queues were always outside Sing Heung Yuen. My 

curiosity drove me to try this restaurant.” 

 

 

Table 6 

 

SP Review #077 “I must give the restaurant some credit as it is so 

baby-friendly. The restaurant manager was not only nice and 

kind to our boy, but also used different tricks to make him 

laugh. He also took my little boy to watch the real crabs. 

The service is really excellent!” 

SP Review #136 “The waitress asked twice whether we had finished the 

meal. I was just being upset as they seemed rush us to leave. 

But then I heard someone singing the Happy Birthday song. 

A waiter at the door held a birthday cake, which was bought 

by my friends, and walked close to me (actually it made me 

a bit embarrassed). Everyone in the restaurant looked at us, 

but it was really sweet and heart-warming. After all, I found 

that all the above arrangements were not by my friends, but 

the restaurant staff. How sweet they were. I completely 

received this kindness.” 

SP Review #160 “In order to plan the trip, we sat for three hours in total! The 

restaurant staff did not rush us at all. What a lovely 

restaurant. It really made people love it.” 

SP Review #107 “The new owner of the restaurant is very kind. Every time I 

held my little kid in my arms, he invited me to sit down and 

served the food for me. I really need to share it out.” 
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Table 7 

 

SP Review #015 “The restaurant was quiet at night time, which provided a 

perfect place for chatting. Its decorations were also elegant 

and spacious.” 

SP Review #21 “The restaurant was small with limited seats, but the spaces 

between the dining chairs were fine. The place was neat and 

tidy.” 

SP Review #062 “The decoration was modern and simple, with a little Indian 

style. The paintings on the wall were all about Indians. 

Nearby were different kinds of exotic lights, like oil lamps 

and chandelling. The color of the tablecloth and sofa was 

dark red, which is a common color seen in India.” 

SP Review #142 “I liked the way it was decorated. The dark blue settings 

gave a feeling of the universe, which sharply contrasted with 

the bright yellow outside. The place was spacious. 

Everything there was comparable to the flagship store of 

TamJai Mixian in Tsim Sha Tsui.” 

 

 

Table 8 

 

SP Review #027 “In sum, it met the Japanese standard. The price was only 

average among various ramen stores. I would surely come 

back!” 

SP Review #038 “When I have dessert with friends next time, this shop will 

be my first choice.” 

SP Review #078 “I got addicted to the bread in this restaurant. Although the 

price was not cheap, it was definitely my choice and 

recommendation!” 

SP Review #136 “To conclude, I will certainly come back again <excited 

face>” 

SP Review #195 “By the way, the service was really wonderful. The staff 

wore warm smiles. <smiling face> And it was not expensive 

at all. I would surely come next time” 
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Appendix E: Extracted Reviews Content of Weak-Positive Reviews 

 

Table 1 

 

WP Review #013 “The egg benedict was really yummy! Especially the cheese 

noodle, so delicious!” 

WP Review #083 “The soup tasted just right. It was my favorite sweetness. 

The cookies were also good.” 

“The molten chocolate cake was good, which exceeded my 

expectation.” 

WP Review #112 “The pastas were well-cooked. The sauces were 

well-matched. D-E-L-I-C-I-O-U-S!” 

WP Review #130 “Western-style steak is finely cooked, brilliant and great 

taste!” 

WP Review #157 “After a few visits to Hakata Ippudo, I thought the Red Balls 

were the best of all.” 

WP Review #160 “Salmon carbonara is delicious”. 

WP Review #166 “Spicy chicken feet were not bad. At least they were better 

than I expected.” 

 

 

Table 2 

 

WP Review #032 “Luckily the restaurant offered homemade sauce. Sweetness 

and sourness were well balanced, and excellent to pair with 

the hot dog.” 

WP Review #055 “The green cup in the middle was called Brazilian Thunder, 

with a slight smell of grass.” 

WP Review #055 “The salad contained scallops, prawns, and many 

condiments. Adding the lime sauces made the sourness even 

stronger.” 

WP Review #138 “Roasted pork with rice: the roasted pork was half fat and 

half lean.” 

WP Review #139 “Litchi and crab salad: With special salad sauces, the taste 

was sweet and sour, and also carried some fruit flavor.” 

WP Review #103 “Fish and gourd soup was quite light, with little fish flavor 

and soft gourd inside.” 

WP Review #167 “Salmon was oil soaked and then blended with soy sauce 

and olive oil. On top of it, there were some ginger slices. 

The dish is similar to Chinese steamed fish.” 
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Table 3 

 

WP Review #013 “Salad and so on were just average, not bad, but not very 

outstanding either.” 

WP Review #57 “Roasted pork pancakes were nothing special.” 

WP Review #81 “The lobsters were found to be limited supply. The taste was 

so salty, while the body part took up one-third of the whole 

shrimp. There was only so much to eat.” 

WP Review #083 “Regarding our last order, honey egg custard, it was a bit 

ordinary without surprise. I would recommend you to try 

other desserts.” 

WP Review #84 “The mushroom omelets were relatively poor. They were 

bland. The sauces were inadequate. McDonald’s hot 

pancakes tasted even better. The mushroom did not have 

distinctive taste either.” 

WP Review #139 “The pickles there were supposed to be homemade, but the 

sourness was not strong enough. Bad taste.” 

 

 

Table 4 

 

WP Review #003 “LeSalon had something new to offer, while Urban Bakery, 

on the other hand, focused on expanding its main services. A 

new line called ‘Urban Bake N Take’ was added to the 

shopping malls in Mong Kok and Tseung Kwan O, and also 

Marketplace by Jasons in Kowloon Bay last month. This 

was great news to the stay-in girls in the neighborhood.” 

WP Review #046 “From now on, there is a chance to know more about 

Turkish dishes, as the restaurant has hired Turkish-national 

Haydar Inal as guest chef, who has also been the chief chef 

in the local restaurant Ankara Palas State Guest House, and 

provides a series of local snacks.” 

 

WP Review #139 “Founded in August 2013, Café 1950 runs under the 

philosophy that customers shall enjoy high quality food 

within a reasonable price range, while having satisfaction in 

their busy lives.” 
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Appendix F: Extracted Reviews Content of Strong-Negative Reviews 

 

Table 1 

 

SN Review #020 “Just very usual Romaine lettuce with salad dressing. No 

Parmesan cheese, no smoked meat, not even enough 

dressing…The main ingredient is canned crab, which is 

really not fresh at all…” 

SN Review #026 “Next it is a scallop pie with zucchini. But actually I should 

call it a zucchini pie with scallop. Inside the zucchini peel is 

all zucchini pulp, only slices of scallop on top, few and far 

between. Were you kidding me?” 

SN Review #089 “The salad is so different from what we had before. There 

were only three shrimps. Stinky!” 

SN Review #093 “Firstly, let’s talk about the rice mixed with pork. The pork 

is stinky and totally unacceptable.” 

SN Review #100 “We ordered a cold dish of spicy lotus pieces. The problem 

is that the lotus pieces were still frozen. The ice hasn’t even 

melted, and I ate a mouthful of ice with its bad smell. This is 

such a terrible cold dish." 

SN Review #122 “Mango tapioca pudding has very little mango pulp there, 

and it is too sweet.” 

 

 

Table 2 

 

SN Review #031 “I put it into my mouth. God, it is disgustingly fishy! It is 

too late to spit it out and I can’t stop such poor taste getting 

out of my mouth.” 

SN Review #038 “Visiting the teahouse, of course I ordered my favorite dim 

sum beef balls, but surprisingly they were stinky! What’s 

wrong?” 

SN Review #031: “The meat lost its soft texture after grilling. Is it because of 

overcooking? The nice smell is totally replaced by the 

bitterness, which cannot be removed even I mix it with the 

salad dressing.” 

SN Review #052 “Next it is the overly done omelet, and the egg yolk is 

completely dry.” 

SN Review #105 “The bean roll turns brown after deep-frying, which totally 

kills my appetite. My throat gets hurt after the meal.” 

SN Review #110 “The outside is not crispy, and the tart pastry is terribly 

thick. A few pieces of apple slices but taste has turned sour. 

My appetite is lost after a few bites.” 

SN Review #058 “The egg is pale in color, and looks limp after frying, with 

quite a few burn marks left on it. Worse than that, the egg is 

stinky that makes me vomit. I can tell that the egg must have 

been adulterated with a lot of water.” 
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Table 3 

 

SN Review #014 “He shouted, ‘Not possible! The table has been reserved to 

you before the special price session for the whole night. No 

matter how late you come in, no special price can be 

offered!’ Waiters with a service manner like this will only 

drive customers away!” 

SN Review #019 “We ordered a set meal for two, and inquired what the 

sashimi combination is. He answered octopus, scallop, 

salmon, and swordfish… however, the food turns out to be 

Hamachi, salmon, and two other unknown fishes. These 

were not our favorite and we were not going to eat them. 

Later on, we ask why it was totally different from what we 

heard. He said that we heard wrongly. Then, we requested to 

change the order, but he refused to do so... After a long 

negotiation, we were finally served another dish with a few 

pieces of salmon. We were so angry. It was definitely their 

fault, but their manner was extremely poor.” 

SN Review #062 “Firstly the waiters were impolite. Secondly they rushed you 

to pay the bill. <angry face> They charged us as high price 

as a fine-dining restaurant, but gave us as poor service 

quality as an unqualified food stall. < angry face>” 

SN Review #047 “Although the waiter was willing to change the salad, his 

manner was horrible. They only talked when they were 

taking the orders. The rest didn’t even respond to any 

customer enquiries.” 

SN Review #075 “The service was terribly poor. Especially the manager who 

wore glasses, he only served the one he knew but ignored 

the green customers. When we paid the bill, we found that 

the billing amounts were wrong and we talked to that 

manager. There were no apologies and the manager just 

asked someone to check the bill. He seemed not to care 

about our bill and showed us his poker face.” 

SN Review #093 “When we made the food order, a mid-aged lady from the 

restaurant warned us that we must make the order at once. 

They would not serve an add-in order. What a strange 

policy. Okay, we accepted it. Guess it was the way to speed 

up the food preparation process. However, the food delivery 

was unexpectedly inefficient. We had to chase them many 

times about the food order. You know what, we got our food 

after 45 minutes of the time we made the order. When we 

just finished our meals, another mid-aged lady from the 

restaurant rushed us to settle the bill and return the table.” 

SN Review #015 “The service was so poor! We asked the waiter to give us a 

bottle of chili oil, but he pretended not to hear it at all!!! 

(There were only a few customers in the store). We had to 

call them five to six times before we were finally served! 

Next we asked for a glass of water, and it took another three 

calls before someone came.” 
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SN Review #055 “Worse of all, it was the extremely bad service manner. 

Waiter numbers were obviously insufficient. The only 

answer we got from the waiters was “wait for a moment.” 

 

 

Table 4 

 

SN Review #072 “I seldom complain or criticize the food quality in Hong 

Kong, but today I have to make an exception because I want 

to give a warning to all diners.” 

SN Review #136 “I regret so much visiting this restaurant. I have never 

experienced such terrible service <angry face> and I am 

writing to express my anger here.” 

SN Review #056 “Parents with kids must not come to this restaurant because 

the staff of this restaurant hate children.” 

 

Table 5 

 

SN Review #006 “In short, it is nothing impressive. It is not worth to go at all!” 

SN Review #029 “My conclusion is…Never come again!” 

SN Review #038 “I won’t come back even if it is cheap! It is ridiculous!” 

SN Review #072 “Never come back, and I will inform all my friends to stay out 

of this unconscientious restaurant!” 

 

Table 6 

 

SN Review #061 “Since I wanted to eat barbecue and had the discount coupons 

of BBQ Lobster in hand, I just went directly to BBQ Lobster 

without further consideration.” 

SN Review #008 “I admit that I was attracted by the low price. It was really 

appealing that the steaks just cost a few dozen dollars. But as 

the old saying, “Do not fall for cheap tricks,” I felt so upset 

after eating.” 

SN Review #074 “I was used to visiting Ajisen, but not this branch. I was 

wondering why this one in Tsing Yi got so much negative 

word-of-mouth. After the trial, I realized that it was not 

coming out of nothing.” 

SN Review #107 “Both my boyfriend and I were very fond of rice noodles, and 

we went to Kowloon City just to try out the new restaurant. 

When we got there the restaurant was full of people. We 

thought that we needed to wait for a table, but then the waiter 

said that there were vacancies upstairs. Nice!” 

SN Review #113 “I finally got my salary and I was planning to have a nice big 

meal. Miyazaki in Sham Shui Po came to my mind, which I 

had not tried before. Its reviews seemed pretty good, so I took 

my girlfriend there to give it a try.” 
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Appendix G: Extracted Reviews Content of Weak-Negative Reviews 

 

Table 1 

 

WN Review #091 “Smoked salmon sushi: totally regret asking this dish, as it 

tastes terrible... Eel sushi: It tastes really bad.” 

WN Review #004 “Overall speaking, the angle noodles were not good.” 

WN Review #021 “Pork jowl meat and lemon rice noodles were not bad, but 

not really outstanding when compared to other restaurants.” 

WN Review #033 “The cup of milk tea is unqualified... The chicken leg and 

French fries were too cold and slovenly done…The French 

toast is poorly cooked…the satay beef noodles were below 

my expectation. 

 

 

Table 2 

 

WN Review #017 “The appetizer is dried ham, and my only comment is that it 

does not suit me…The fried mushroom is neither too oily 

nor too dry, and the taste is good with salad dressing.” 

WN Review #081 “The baked American lobster carries a strong taste of 

cheese, and the lobster is very fresh! The skin of the fried 

crispy spring chicken is crispy indeed, but the meat inside is 

so tough. I can’t recall its taste. The vegetables were not 

fresh and one can spit the bits and dregs when chewing. 

Unable to swallow it down! Golden seafood rolls contain 

the fruits and salad dressing, which taste good!” 

WN Review #092 “Nothing special about the cucumbers…The wined chicken 

tastes strong and rich…Just an ordinary plate of corn soup 

with some egg drop in it… The fish slices with red pepper 

oil were good, very pungent and spicy.” 

 

Table 3 

 

WN Review #035 “In regards to the rest, the service is acceptable.” 

 

WN Review #090 “Our orders were mistakenly missing, and finally all served 

after we chased them for several times. By the way, the 

waiters were actually nice and polite.” 

WN Review #102 “Service: the waiters and the waitresses there were actually 

very helpful, and the service is very nice.” 

WN Review #021 “But the service is quite nice, as we all wanted to change 

was the meal set after ordering, and they agreed to get it all 

done. Good.” 

WN Review #093 “Passed the MTR station during lunch hour, and saw that 

there is rib rice. Decided to take one away and consume it in 

office. Since there were not much people, and the staff were 

quite diligent, the line moved quite fast.” 
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Appendix H: Survey Designs in Experiments 

 

Sample 1: A Survey Design for Treatment Group 
 

 

 

 

 

SURVEY INSTRUCTIONS 

 

Your responses to this study will be anonymous and confidential. Your 

personal information will be protected at all times. 

 

The purpose of this study is to understand the consumer behaviours for the 

restaurant selection in an important event. A restaurant review is embedded 

in this survey.  

 

Your participation in this research is voluntary, so you may stop at any time 

or refuse to participate. The estimated time for completing this survey are 

around 15 to 20 minutes. 

 

Please complete the survey at a time and do not go back to the previously 

completed questions. 

 

Please answer the questions to the best of your ability and as honesty as 

possible. 
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Background Information 

 

香港城市大學一直積極培育學生成為未來各界專才，因此創立了 Executive 

Mentoring Program「事業師友計劃」，學校每年只挑選少數而極具潛質的

學生參與計畫，並邀請商業世界中經驗豐富專業人士和中高層管理人員來擔

任同學的學長，為同學講述自己的人生和工作經驗，指導學生確

立未來事業生涯的發展方向。每年均有許多學生申請參加此計劃，但整

個篩選過程十分嚴謹，包括面試，工作坊，性格測試和提交簡歷。最後能成

功被學校挑選到參與此計劃的學生，對他們來說，不但是難能可

貴的機會，更加是一種榮耀。  

 

經過多番努 力，你終 於被學校挑選到能參加本年 度的 Executive 

Mentoring Program「事業師友計劃」，實在驚喜萬分。你的 Executive 

Mentor 是一間上市公司集團的總經理，經過初步接觸，你與另外

兩位同學將會與你們的 Executive Mentor 約定在銅鑼灣區內的

西餐食肆作第一次見面，並共進晚餐。你和同學們都非常重視這

一次的聚會，而學長和同學們都把食肆選擇權交給了你， 以你所知，

而城市大學的 Executive Mentoring Program「事業師友計劃」會資助

這次聚會用餐的費用，所以大家對食肆的消費高低，都沒有特別

考慮，此外，你已確定大家對食肆和食物選擇都沒有特別要求和喜好，

只要是在銅鑼灣區內的西餐食肆便可，但對你來說，這次聚會食肆

的選擇是一個很重要的決定，因為你的選擇不但反映了你的品味，

而且會影與學長見面的第一印象，你實在不願意作錯選擇。 

 

現在，你正在網上搜尋銅鑼灣區內的西餐廳的資料，在瀏覽 openrice 網

頁時，你看到了這西餐廳的資料： 

 

The Westwood Cafe 

地址：銅鑼灣時代廣場 12 樓 A 舖 

电话：2332-3324 

菜式：西式/ 多國菜/ 海鮮/ 西餐廳/ 咖啡店 

营業時間：星期一至日 10:00-23:30 

消费：每人約$200-$300  

付款方式：Visa/ MasterCard/ 現金/ 銀聯 

酒精飲品/ Wi-Fi/ 泊車/ 電話訂座 

 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

 The restaurant’s menu is attached for your reference 

 Please refer to the separate sheet and read the content of the entire 

review 
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Attitude towards the Restaurant 

The purpose of this section is to determine your attitude towards the restaurant 

after reading its review. Please answer the following questions by circling the 

number that most closely corresponds to your answer. 

 

 

1. My overall impression of The Westwood Restaurant is… 

 

Very bad -3  -2  -1  0  1  2  3 Very good 

Very unfavorable -3  -2  -1  0  1  2  3  Very favorable 

Very unsatisfactory -3  -2  -1  0  1  2  3 Very satisfactory 

 

 

Purchase Intention to the Restaurant 

The purpose of this section is to determine your purchase intention to the 

restaurant after reading its review. Please answer the following questions by 

circling the number that most closely corresponds to your answer. 

 

 

2. Would you be more likely or less likely to choose the restaurant as the 

gathering place, given the information shown in the online review?  

 

Very unlikely 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Very likely 

 

3. Given the information in the online review, how probable is it that you would 

consider the restaurant to be the gathering place with your executive mentor?  

 

Not probable 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Very probable 

 

4. How likely would you be to choose the restaurant, given the information 

shown in the online review?  

 

Very unlikely 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Very likely 
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Purchase Involvement 

 

The purpose of this section is to determine how involved you are with the decision 

in selecting the restaurant as the 1st gathering place with your executive mentor. 

Please answer the following questions by circling the number that most closely 

corresponds to your answer. 

 

 

5. To me, the decision in selecting the restaurant as the 1st gathering place with 

my executive mentor is … 

A very unimportant 

decision 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

A very important 

decision 

A decision requires little 

thoughts 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

A decision requires a lot 

of thoughts 

Little to lose if you choose 

the wrong restaurant 

thoughts 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

A lot to lose if you 

choose the wrong 

restaurant 

 

 

 

 

Evaluation of the Restaurant Review 

The purpose of this section is to evaluate the review quality. Please answer the 

following questions by circling the number that most closely corresponds to your 

answer. 

 

 

6. To me, the previous restaurant review I viewed is… 

 

□ Positive □ Neutral □ Negative □Mixed □ Irrelevant □ Not sure 

 

7. To me, the arguments of the restaurant review is … 

 

Very unpersuasive 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Very persuasive 

Very uninformative 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Very informative 

Very Weak 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Very Strong 

Very unbelievable 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Very believable 
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Personal Information 

The purpose of this section is to gather some personal information about you. 

Please complete the following items by giving a tick. 

 

 

8. My gender is (choose one):  □ Female  □ Male 

 

9. My age group is (choose one):  □ under 18  □ 18 – 19 □ 20 – 21 □ 

 22 – 23 

□ 24 or above 

 

10. My Chinese reading proficiency is: □ Good   □ Fair  □ Poor 

 

11. My English reading proficiency is: □ Good   □ Fair  □ Poor 

 

12. Which school/college I belong to: □ College of Business  □ School of 

Law  

□ College of Liberal Arts and Social 

Sciences 

□ School of Creative Media   

□ School of Energy and Environment 

□ College of Science and Engineering 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank you for your participation in this research! 
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Sample 2: A Survey Design for the Control Group 

 

 

 

 

SURVEY INSTRUCTIONS 

 

Your responses to this study will be anonymous and confidential. Your 

personal information will be protected at all times. 

 

The purpose of this study is to understand the consumer behaviours for the 

restaurant selection in an important event. A restaurant review is embedded 

in this survey.  

 

Your participation in this research is voluntary, so you may stop at any time 

or refuse to participate. The estimated time for completing this survey are 

around 15 to 20 minutes. 

 

Please complete the survey at a time and do not go back to the previously 

completed questions. 

 

Please answer the questions to the best of your ability and as honesty as 

possible. 
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Background Information 

 

香港城市大學一直積極培育學生成為未來各界專才，因此創立了 Executive 

Mentoring Program「事業師友計劃」，學校每年只挑選少數而極具潛質的

學生參與計畫，並邀請商業世界中經驗豐富專業人士和中高層管理人員來擔

任同學的學長，為同學講述自己的人生和工作經驗，指導學生確

立未來事業生涯的發展方向。每年均有許多學生申請參加此計劃，但整

個篩選過程十分嚴謹，包括面試，工作坊，性格測試和提交簡歷。最後能成

功被學校挑選到參與此計劃的學生，對他們來說，不但是難能可

貴的機會，更加是一種榮耀。  

 

經過多番努 力，你終 於被學校挑選到能參加本年 度的 Executive 

Mentoring Program「事業師友計劃」，實在驚喜萬分。你的 Executive 

Mentor 是一間上市公司集團的總經理，經過初步接觸，你與另外

兩位同學將會與你們的 Executive Mentor 約定在銅鑼灣區內的

西餐食肆作第一次見面，並共進晚餐。你和同學們都非常重視這

一次的聚會，而學長和同學們都把食肆選擇權交給了你， 以你所知，

而城市大學的 Executive Mentoring Program「事業師友計劃」會資助

這次聚會用餐的費用，所以大家對食肆的消費高低，都沒有特別

考慮，此外，你已確定大家對食肆和食物選擇都沒有特別要求和喜好，

只要是在銅鑼灣區內的西餐食肆便可，但對你來說，這次聚會食肆

的選擇是一個很重要的決定，因為你的選擇不但反映了你的品味，

而且會影與學長見面的第一印象，你實在不願意作錯選擇。 

 

現在，你正在網上搜尋銅鑼灣區內的西餐廳的資料，在瀏覽 openrice 網

頁時，你看到了這西餐廳的資料： 

 

The Westwood Cafe 

地址：銅鑼灣時代廣場 12 樓 A 舖 

电话：2332-3324 

菜式：西式/ 多國菜/ 海鮮/ 西餐廳/ 咖啡店 

营業時間：星期一至日 10:00-23:30 

消费：每人約$200-$300  

付款方式：Visa/ MasterCard/ 現金/ 銀聯 

酒精飲品/ Wi-Fi/ 泊車/ 電話訂座 

 

 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

 The restaurant’s menu is attached for your reference 
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Attitude towards the Restaurant 

The purpose of this section is to determine your attitude towards the restaurant 

after reading its review. Please answer the following questions by circling the 

number that most closely corresponds to your answer. 

 

 

13. My overall impression of The Westwood Restaurant is… 

 

Very bad -3  -2  -1  0  1  2  3 Very good 

Very unfavorable -3  -2  -1  0  1  2  3  Very favorable 

Very unsatisfactory -3  -2  -1  0  1  2  3 Very satisfactory 

 

 

Purchase Intention to the Restaurant 

The purpose of this section is to determine your purchase intention to the 

restaurant after reading its review. Please answer the following questions by 

circling the number that most closely corresponds to your answer. 

 

 

14. Would you be more likely or less likely to choose the restaurant as the 

gathering place, given the information shown in the online review?  

 

Very unlikely 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Very likely 

 

15. Given the information in the online review, how probable is it that you would 

consider the restaurant to be the gathering place with your executive mentor?  

 

Not probable 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Very probable 

 

16. How likely would you be to choose the restaurant, given the information 

shown in the online review?  

 

Very unlikely 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Very likely 
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Purchase Involvement 

 

The purpose of this section is to determine how involved you are with the decision 

in selecting the restaurant as the 1st gathering place with your executive mentor. 

Please answer the following questions by circling the number that most closely 

corresponds to your answer. 

 

 

17. To me, the decision in selecting the restaurant as the 1st gathering place with 

my executive mentor is … 

A very unimportant decision 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 A very important decision 

A decision requires little 

thoughts 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

A decision requires a lot of 

thoughts 

Little to lose if you choose 

the wrong restaurant 

thoughts 

1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

A lot to lose if you choose 

the wrong restaurant 

 

 

 

 

Evaluation of the Restaurant Review 

The purpose of this section is to evaluate the review quality. Please answer the 

following questions by circling the number that most closely corresponds to your 

answer. 

 

 

18. To me, the previous restaurant review I viewed is… 

 

□ Positive □ Neutral □ Negative □Mixed □ Irrelevant □ Not sure 

 

19. To me, the arguments of the restaurant review is … 

 

Very unpersuasive 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Very persuasive 

Very uninformative 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Very informative 

Very Weak 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Very Strong 

Very unbelievable 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Very believable 
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Personal Information 

The purpose of this section is to gather some personal information about you. 

Please complete the following items by giving a tick. 

 

 

20. My gender is (choose one):  □ Female  □ Male 

 

21. My age group is (choose one):  □ under 18  □ 18 – 19 □ 20 – 21 □ 

 22 – 23 

□ 24 or above 

 

22. My Chinese reading proficiency is: □ Good   □ Fair  □ Poor 

 

23. My English reading proficiency is: □ Good   □ Fair  □ Poor 

 

24. Which school/college I belong to: □ College of Business  □ School of 

Law  

□ College of Liberal Arts and Social 

Sciences 

□ School of Creative Media   

□ School of Energy and Environment 

□ College of Science and Engineering 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank you for your participation in this research! 
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Appendix I: The Restaurant Menu in Experiments 

 

Figure 1: Dinner 
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Menu 

Figure 2: Drink Menu 
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Appendix J: Review Designs in Experiments 

 

Figure 1: The Strong-Positive Review Design 
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Figure 2: The Weak-Positive Review Design 
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Figure 3: The Strong-Negative Review Design
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Figure 4: The Weak-Negative Review Design 
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Appendix K: Reliability Test Results  

Table 1: Reliability Test Results of Argument Strength in Phase I 

 

Case Processing Summary 

 N % 

Cases Valid 2388 100.0 

Excludeda 0 .0 

Total 2388 100.0 

a. Listwise deletion based on all variables in the procedure. 

 

Reliability Statistics 

Cronbach's 

Alpha 

N of 

Items 

.985 4 

 

 

Table 2: Reliability Test Results of Argument Strength in Phase II 

 

Case Processing Summary 

 N % 

Cases Valid 175 100.0 

Excludeda 0 .0 

Total 175 100.0 

a. Listwise deletion based on all variables in the procedure. 

 

 

Reliability Statistics 

Cronbach's 

Alpha 

N of 

Items 

.967 4 
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Table 3: Reliability Test Results of Purchase Involvement 

 

Case Processing Summary 

 N % 

Cases Valid 175 100.0 

Excludeda 0 .0 

Total 175 100.0 

a. Listwise deletion based on all variables in the procedure. 

 

Reliability Statistics 

Cronbach's 

Alpha 

N of 

Items 

.789 3 

 

 

Table 4: Reliability Test Results of Attitude 

 

Case Processing Summary 

 N % 

Cases Valid 175 100.0 

Excludeda 0 .0 

Total 175 100.0 

a. Listwise deletion based on all variables in the procedure. 

 

Reliability Statistics 

Cronbach's 

Alpha 

N of 

Items 

.977 3 
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Table 5: Reliability Test Results of Purchase Intention 

 

Case Processing Summary 

 N % 

Cases Valid 175 100.0 

Excludeda 0 .0 

Total 175 100.0 

a. Listwise deletion based on all variables in the procedure. 

 

Reliability Statistics 

Cronbach's 

Alpha 

N of 

Items 

.991 3 
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Appendix L: Manipulation Check Results 

 

Table 1: Manipulation Check on Message Valence 

 

recode_CAT * 8.   To me, the previous restaurant information I viewed is Crosstabulation 

 

8.   To me, the previous restaurant 

information I viewed is Total 

Positiv

e Neutral 

Negati

ve Mixed 

Irreleva

nt  

recode_C

AT 

Positiv

e 

Count 65 1 0 4 0 70 

Expected Count 26.8 14.0 25.2 3.6 .4 70.0 

% within 8.   To 

me, the previous 

restaurant 

information I 

viewed is 

97.0% 2.9% 0.0% 44.4% 0.0% 40.0% 

Negati

ve 

Count 0 1 63 5 0 69 

Expected Count 26.4 13.8 24.8 3.5 .4 69.0 

% within 8.   To 

me, the previous 

restaurant 

information I 

viewed is 

0.0% 2.9% 100.0% 55.6% 0.0% 39.4% 

Control Count 2 33 0 0 1 36 

Expected Count 13.8 7.2 13.0 1.9 .2 36.0 

% within 8.   To 

me, the previous 

restaurant 

information I 

viewed is 

3.0% 94.3% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 20.6% 

Total Count 67 35 63 9 1 175 

Expected Count 67.0 35.0 63.0 9.0 1.0 175.0 

% within 8.   To 

me, the previous 

restaurant 

information I 

viewed is 

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
100.0

% 
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Chi-Square Tests 

 Value df 

Asymptotic 

Significance 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 310.467a 8 .000 

Likelihood Ratio 322.110 8 .000 

Linear-by-Linear 

Association 
37.952 1 .000 

N of Valid Cases 175   

a. 6 cells (40.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is .21. 

 

 

Symmetric Measures 

 Value 

Approximate 

Significance 

Nominal by 

Nominal 

Phi 1.332 .000 

Cramer's V .942 .000 

N of Valid Cases 175  
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Table 2: Manipulation Check on Involvement 

 

One-Sample Statistics 

 N Mean 

Std. 

Deviation 

Std. Error 

Mean 

average_IN

V 
175 5.8019 .60129 .04545 

 

 

One-Sample Test 

 

Test Value = 4 

  

t df 

Sig. 

(2-tailed) 

Mean 

Difference 

95% Confidence Interval of 

the Difference 

Lower Upper 

average_INV 39.643 174 .000 1.80190 1.7122 1.8916 
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Table 3: Manipulation Check on Argument Strength between Strong-Positive 

Reviews and Weak-Positive Reviews 

 

Group Statistics 

 
Category N Mean 

Std. 

Deviation 

Std. Error 

Mean 

average_A

S 

Strong 

Positive 
35 6.1643 .73999 .12508 

Weak Positive 35 2.7214 .96781 .16359 

 

Independent Samples Test 

 

Levene's 

Test for 

Equality of 

Variances t-test for Equality of Means 

F Sig. t df 

Sig. 

(2-taile

d) 

Mean 

Differe

nce 

Std. 

Error 

Differe

nce 

95% 

Confidence 

Interval of the 

Difference 

Lower Upper 

avera

ge_A

S 

Equal 

variances 

assumed 

3.322 .073 
16.71

9 
68 .000 

3.4428

6 
.20593 

3.0319

3 

3.853

78 

Equal 

variances 

not 

assumed 

  
16.71

9 

63.62

8 
.000 

3.4428

6 
.20593 

3.0314

2 

3.854

29 

 

 

Independent Samples Test 

 

t-test for Equality of Means 

95% Confidence Interval of the 

Difference 

Lower Upper 

average_AS Equal variances assumed 3.03193 3.85378 

Equal variances not assumed 3.03142 3.85429 
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Table 4: Manipulation Check on Argument Strength between 

Strong-Negative Reviews and Weak-Negative Reviews 

 

Group Statistics 

 
Category N Mean 

Std. 

Deviation 

Std. Error 

Mean 

average_A

S 

Strong 

Negative 
34 5.8676 .61000 .10461 

Weak Negative 35 2.8286 .59954 .10134 

 

Independent Samples Test 

 

Levene's 

Test for 

Equality of 

Variances t-test for Equality of Means 

F Sig. t df 

Sig. 

(2-tail

ed) 

Mean 

Differe

nce 

Std. 

Error 

Differen

ce 

95% Confidence 

Interval of the 

Difference 

Lower Upper 

avera

ge_A

S 

Equal 

variances 

assumed 

.373 .543 
20.8

71 
67 .000 

3.0390

8 
.14561 

2.7484

3 

3.3297

2 

Equal 

variances not 

assumed 

  
20.8

65 

66.8

54 
.000 

3.0390

8 
.14565 

2.7483

4 

3.3298

1 

 

 

Independent Samples Test 

 

t-test for Equality of Means 

95% Confidence Interval of the 

Difference 

Lower Upper 

average_AS Equal variances assumed 2.74843 3.32972 

Equal variances not assumed 2.74834 3.32981 
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Appendix M: Hypothesis Test Results 

 

Table 1: H1a T-Test Results 

 

Group Statistics 

 

Category N Mean Std. Deviation 

Std. Error 

Mean 

change_ATT Strong Positive 35 2.1358 .69631 .11770 

Weak Positive 35 .8650 .45457 .07684 

 

 

Independent Samples Test 

 

Levene's 

Test for 

Equality of 

Variances t-test for Equality of Means 

F Sig. t df 

Sig. 

(2-taile

d) 

Mean 

Differe

nce 

Std. 

Error 

Differe

nce 

95% 

Confidence 

Interval of the 

Difference 

Lowe

r Upper 

chang

e_AT

T 

Equal 

variances 

assumed 

10.60

8 
.002 

9.04

2 
68 .000 

1.2708

6 
.14056 

.9903

8 

1.5513

4 

Equal 

variances not 

assumed 

  
9.04

2 

58.52

5 
.000 

1.2708

6 
.14056 

.9895

5 

1.5521

6 
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Table 2: H1b T-Test Results 

 

Group Statistics 

 

Category N Mean Std. Deviation 

Std. Error 

Mean 

change_ATT Strong Negative 34 2.8973 .43707 .07496 

Weak Negative 35 1.4790 .44239 .07478 

 

 

 

 

Independent Samples Test 

 

Levene's 

Test for 

Equality of 

Variances t-test for Equality of Means 

F Sig. t df 

Sig. 

(2-taile

d) 

Mean 

Differe

nce 

Std. 

Error 

Differe

nce 

95% 

Confidence 

Interval of the 

Difference 

Lower Upper 

chang

e_AT

T 

Equal 

variances 

assumed 

.026 .872 
13.39

2 
67 .000 

1.4182

1 
.10590 

1.206

84 

1.6295

8 

Equal 

variances 

not 

assumed 

  
13.39

5 

66.98

0 
.000 

1.4182

1 
.10588 

1.206

87 

1.6295

4 
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Table 3: H2a T-Test Results 

 

 

 

Group Statistics 

 

Category N Mean Std. Deviation 

Std. Error 

Mean 

change_ATT Strong Negative 34 2.8973 .43707 .07496 

Strong Positive 35 2.1358 .69631 .11770 

 

 

Independent Samples Test 

 

Levene's 

Test for 

Equality of 

Variances t-test for Equality of Means 

F 

Sig

. t df 

Sig. 

(2-taile

d) 

Mean 

Differe

nce 

Std. 

Error 

Differen

ce 

95% 

Confidence 

Interval of the 

Difference 

Lowe

r Upper 

chang

e_AT

T 

Equal 

variances 

assumed 

10.08

6 

.00

2 

5.42

2 
67 .000 .76145 .14043 

.4811

4 

1.041

75 

Equal 

variances not 

assumed 

  
5.45

7 

57.43

8 
.000 .76145 .13954 

.4820

7 

1.040

82 
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Table 4: H2b T-Test Results 

 

Group Statistics 

 

Category N Mean Std. Deviation 

Std. Error 

Mean 

change_ATT Weak Negative 35 1.4790 .44239 .07478 

Weak Positive 35 .8650 .45457 .07684 

 

 

Independent Samples Test 

 

Levene's 

Test for 

Equality of 

Variances t-test for Equality of Means 

F Sig. t df 

Sig. 

(2-taile

d) 

Mean 

Differen

ce 

Std. 

Error 

Differe

nce 

95% 

Confidence 

Interval of the 

Difference 

Lowe

r 

Uppe

r 

chang

e_AT

T 

Equal 

variances 

assumed 

.067 .797 5.728 68 .000 .61410 .10722 
.4001

5 

.8280

4 

Equal 

variances not 

assumed 

  5.728 
67.95

0 
.000 .61410 .10722 

.4001

5 

.8280

4 
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Table 5: H3a T-Test Results 

 

 

Group Statistics 

 Category N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 

change_ATT Strong Negative 34 2.8973 .43707 .07496 

Weak Positive 35 .8650 .45457 .07684 

 

 

 Independent Samples Test 

 

Levene's 

Test for 

Equality of 

Variances t-test for Equality of Means 

 

 

 

F 

Sig. t df 

Sig. 

(2-tailed

) 

Mean 

Differe

nce 

Std. Error 

Difference 

95% 

Confidence 

Interval of the 

Difference 

Lowe

r Upper 

chang

e_AT

T 

Equal variances 

assumed 

 

.172 .680 18.922 67 .000 
2.0323

0 
.10740 

1.817

92 

2.2466

8 

Equal variances 

not assumed 

 
 18.933 

66.99

4 
.000 

2.0323

0 
.10734 

1.818

05 

2.2465

6 
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Table 6: H3b T-Test Results 

 

Group Statistics 

 

Category N Mean Std. Deviation 

Std. Error 

Mean 

change_ATT Strong Positive 35 2.1358 .69631 .11770 

Weak Negative 35 1.4790 .44239 .07478 

 

 

 

 

Independent Samples Test 

 

Levene's Test 

for Equality 

of Variances t-test for Equality of Means 

F Sig. t df 

Sig. 

(2-tail

ed) 

Mean 

Differe

nce 

Std. 

Error 

Differen

ce 

95% 

Confidence 

Interval of the 

Difference 

Lowe

r 

Uppe

r 

chang

e_AT

T 

Equal 

variances 

assumed 

10.43

1 
.002 

4.71

0 
68 .000 .65676 .13944 

.3785

1 

.9350

2 

Equal 

variances not 

assumed 

  
4.71

0 

57.60

2 
.000 .65676 .13944 

.3775

9 

.9359

3 
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Table 7: H4 T-Test Results 

 

Model Summary 

Model R R Square 

Adjusted R 

Square 

Std. Error of 

the Estimate 

1 .959a .920 .919 .51550 

 

a. Predictors: (Constant), average_ATT 

 

 

ANOVAa 

Model 

Sum of 

Squares df 

Mean 

Square F Sig. 

1 Regression 527.959 1 527.959 1986.722 .000b 

Residual 45.974 173 .266   

Total 573.933 174    

 

a. Dependent Variable: average_PI 

b. Predictors: (Constant), average_ATT 

 

 

 

Coefficientsa 

Model 

Unstandardized 

Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 

1 (Constant) -.075 .094  -.800 .425 

average_AT

T 
.957 .021 .959 44.573 .000 

 

a. Dependent Variable: average_PI 
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